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Abstract: Enteromorpha is a species of algae biomass that is spread widely and has resulted in green
tides in China in recent years. It was urgent to explore an appropriate method for taking advantage
of the ocean waste as an energy supply in the current sustainable development. Pyrolysis, as the first
step of thermochemical conversion in energy utilization, was given attention in order to study its
behavior based on thermogravimetric experiments over a wide heating-rate range from 5 to 60 K/min.
The whole pyrolysis process was divided into three stages: water evaporation, the main components
decomposition, and carbonate decomposition. To estimate the detailed kinetic parameters (activation
energy, the pre-exponential factor, and reaction order etc.), the Kissinger method was used to establish
the original kinetic parameters at different stages and provide the parameter search range for the next
heuristic algorithm, and then the Shuffled Complex Evolution optimization algorithm was coupled
and first applied to the algae biomass pyrolysis. Eventually, the predicted results of mass loss rate
based on the optimized kinetic parameters agreed well with the thermogravimetric experimental
data, with the R2 value being up to 0.92 for all the heating rates.

Keywords: green tide; parameter optimization; pyrolysis kinetics; Shuffled Complex Evolution;
Kissinger method

1. Introduction

Many countries are surrounded by wide coastal areas and territorial seas. There are a lot of algae
biomass species living along 32 thousand kilometers of coastline in China. With a short life cycle and
fast breeding, they are easy to breed [1,2]. However, due to global climate change and water body
eutrophication, the accumulating of massive amounts of Enteromorpha occurs, named “green tide”,
which has become one of the major marine environmental problems all over the world, resulting in the
damage of marine ecosystems, waterways, biodiversity, and even the coastal aquaculture, fishery, and
tourism industry [3]. For example, green tide broke out in Qingdao (China’s yellow sea) in the summer
of the 2008 Beijing Olympics, and more than 60 million tons of two green algae species (Enteromorpha
clathrata and Enteromorpha compressa) grew very rapidly [4]. Thirty percent of the sailing competition
area was covered by Enteromorpha with a direct economic loss of 1.322 billion RMB [3]. Such green tide
is not accidental and it continues to thrive today. Green tide appears frequently along coastlines and
has caused extensive ocean pollution and big economic losses over the years [3]. Therefore, it is very
urgent to explore how to solve this problem.

Sustainability 2020, 12, 2086; doi:10.3390/su12052086 www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability
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Energy supply is one of the greatest challenges for the sustainable development of the current
society [5]. The exploration and development of safe and sustainable alternatives to fossil fuels are
given important global priorities [6]. Accordingly, renewable energy has gained more attention to
address this problem. Algae biomass which lives in the largest aquatic environment area of the earth,
as an important kind of renewable energy, shows several main advantages compared with terrestrial
biomass, including no competition for arable land, cultivation in fresh or saltwater, no need for fertilizer
or pesticide application, year-round production capability, high photosynthetic capacity, and high
CO2 capture efficiency. Moreover, it also reveals other benefits, such as sequestering environmental
contaminants [7,8]. Therefore, algae biomass, categorized as a third-generation biofuel resource, is
not only ocean waste but also one of renewable energy [3,9]. Furthermore, it has become the biomass
resource with most potential and is currently cultivated on an industrial scale for energy utilization [10].
Namely, a practical and feasible technology to solve the problem of green tide is to take advantage of
these algae wastes for energy supply. At present, thermal-chemical conversion processes are regarded
as an important energy utilization approach to algal biomass, especially pyrolysis [11–14]. Pyrolysis is
not only a direct pathway for biomass thermal conversion, but also the first step in combustion and
gasification reactions [7,15–18]. Thus, an improved understanding of this process would be helpful for
thermochemical system design. Following this, an evaluation of the pyrolysis behaviors and kinetic
characteristics of algae biomasses is needed.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a technology widely used to explore the thermal conversion
of biomass pyrolysis as a function of temperature and/or time in a controlled atmosphere [7,12], which
will be applied here. Moreover, various reactions might be involved in the pyrolysis process with
lots of kinetic parameters (activation energy, pre-exponential factor, reaction order etc.) need to be
calculated. It is difficult for traditional kinetic methods to estimate so many parameters, therefore
heuristic algorithms have to be considered to solve this problem. The Shuffled Complex Evolution
(SCE) optimization algorithm, as a classic heuristic algorithm, is proposed by Duan et al. [19,20]. Its
applicability and effectiveness to terrestrial lignocellulosic biomass pyrolysis have been verified in our
previous study [21,22]. However, the optimization algorithm has not been applied to algae biomass
pyrolysis. In order to fill the gaps in knowledge, Enteromorpha clathrate, as a typical algae biomass in
green tide, is used in our current study. Thermogravimetric analysis is conducted at various heating
rates to explore its pyrolysis behaviors, and its kinetic parameters are estimated by coupling the
Kissinger method and the SCE optimization algorithm.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Thermogravimetric Measurements

Enteromorpha clathrate was collected from the Qingdao coast and sun dried for 10 days. The detailed
properties of this sample, including ultimate analysis and biochemical composition are listed in Table 1.
To conduct thermogravimetric experiments, all the samples were milled to powder with a size of less
than 0.01 mm. A SDT Q600 thermal analyzer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) was applied in the
pyrolysis process with five heating rates (5–60 K/min) from 300 to 1200 K. All the samples were evenly
placed in an Alumina cup without a lid, and a high purity nitrogen flow (100 mL/min) was used for all
the experimental runs.
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Table 1. Properties of Enteromorpha clathrate 1 (% mass, dry basis).

Ultimate Analysis Value Biochemical Composition Value

C 22.74 Lipids 1.28
H 6.27 Proteins 23.99
N 3.14 Carbohydrates 40.00
S 1.27
O 7.89

1 Information from Wang et al. [4].

2.2. Pyrolysis Kinetics

A pyrolysis kinetic equation can be expressed based on conversion rate α as follows:

dα
dt

= k(T) f (α) (1)

where k(T) and f (α) are the reaction rate constant and reaction mechanism function, respectively.
Whereby, α and k(T) can be further calculated via the following equations:

α =
m0 −mt

m0 −m∞
(2)

k(T) = A exp
(−E

RT

)
(3)

where m0, mt, and m∞ represent the sample mass at the initial time, time t, and the end, respectively. A
and E are the pre-exponential factor and activation energy of the reaction, respectively.

Then Equation (1) can be written as

dα
dT

=
A
β

f (α) exp
(−Ea

RT

)
(4)

where the linear heating rate β = dT/dt.
Based on the basic pyrolysis kinetic equation, the Kissinger method was applied to calculate the

activation energy and pre-exponential factor at the peak locations, as a reference of the parameter
search range of the SCE algorithm.

2.2.1. Kissinger Method

Assuming that the reaction-order model should be responsible for our current reaction, the reaction
mechanism function was defined as f (α) = (1 − α)n, and then the time derivative of Equation (4) at
peak locations could be expressed as

E
RT2

p

dT
dt

= An
(
1− αp

)n−1
exp
( −E

RTp

)
(5)

Kissinger regarded that n(1 − ap)n − 1 was independent of the heating rate β, with the value being
approximately equal to 1. Then the Kissinger kinetic equation was obtained by taking the logarithm of
the following equation:

ln

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ βT2
p

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ = ln
AR
E
− E

R
1

Tp
(6)

The plot of ln(β/T2
p) versus 1/T gave a straight line, whose slope and intercept could be used to

determine the activation energy E and pre-exponential factor A.
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2.2.2. SCE Optimization Algorithm

The SCE global optimization algorithm is an effective method for optimizing the pyrolysis kinetic
parameters of biomass pyrolysis. This has been proved in our previous study [21–23]. There are
four concepts for this algorithm: the combination of probabilistic and deterministic approaches,
clustering, the systematic evolution of a complex of points spanning the space in the direction of
global improvement, and competitive evolution [19]. In the optimization process, an initial population
composed of parameters that need to be optimized is generated. Next, these parameters (called
individuals) are ranked and partitioned into multiple complexes. Then each complex is evolved
independently according to the Competitive Complex Evolution algorithm and the second generation
is produced by combining all the individuals in each complex. For each generation, the fittest
individuals can be survived based on the objective function until convergence is achieved. The more
detailed optimization process can be referred to Duan and Chaos et al. [19,20,24]. For the current
thermogravimetric experiment, the objective function ϕmlr was the least error of mass loss rate (MLR)
between the predicted results and experimental data:

ϕmlr =
N∑

j=1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

λ∑
k=1

(
MLRpred,k −MLRexp,k

)2
λ∑

k=1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝MLRexp,k − 1
λ

λ∑
p=1

MLRexp,p

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(7)

where N and λ are the number of experiments and experimental data points for each
experiment, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Thermogravimetric Analysis

The thermogravimetric experimental data, including the conversion rate and mass loss rate
of Enteromorpha clathrate pyrolysis at various heating rates, are shown in Figure 1. Ross et al. [25]
found that there were significant differences in the pyrolysis properties between algae biomass and
terrestrial lignocellulosic biomass. Different from lignocellulosic biomass, whose main components
are hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin [26,27], the main components of algal biomass are protein,
carbohydrate, and lipid.

 
Figure 1. Pyrolysis behaviors at different heating rates: (a) conversion rate and (b) mass loss rate.

Figure 1 shows that the main pyrolysis process was divided into three parts: Stage I in the
temperature range of 300–460 K, Stage II in the temperature range of 460–800 K, and Stage III in

4
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the temperature range of 800–1100 K, which is marked in the figure. In Stage I, a dehydration
process—namely, the evaporation of water happens—which was also observed by Wang, Kim and
Zhao et al. [4,28,29] in a similar temperature range. The total conversion rate in this stage was about
20%. In Stage II, the main components of Enteromorpha clathrate started to decompose. Namely, protein,
carbohydrate, and lipid should have been responsible for the pyrolysis in this stage with about a 50%
total conversion rate. The obvious peaks were observed within the temperature range of 520–570 K.
The higher the heating rate was, the greater the mass loss rate of peak was. In Stage III, the reaction
occurred at a high temperature, which might be attributed to the carbonate decomposition or volatile
metal loss [4]. The total conversion rate in this stage was about 30% and the peak location was between
930 and 1030 K. Differently from the change trend of the peak in Stage II, the higher the heating rate
was, the smaller the mass lose rate of peak was in Stage III.

In the whole pyrolysis process, the main decomposition reactions of Enteromorpha clathrate
happened in Stage II and III, which can be expressed as

ComponentA → νAresidue + (1− νA)volatiles

ComponentB → νBresidue + (1− νB)volatiles
(8)

where v is the residue yield, ComponentA and ComponentB are the hypothetical reactants that should
have been responsible for Stages II and III, respectively.

3.2. Kinetic Analysis Based on the Kissinger Method

To calculate the activation energy and pre-exponent factor, the peak location should first be
established, then the second derivative of m/m0 (DTG) is used here [23,30,31]:

|DDTG| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
d2(m/m0)

dT2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

3∑
i=1

Yi
d2αi

dT2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣≥ 0 (9)

Li et al. [30] stressed that if a major component was near the maximum decomposition rate, then
the value of |DDTG| would be likely to drop rapidly to a local minimum (LM). The curve of |DDTG| in
Stages II and III at 40 and 60 K/min is shown in Figure 2 and the local minimum locations (LM) are still
marked. By coupling the DTG and |DDTG| curves, it was convenient to establish the peak temperature,
namely 533.97 and 1006.57 K at 40 K/min, and 540.79 and 1023.11 K at 60 K/min. The detailed peak
temperature for all the heating rates is listed in Table 2.

 
Figure 2. Estimation of peak locations based on second derivative of m/m0 (|DDTG|).
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Table 2. Peak temperatures at different heating rate.

Temperature (K)
Heating Rate (K/min)

5 10 20 40 60

Tp1 507.59 517.46 525.09 533.97 540.79
Tp2 935.46 957.10 980.27 1006.57 1023.11

Based on the established peak locations and Equation (6), the slope and intercept were obtained in
Figure 3, and the activation energy and pre-exponent factor were calculated by the Kissinger method:
Ep1 = 166.45 kJ/mol, Ep2 = 209.34 kJ/mol, Ap1 = 8.50 × 1011 s−1, and Ap2 = 1.21 × 106 s−1, respectively.

 
Figure 3. Kissinger plots for peak locations.

3.3. Estimation of Kinetic Parameters by SCE

The obtained activation energy and pre-factor were defined as the original value V0, and the
parameter search range of the SCE was set to 0.5–1.5V0, as listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Optimized parameters by Shuffled Complex Evolution at multiple heating rates.

Parameters Initial Values Search Range Optimized Values

YA,0 0.50 [0.25, 0.75] 0.38
ln(AA/s-1) 27.47 [13.73, 41.20] 41.19

EA (kJ/mol) 166.45 [83.22, 249.67] 199.85
nA 1.00 [0.00, 10.00] 9.14
vA 0.50 [0.00, 1.00] 0.19

YB,0 1- YA,0 [0.00, 1.00] 0.62
ln(AB/s-1) 14.00 [7.00, 21.00] 20.95

EB (kJ/mol) 209.34 [104.67, 314.01] 208.91
nB 1.00 [0.00, 10.00] 0.66
vB 0.50 [0.00, 1.00] 0.85
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For Equation (8), the reaction rates of the hypothetical reactants and produced residue could be
represented by the nth order reaction-order model

dYi
dt

= −Yi,0

(
Yi

Yi,0

)ni

Ai exp
(
− Ei

RT

)
(i = 1, 2) (10)

dYresidue
dt

= −
2∑

i=1

vi
dYi
dt

(11)

Then the predicted value of total mass loss rate was expressed as

MLR =
d(m/m0)

dT
=

1
β

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
2∑

i=1

dYi
dt

+
dYresidue

dt

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (12)

The above predicted results were compared with thermogravimetric experimental data by the
object function of Equation (7). There were 9 kinetic parameters that needed to be optimized at
the same time. Eventually, the optimized results were obtained by SCE based on all five heating
rates, as shown in Figure 4, taking the results of 5–40 K/min, for example. The mass loss rates of
separate component are further displayed in Figure 5, taking the results of 5 and 10 K/min, for example.
Moreover, the optimized parameters are listed in Table 3.

 
Figure 4. Predicted mass loss rates based on the optimized parameters (lines) compared with
experimental data (symbols).
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Figure 5. Predicted mass loss rates of separated components.

This shows that the predicted results agreed well with the experiment data with R2 being up to
0.92, especially the peak locations, which were captured exactly in both Stages II and III. The activation
energy and pre-exponent factor in Stages II and III were Ep1 = 199.85 kJ/mol, Ap1 = 7.75 × 1017 s−1, Ep2
= 208.91 kJ/mol, and Ap2 = 1.25 × 109 s−1, respectively. The optimized parameters could be used in the
pyrolysis reactor design and numerical simulation. Our previous study proved the applicability of
optimized parameters in the pyrolysis model coupled with mass and heat transfer [32] and even the
complicated direct combustion process in the field of numerical simulation [33].

4. Conclusions

A series of thermogravimetric experiments from 5 to 60 K/min was conducted to explore the
pyrolysis behaviors of the typical algae biomass Enteromorpha clathrate, which results in green tide in
China. The whole pyrolysis behavior was composed of three stages, including water evaporation,
main-component (protein, carbohydrate, and lipid) decomposition and carbonate decomposition.
To explore the kinetic parameters (such as the activation energy, pre-exponential factor, and reaction
order etc.) in the main reaction stages, the second derivative of mass loss rate was used to establish
the peak locations. Then a traditional kinetic method called Kissinger was used to calculate the
original kinetic parameters according to the above peak locations. Furthermore, the Shuffled Complex
Evolution algorithm was coupled and first applied to the algae biomass pyrolysis. Eventually, the
optimized kinetic parameters were obtained based on all the heating rates. The predicted mass loss
rates agreed well with the thermogravimetric experimental data, with R2 being up to 0.92.
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Abstract: A life cycle assessment (LCA)-based environmental sustainability evaluation conceptual
framework of biogas production has been proposed to improve the sustainability of biogas supply
chains. The conceptual framework developed in this study can be used as a guideline for the related
stakeholders and decision makers to improve the quality and enhance the sustainability of biogas
production in Malaysia as well as promoting biogas as a clean, reliable and secure energy. A case
study on an LCA analysis of a zero waste discharge treatment process has been conducted. In the
zero discharge treatment system, biogas can be produced with a maximum water recycle and reuse.
It was indicated that the biogas production and zero discharge treatment of a palm oil mill effluent
were environmentally sustainable as the system utilized organic waste to produce bioenergy and
achieved zero discharge. However, there were other aspects that should be taken into consideration,
particularly regarding the sources of electricity and upstream activity, to ensure the sustainability of
the system holistically.

Keywords: clean technology; renewable energy; life cycle assessment; zero discharge; waste
treatment; sustainability

1. Introduction

Energy plays a crucial and challenging role in sustainable development. The Malaysian
government has been continuously reviewing its energy policy to ensure the sustainability of energy
resources due to the increase of energy demand [1,2]. The emerging of renewable energy production to
replace fossil fuels consumption could certainly reduce environmental pollution because it provides
a low-carbon energy system [3]. Nonetheless, the production of renewable energy consists of input
and output flows and operational processes which may influence its performance. It is essential to
obtain renewable energy in sustainable ways in order to achieve sustainable development as well
as promoting economic growth in the country. Clean energy, sustainable cities and communities,
responsible consumption and production and climate action are included in the 17 Sustainable
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Development Goals (SDGs). Griggs et al. [4] argued that planetary stability should be integrated in the
United Nations’ targets, which are to eliminate poverty and protect the earth’s life-support system.

Biogas is produced by the indirect conversion of solar energy stored in natural organic matter
into a gaseous energy carrier by anaerobic fermentation; therefore, biogas is the end product of
microbiological fermentation [5,6]. The main combustible component in biogas is methane (CH4), and
it also contains significant amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other trace gases [7,8]. Biogas can be
used for heating, electricity generation, as a fuel for vehicle or distributed via the natural gas grid [9,10].
Furthermore, the digestate produced by the anaerobic digestion process can be used as a biofertilizer
in agriculture, thus reducing the need for chemical fertilizers [11,12]. However, questions about the
sustainability of bioenergy pathways have been raised, because the conversion of biomass into energy
consists of input and output flows which may affect its environmental performance. Therefore, a
holistic and comprehensive environmental tool like Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) can be used to assess
and ensure the environmental sustainability of biogas supply chains [13,14].

Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a comprehensive assessment and a holistic approach that can
provide relative and accurate information to be applied in environmental management [15–17]. LCA
can be used to assess environmental burdens related to a product, process or service by identifying the
energy, materials used and emissions released to the environment [18–20]. The LCA approach has
long been practiced around the world, and it has significantly improved in recent years. According
to Talve [21], LCA was first introduced in 1960 in the United States of America by Harold Smith. He
presented his research in the 1963 World Energy Conference on the assessment of the cumulative
energy needed to produce chemical products. However, this methodological approach is still new
and under development in Malaysia. Hence, this study has taken a further step in the direction of
evaluating the environmental impacts of biogas production based on the LCA perspective.

2. Sustainable Biogas Production

Recent years have seen a surge of interest in assessing the environmental impacts of the production
of green goods and services. This is true particularly in the renewable energy system, increasingly
concerned with sustainable environmental requirements. For example, Malaysia has recently become
one of the most important poles of biofuel technology in the world [22]. This is due to its huge
palm tree plantations, a source of biofuel production. Moreover, there is an abundant biomass source
in Malaysia from agricultural crops and wastewater from industrial activity that can be utilized as
feedstock for bioenergy production [23,24]. However, without appropriate wastewater treatment and
management, a huge source of renewable energy will be wasted and, at the same time, become a
menace to the environment. Hence, biogas production from available biomass waste and wastewater
could be one of the suitable solutions to overcome the wastage. Biomass waste utilization has a
direct impact on the recovery of energy. There are a number of energy recovery methods which can
be used, such as biochemical (e.g., anaerobic digestion, composting and vermicomposting), thermal
conversions (e.g., gasification, incineration, fast and slow pyrolysis) and chemical conversions (e.g.,
transesterification) [25,26].

In Malaysia, LCA studies were mostly conducted by the Malaysian Palm Oil Board (MPOB)
and SIRIM Berhad. Various areas have been covered in the LCA study, such as waste management,
petroleum, agro-industry and palm oil [27,28]. A study conducted by Aziz et. al [24] revealed the
potential of biogas production from six types of substrates in Malaysia. In addition, recent studies
on biogas production from the anaerobic digestion of a palm oil mill effluent have been conducted
to highlight the feasibility of the LCA approach in biogas production, as well as the opportunity
and challenges from the Malaysian perspective [27]. However, there are no strict regulations issued
by the government concerning biogas plant installation and utilization, despite the various green
policies that have been developed and introduced. Even though biogas generation is still at a nascent
stage in Malaysia, it has a high potential in the way forward to achieve sustainable development.
Therefore, it is important to assess the environmental performance of the system to ensure and enhance
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its sustainability [28,29]. A proper guideline, like a LCA-based conceptual framework, would also
assist the government and related stakeholders in making decisions to improve the environmental
performance of biogas production. Hence, an LCA-based conceptual framework was developed and
proposed in this study (Figure 1). The framework shows the integration of policy drivers, proposed
actions, existing green initiatives, green market influences and sustainability evaluation using the LCA
approach affecting the sustainability of biogas production supply chains.
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The LCA-based environmental evaluation is an integrated approach which can assess the
environmental performance of biogas production. LCA is a cradle-to-grave approach for assessing
the impacts of a product throughout its life cycle, from raw materials extraction, through production,
manufacture, transportation and use, to the management of the discarded product, either by recycling
or final disposal [30]. The information from the conceptual framework of an LCA-based environmental
evaluation of biogas production could assist the consumer in making choices towards green goods
and services. Moreover, an LCA approach will act as a continuous measure and help both policy and
decision makers to identify the opportunities for environmental improvements.

2.1. Policy Drivers

Many initiatives have been proposed and implemented by the government to promote sustainable
development. As shown in Figure 1, a total of nine policy drivers have been identified concerning
renewable energy evolution: Four Fuel Diversification Policy (1981), Fifth Fuel Policy (2000), National
Biofuel Policy (2006), National Green Technology Policy (2009), National Renewable Energy and
Action Plan (2010), New Energy Policy (2010), Sustainable Energy Development Act (2011), Renewable
Energy Act (2011) and National Energy Efficiency Action Plan (2014). The energy-related policies were
introduced to ensure future energy security and stability [31,32].

In 1981, the Four Fuel Diversification Policy was proposed to prevent over-reliance on oil as the
main energy source, with a diversification of the energy mix to include gas, hydropower and coal. The
National Biofuel Policy promoted the use of biofuels through incentives and making available 5% diesel
and 5% palm olein biodiesel blends. The National Green Technology Policy targeted the development
of renewable energy for energy security and considered renewable energy as an important factor for
economic growth. The utilization of indigenous renewable resources was introduced through the
National Renewable Energy and Action Plan to achieve electrical supply security and sustainable
socioeconomic development. Under the Renewable Energy Act, a tariff system to promote renewable
energy generation was established. The transition of attention towards renewable energy generation
can be seen through the continuous development and realignment of energy policies.

Many countries’ governments around the world have committed to decreasing greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions by promoting renewable energy. Both developed and developing countries have
set a renewable energy target and promulgated legislation and regulations to encourage renewable
energy development. Table 1 shows the regulations and measures related to renewable energy in
several countries. The policies and measures were designed to reduce fossil fuel dependency, to
promote the development and utilization of renewable energy, diversifying energy supplies, ensuring
energy security, protecting the environment and considering economic and social sustainability [33,34].
According to Yaping Hua et al. [34], by the year 2013, at least 144 countries had set different renewable
energy targets and policies at the national level. In addition, there was a total investment of 244 billion
USD in renewable energy development globally.

Table 1. Renewable energy related policies and measures in several countries (adapted from [35]).

Country
Legislation and Regulation

Developed Countries

Germany

2017 Amendment of the Renewable Energy Sources Act (EEG 2017)
Subsidy for solar PV with storage installations

Ground-Mounted PV Auction Ordinance (2015)
2014 Amendment of the Renewable Energy Sources Act (EEG 2014)

CHP Agreements with Industry
KfW Program Offshore Wind Energy

Law on Energy and Climate Fund
"Energy of the Future" monitoring process

Sixth Energy Research Program
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Table 1. Cont.

Country
Legislation and Regulation

Developed Countries

Germany

Biofuels Quota Act (2010)
Energy Concept

National Energy Action Plan (NREAP) (2010)
KfW Renewable Energies Program

KfW Program Energy-Efficient Rehabilitation
Renewable Energies Heat Act (2009)

Climate Legislation Package Enacted under the Integrated Climate Change and Energy Program
(2008)

Integrated Climate Change and Energy Program
Funding for Solar Power Development Center

Energy Industry Act (2005) (amended 2012)
Law to Amend the Mineral Oil Tax Law and Renewable Energy Law (2002)

Combined Heat and Power Law (2002)
Eco-Tax Reform (1999)

Market Incentive Program
Preferential Loan Program offered by the Reconstruction Loan Corporation (KfW)

Federal Building Codes for Renewable Energy Production
Green Power

Ordinance on the Fee Schedule for Architects and Engineers (1995)
Federal States Support for Renewable Energy (1985)

Australia

Renewable Energy (Electricity) Act 2000
Renewable Energy (Electricity) (Small-Scale Technology Shortfall Charge) Act 2010
Renewable Energy (Electricity) (Large-Scale Generation Shortfall Charge) Act 2000

Renewable Energy (Electricity) Regulation 2001,
Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs)

Japan

Law Concerning the Promotion of the Development and Introduction of Alternative Energy
Long-Term Energy Supply and Demand Outlook (2015)

Strategic Energy Plan (2014)
Feed-in Tariff for Renewable Electricity and Solar PV Auction (2012)

Global Methane Initiative (2010)
Cool Earth-Energy Innovative Technology Plan (2008)

Seaway Signals Converted to Use Renewable Energy (2000)
Promotion of New and Renewable Energy (1997)

Special Measures Law for Promoting the Use of New Energy (1997)
Projects for Development and Deployment of New and Renewable Energy by NEDO and by NEPC

(1980)
Law on Establishment of NEDO (1980)

Developing Countries

China

Renewable Energy Law
Regulation on Administration of Power Generation from Renewable Energy

Measures on Supervision and Administration of Grid Enterprises in the Purchase of Renewable
Energy Power

Trial Management Measures for Renewable Power Pricing and Cost Share
Trial Management Measure for Allocation of Renewable Energy Tariff Surplus Revenue

Notice of Strengthening the Construction and Management of Biofuel Ethanol and Promoting Sound
Industrial Development

Trial Management Measures for the Special Development Fund Implementation
Guidelines on Promoting Wind Power Industry

Guides to Renewable Energy Development

Thailand

Thailand Alternative Energy Development Plan (AEDP 2015-2036)
Feed-in Tariff for Very Small Power Producers (VSPP) (excluding solar PV)

Feed-in tariff for distributed solar systems
Biodiesel blending mandate

Renewable Energy Development Plan (REDP) 2008-2022
Small and Very Small Power Purchase Agreements

Energy Conservation Program (ENCON)
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Table 1. Cont.

Country
Legislation and Regulation

Developed Countries

Vietnam

National Power Development Plan 7 (PDPD7 – revised) (2016)
Vietnam Renewable Energy Development Strategy 2016-2030 with outlook until 2050 (REDS)

Decision on support mechanisms for the development of biomass power project in Vietnam (biomass
feed-in tariff)

Decision on support mechanisms for the development of waste-to-energy power projects in Vietnam
(feed-in tariff)

Accelerated depreciation tax relief for renewable energy projects
Electricity Law (2005)

Decree No. 45/2001/ND-CP on electric power operation and use (2001)

2.2. The Green Initiatives in Malaysia

The government has provided a great effort and commitment through many renewable energy
and green initiatives at both the national and international levels to promote green and sustainable
development (Figure 1). Renewable energy initiatives like the Small Renewable Energy Power (SREP)
program, Biogen Full Scale Model (Biogen FSM) project, Feed-in-Tariff (FiT) mechanism, Malaysia
Building Integrated Photovoltaic (MBIPV), B5 biodiesel program, Centre for Education and Training
in Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency (CETREE), Sustainable Energy Development Authority
(SEDA) and National Biomass Strategy (NBS) have been introduced [36,37]. In addition, the Green
Technology Financing Scheme (GTFS) by GreenTech Malaysia, Green Building Index (GBI) by GBI
organization, research funding by MOSTI and LCA studies by SIRIM and MPOB are the examples of
green initiatives conducted at the national level.

Malaysia also took part at the international level (i.e., United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) and Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) under the Kyoto Protocol),
which shows the commitment of the government to shifting towards cleaner and sustainable
development. More innovative initiatives and strategies would help to identify multiple pathways
towards sustainable energy. Due to this commitment, the environmental evaluation of a biogas
production system using LCA tools can be integrated into Malaysia’s policies and action plans to take
further steps towards sustainable development in the future.

2.3. Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment

Sustainable development is defined as development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs [38]. In order to develop a
life cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA), integrated environment, economy and social perspectives
need to be considered by looking at three different dimensions of the same system [39–41] (Figure 1).
The LCA produces numerical data and indicators to evaluate the used resources and environmental
impacts; life cycle costing (LCC) produces cost indicators to evaluate the cost-effectiveness; and the
social life cycle (S-LCA) introduces social indicators to evaluate the corporate policy and human rights
of a product or system. Therefore, if the study could extend into economic and social dimensions in the
future, a thorough understanding on the sustainability of the system could be achieved. According to
Coyle and Rebow [42] and Jürgensen et al. [43], sustainability in energy systems is usually associated
with energy efficiency and energy with lower emissions. An evaluation tool like the LCA can be used
to assess the environmental performance and determine the hotspots along the supply chains, thus
providing a comprehensive assessment of the sustainability of the renewable energy system. The
evaluation tool is one of the important factors that should be integrated into sustainable energy, in
addition to public awareness, sustainability education and training and the promotion of renewable
energy resources.

The environmental life cycle assessment of biogas production supply chains helps to define
the up- and down-streams of the whole system and identify possible problems at each stage of
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the evaluation process [44,45]. The contribution of the process to the selected impact categories
can be determined. Several actions and improvement strategies can be proposed for enhancing
the environmental sustainability of biogas production. Other tools that can be used to support the
decision making and to evaluate the impacts of renewable energy systems are the ecological footprint,
energy analysis, net energy balance, carbon footprint, GHG life cycle analysis, material flow analysis,
sustainability indicators, fuel cycle analysis and life cycle risk assessment [46]. However, it has been
found that the LCA is preferable as a research-based approach and able to holistically assess the
environmental sustainability of renewable energy systems [46]. As reported by Sala et al. [47] and
Takeda et al. [48], the LCA approach could identify deficiencies for further improvements and help to
avoid problem and burden shifting from one part of the system to the others.

Bioenergy production from organic waste does not automatically imply that its production,
conversion and utilization are sustainable [49]. Based on the findings of LCA studies for renewable
energy by Milazzo et al. [50] and Turconi et al. [51], the sustainability of bioenergy is more than
just GHG savings. It is also associated with specific resource use and the potential environmental
consequences. The sustainability of these components is important because any deficiencies could
lead to market distortion and consequently impede the efforts to increase renewable energy shares in
Malaysia’s energy capacity.

2.4. Influences and Proposed Actions

Figure 1 shows some issues that influence the growing interest towards sustainable renewable
energy production. Fossil fuels depletion, increasing energy demand and environmental pollution
problems have been a major influence in the transition of attention towards renewable and sustainable
energy [52,53]. The current plan also aims to obtain renewable energy in sustainable ways, to have a
low-carbon energy system and to have a proper waste management practice, as well as promoting
economic growth. However, it is crucial to have an appropriate action plan to overcome the obstacles
and barriers which limit the feasibility of sustainable biogas production supply chains in Malaysia.

According to Figure 1, a few strategies and initiatives that could be proposed to help improve
the sustainability of the system are the research and development (R&D) activities, which should
be enhanced to improve bioenergy production, more renewable energy incentives, collaborations
with developing countries and knowledge transfer, developing and increasing local technology to
reduce cost, minimizing operational complexity, developing local expertise in design, operation and
maintenance, improving the availability of input-output inventories, eliminating regulatory barriers
and also conducting policy advocacy to the political, economic and social systems and institutions.

3. Promoting Biogas Production from a Palm Oil Mill Effluent as a Renewable Energy Source
in Malaysia

The palm oil industry in Malaysia has boosted the country’s economy, as it was one of the largest
palm oil exporters and producers in the world. The palm oil industry has supported a variety of food
products like margarine, cooking oils and animal feeds, and non-food products like soaps, detergents,
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and biofuels [54–58]. The by-products generated during the palm oil milling
process can be recycled and recovered into reusable materials or products (e.g., shells and fibers used as
fuel for boilers, empty fruit bunches used as soil conditioner and palm oil mill effluent (POME) utilized as
a source of energy generation) [59,60]. Figure 2 shows the overview of the flow process and products
of the palm oil industry. According to Basri et al. [61] and Oswal et al. [62], POME has been applied as
feedstock in most palm oil mills to generate biogas. Due to its high organic content, POME can be a
good source to generate methane gas for energy production. The exploitation of POME for renewable
energy production would enhance the sustainability of palm oil industries. As a consequence, bioenergy
generation from POME can be an added value to the palm oil industry in Malaysia.

Issues on energy security and environmental concerns lead to the utilization of renewable energy
sources. Upgrading biogas to biomethane and injecting it into the natural gas grid could be an efficient
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way of integrating the biogas into the energy sector [60]. Accordingly, biomethane can substitute the
use of natural gas and can also be used as transportation fuel. However, the unattractive connection
price to the grid, the irregular supply of biomass, the low efficiency of combustion technology and poor
supporting systems like interconnection infrastructure have caused a shortfall in national renewable
energy capacity in Malaysia. In 2017, the total electricity demand in Malaysia was approximately
12 607 ktoe [27]. The estimated energy potential generated from 50k tonnes of POME produced in
a year is about 3.2 million MWh of electricity, contributing to 2.19% of the total electricity demand.
Though the utilization of biogas as renewable energy is still unregulated in Malaysia, it is crucial
because it could improve long-term energy security and environment protection.

Figure 2. Overview of the flow process and products of the palm oil industry in Malaysia.

Current developments in the local and global economies are closely connected to sustainable energy
resources. The feed-in-tariff (FiT) mechanism administered by the Sustainable Energy Development
Authority (SEDA) was designed to correspond to the National Renewable Energy and Action Plan
(2010), that suggested the requirement of legislative solutions to increase the renewable energy share in
Malaysia’s energy mix [63,64]. The type of resources included in the FiT mechanism are biogas, biomass,
hydropower and solar photovoltaic power. At 40 MW, the oil palm biomass contributed the highest
grid-connected capacity among renewable technologies in the Ninth Malaysia Plan (2006–2010) [65–67].
In addition, oil palm biomass emerged as a major contributor towards achieving the capacity target set
under the FiT of 800 MW of grid-connected capacity by the year 2020 [63,68].

However, the survey carried out by Umar et al. (2014) [67] showed that some of the palm oil
millers were less interested in embarking on a renewable energy venture. This is due to the fact that
most of the mill operators’ financial capability is too low to participate in a high cost project, and
renewable energy was not a profitable business. Therefore, an innovative incentives scheme should
be proposed to reduce the financial pressure on energy providers. In addition, the cost could be
reduced by developing and increasing local technology, as well as local expertise in design, operation
and maintenance. The operational complexity should also be minimized, so that the system can
be conducted and managed easily and the palm oil millers would not overlook the efficiency and
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effectiveness of the system. Other strategies that could be executed to enhance and promote the
sustainability of biogas production in the country are the improvement of research and development
(R&D) activities and the establishment of collaborative research with other developed and developing
countries, along with a concurrent transfer of knowledge.

Conducting an LCA for a product or system requires a transparent inventory, so that an excellent
overview of areas in which inputs could be substituted by less polluting materials can be acquired
for the good of the environment. Hence, it is important for industries to record and make available
their input and output inventories for research purposes. The conceptual framework of the LCA-based
environmental evaluation developed in the present study can be used as a guideline for related
stakeholders and decision makers to improve the quality and enhance the environmental sustainability
of biogas production from POME in Malaysia, as well as promoting biogas as a cleaner, reliable and
secure energy. The stakeholders include the government, oil palm producers, financial institutions and
oil palm associations. Government intervention is crucial to drive the industry forward to achieve
cleaner technology and towards sustainable development. Accordingly, the market community also
shares an equal responsibility and influence, in order to increase the use of renewable energy sources
and meet the sustainable development goals. A policy advocacy of sustainable renewable energy
resources should be conducted at the political, economic, social and institutional levels, to raise
awareness to the fact that environmental-friendly products and systems are starting to get local and
global attention. According to Aziz et al. [69], various studies on the implementation of the LCA
approach to evaluate the environmental performance of biogas production show that the LCA could
help improve the environmental profile of the biogas system. There were many initiatives by the
Malaysian government towards sustainable development, which can be a potential driving force to
apply the LCA to the environmental evaluation of a clean technology.

4. Life Cycle Assessment of Zero Discharge Treatment

POME is a remarkably contaminating effluent because of its high content of organic matter
(expressed as chemical oxygen demand (COD) and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)), which
can have harmful effects on the environment, particularly on the water resources to which POME
is discharged. In recent years, POME has been recognized as a prospective source of renewable
energy. Accordingly, the production of bioenergy will be more sustainable and cleaner when operating
simultaneously with wastewater treatment. There are various existing processes for POME treatment
and the conversion of POME into bioenergy, such as aerobic and anaerobic digestion, physico-chemical
treatment and membrane separation [70–73]. Nevertheless, in the integrated biological treatment of
the POME system, which includes membrane treatment, higher quality effluents can be produced.
This system is also called zero discharge treatment system. In the zero waste discharge treatment
system, all wastewater is purified and recycled. Therefore, the plant discharges zero effluents into
the water, which in effect reduces environmental pollution. The anaerobic digestion of POME can
produce biogas and a final discharge which meets the proposed regulatory standard of the Department
of Environment (DOE), Malaysia. However, in the zero discharge treatment system, biogas can be
produced with a maximum water recycle and reuse.

Zero waste discharge treatment has been implemented in several countries around the world (i.e.,
Italy, United States, Canada, Malaysia, China and India). For instance, this technology has been used for
reusing the wastewater produced by car manufacturing and secondary sewage [74], heavy oil recovery [75],
wastewater reclamation and reuse in marine ports [76], the treatment of chromium-containing leather
waste [77] and treating POME [78]. However, the environmental sustainability of this treatment process
in terms of the LCA approach is still under development. One study has been carried out in India by
Rajakumari and Kanmani [79] on zero liquid discharge treatment technologies for textile industries, using
pretreatment, reverse osmosis (RO) and evaporator treatment units. The results of the study show that the
energy consumption in the treatment plant had contributed to the global warming potential (GWP) by
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5.56 kg CO2-eq per functional unit of 1 m3 of textile wastewater. It was reported that CO2 was a leading
pollutant, which can be reduced by using biomass gasification.

Wastewater recovery and recycling has become a growing trend because it not only minimizes
the environmental impact of discharged water, but can also be an additional water resource which
promotes water sustainability [80]. On that account, palm oil mills in Malaysia, particularly, should
explore and adopt the zero discharge technology to achieve zero discharge concepts. According to
Madaki and Seng [81], POME is a very difficult and expensive waste to manage. Hence, there is a need
to shift from the conventional system to the current advanced POME treatment technology. Although
the zero discharge treatment system is a promising sustainable technology, its application requires a
high amount of energy consumption, which will result in some environmental impacts [82]. Therefore,
an LCA of the zero waste discharge treatment process is important, as it will provide additional insights
into the environmental sustainability of the technology.

4.1. Material and Methods

4.1.1. Goal and Scope, Unit Process, Functional Unit and System Boundaries

In this study, the zero discharge treatment of POME has been used as a case study. The LCA
includes four phases: goal definition and scope, life cycle inventory (LCI) analysis, life cycle impact
assessment (LCIA) and interpretation. A gate-to-gate approach was used, focused on the process of
zero discharge treatment. The goal of using the LCA method was to determine the environmental
impacts of the zero discharge treatment system and to derive measures to reduce them. The energy
and material requirements, as well as the emissions to the environment, were taken into account. The
functional unit for impact assessment was a metric tonne of POME. Figure 3 shows the system boundary
for the LCA of the zero discharge treatment of POME. Three main processing units (i.e., pretreatment,
biological treatment (anaerobic and aerobic treatment) and post-treatment (ultrafiltration and reverse
osmosis)) were included in the environmental assessment.

Figure 3. Life cycle flow chart of a zero discharge treatment system of POME.
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4.1.2. Database and Analysis Methods

SimaPro 8.5.2 software was used to gather and analyze the inventory data. SimaPro 8.5.2 is an
LCA software that can be used to monitor the performance of the sustainability of a product or service.
This software can analyze a complex life cycle systematically and can evaluate the environmental
impact of a product or service at each stage of the life cycle. Ecoinvent 3.4 [83], Agri-footprint 4.0 [84]
and USLCI [85] were chosen as background data sources. Ecoinvent 3.4 database was used for this
study because it contains LCI data from various sectors, such as energy production, transportation,
chemicals production and also fruits and vegetables. Agri-footprint 4.0 database was chosen due to
its comprehensive LCI database focusing on the agriculture and food sectors, which covers data on
agricultural products (i.e., food, feed and biomass). Besides, Agri-footprint 4.0 covers materials and
inputs from agriculture, while USLCI database contains data modules that quantify the material and
energy flows into and out of the environment. Using Ecoinvent 3.4, Agri-footprint 4.0 and USLCI data as
proxies, the background databases were already incorporated in SimaPro, while foreground databases
were newly included in the software for analysis, obtained from survey and existing regional datasets.

Life cycle impact category indicators were calculated using ReCiPe 2016, developed by Huijbregts
et al. [86]. ReCiPe 2016 evaluates 18 different impact categories at the midpoint level, namely
global warming (GWP), stratospheric ozone depletion (ODP), ionizing radiation (IRP), ozone
formation (human health) (HOFP), fine particulate matter formation (PMFP), ozone formation
(terrestrial ecosystems) (EOFP), terrestrial acidification (TAP), freshwater eutrophication (FEP), marine
eutrophication (MEP), terrestrial ecotoxicity (TETP), freshwater ecotoxicity (FETP), marine ecotoxicity
(METP), human carcinogenic toxicity (HTPc), human non-carcinogenic toxicity (HTPnc), land use
change (LUC), mineral resource scarcity (SOP), fossil resource scarcity (FFP) and water consumption
(WCP). The impact categories were then divided into three damage assessment categories at the
endpoint level, namely damage to human health (HH), damage to ecosystem quality (ED) and damage
to resource availability (RA).

4.1.3. Life Cycle Inventory

The life cycle inventory includes inventory data from the inputs and outputs in the process of zero
discharge treatment. Inventory data consist of the amount of energy and materials consumed and the
quantities of emissions released to the environment. All data were obtained from a set of questionnaires,
on-site data, literature reviews and databases in SimaPro 8.5.2. The raw data information was obtained
directly from the owner of the mill chosen in the present study. For compatibility, the questionnaires
were developed based on the guideline provided by ISO 14044 [87], consisting of the generic information
(i.e., annual reports and company brochures), process description and the input and output flows of the
analyzed product. An interview with the mill owners and officers was conducted to obtain and validate
information regarding the production process, technology used, mill operation and operational issues.

The case study was based on POME-based biogas production from a palm oil mill with biogas
and zero discharge treatment facilities in Malaysia, and the data were collected for a period of three
years. Data on the inputs and outputs of the production process, including the amount of energy,
materials consumed and transportation, were available from 2012 to 2016. However, the quantity and
quality of the data were not consistent from year to year. Therefore, this study was conducted based
on the average of three years (2013 until 2015) data. The data chosen were the most complete and with
best quantity and quality. The validation of data was performed by on-site visits, comparison with
other data sources and recalculation. The results from the LCI were subsequently used to assess the
environmental performance of the zero discharge treatment process.

The zero discharge treatment system of POME consists of three main processing units, as shown
in Figure 3: pretreatment, biological treatment and post-treatment. The core technologies in the
POME zero discharge system in this study were AnaEG and BioAX. AnaEG is an advanced anaerobic
expanded granular sludge bed reactor, while BioAX is an advanced biocontact aerobic process with
internal circulation. In the AnaEG bioreactor, the wastewater flows upwards in a plug flow pattern
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consisting of a two-phase anaerobic process in one reactor. The BioAX tank contains biofilm that
provides a suitable environment for the growth of microbes to further enhance the degradation of
organic matter. In BioAX, returned sludge was not required. Table 2 shows the inventory data for
the treatment of a metric tonne of POME. The treatment plant was installed in the palm oil mill, and
hence no vehicle was needed for the transportation of feedstock. In this study, only a small amount
of water is required for the treatment process, approximately 0.2 L per tonne of POME. Rainwater
harvesting has been practiced in the treatment plant to collect and store rainwater for on-site reuse.
Though Malaysia has sufficient water resources, some regions in the country are facing water scarcity,
and the water demand is also increasing nowadays. Hence, rainwater harvesting as an alternative
water resource was proposed by the government as part of the solutions to mitigate water scarcity
problems [88]. 50% of the total electricity consumption was taken from the national grid and another
50% from the biogas engine. The utilization of biogas for electricity generation could reduce the cost as
well as the dependency on non-renewable energy sources.

Table 2. LCI for the zero discharge treatment system of POME (per tonne of POME).

Input/Output Unit Amount Data Source
Link Process/Substance in

SimaPro 8.5.0

Input from technosphere

Materials and fuels
Palm oil mill effluent (POME) t 1 On-site data Palm oil mill effluent

Energy

Electricity from grid kWh 0.385 On-site data
Electricity mix, AC,

consumption mix, at
consumer, < 1 kV/MY Mass

Electricity from biogas kWh 0.321 On-site data Biogas, zero discharge
treatment plant/MY

Output to technosphere

Products and co-products
Clean water t 0.75 On-site data Clean water

Biogas m3 28 On-site data Biogas, zero discharge
treatment plant/MY

Sludge oil kg 4.70 On-site data Sludge oil
Organic solid sludge kg 28.98 On-site data Organic solid sludge

RO concentrate (K2O & MgO) kg 3.41 On-site data RO concentrate (K2O & MgO)

Input from environment

Resource
Water m3 0.0002 On-site data Water, rain

During the pretreatment of POME, suspended matter such as oil and solids was removed to ensure
the effective anaerobic treatment of POME. The sludge oil produced was recovered and sold out as
by-product. The biological treatment process produced an average of 28 m3 biogas per tonne of POME
and generated a final discharge with a BOD of less than 20 mg/L. The biogas composition was 65-70%
CH4, 25-36% CO2 and 800-1500 ppm H2S. The biogas produced was burned in a gas engine to generate
power for internal use as electricity and was also utilized as fuel for the boiler to generate steam in the
palm oil mill. The treated sludge (digestate) was recovered from the anaerobic digester and sent to the
plantation as an organic fertilizer. According to Loh et al. [89], the application of the treated sludge
as organic fertilizer could enhance soil fertility due to its high content of nutrients. In this treatment
system, no water back flow process is needed in the anaerobic reactor and no returned sludge is
required in the aerobic treatment process. The effluent generated from the biological treatment contains
a low level of organic and suspended solids. Finally, the post-treatment process’ final discharge was
clean water that can be reused as boiler feed water in the mill. An RO concentrate amounting to 40%
of rejected water was recovered and collected as liquid fertilizer with s high content of potassium
and magnesium.
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The ultimate goals of this treatment system are to produce biogas as a source of renewable energy,
zero emissions of GHG, a final discharge with less than 20 mg/L of BOD and clean water which can be
used as boiler feed water. Table 3 shows the characteristics of POME after each treatment in the zero
discharge treatment system according to Tabassum et al. [90]. In the presented results, the average
removal of COD and BOD after the biological treatment were 98.5% and 99.9%, respectively. After the
membrane treatment UF/RO process, the value of COD and BOD were almost undetectable. The quality
of water from each treatment stage shows an improvement in terms of color, odor and turbidity and
obtained > 90% removal of chemical oxygen demand (COD), biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and
suspended solid (SS). At the final stage, the RO permeate was odor-free, clear and with a pH of 9.48. The
zero discharge treatment system was able to reclaim water as boiler feed water, since the water quality
complied with the boiler feed water standard set by the American Boiler Manufactures Association
(ABMA), which is pH 7.5 until 10 [78]. It is the ideal pH for boiler feed water to prevent corrosion. After
the entire treatment processes, higher percentages of water could be recovered and used as boiler feed
water, and the recovered biogas could be utilized to produce heat and electricity for self-consumption.
Therefore, the products and effluents produced can be considered environmentally sustainable.

Table 3. The characteristics of POME after each treatment (adapted from [80]).

Parameter Unit
Raw

POME
EQ

AnaEG
Effluent

Nano
Clarifier

BioAX
Effluent

UF/RO
Permeate

pH 4.30 4.00 7.00 7.50 8.00 9.48
COD mg/L 75000 65000 4500 2000 1100 ND
BOD5 mg/L 27000 NM NM 820 <20 ND

TS mg/L 100000 48600 22600 8200 5650 NM
SS mg/L 50000 22778 13840 350 191 ND

TVS mg/L 80000 40200 14300 3000 1600 NM
Dissolved

solids mg/L 50000 25882 8760 7850 5459 NM

VFA mg/L 2184 NM 413 NM NM NM
Total

Alkalinity mg/L 536 NM 4100 NM NM NM

Turbidity NTU NM NM NM 700 110.0 0.4

ND: not detected; NM: not measured.

4.2. Results and Discussion

Life Cycle Impact Assessment

The potential impacts were determined using the results from the inventory analysis (LCI). There
are four steps in the life cycle impact assessment (LCIA): classification, characterization, normalization
and weighting. According to ISO 14044 [87], classification and characterization are mandatory steps
for the LCIA, while normalization and weighting are optional steps depending on the goal and scope
of the study. In the present study, the classification and characterization steps were included.

The assessment has been carried out on a zero discharge treatment system based on the functional
unit of 1 tonne of POME. The impact results at the midpoint level are presented as characterization
values in Table 4. The characterization factors indicate the environmental impact per unit of stressor.
As presented in Table 4, the most significant contribution to all impact categories originated from the
electricity consumption from the national grid. Hence, electricity production from the national grid is
an important contributor to all impact categories. This is because the Malaysian grid energy profile is
largely composed of non-renewable energy sources, with 45% from natural gas, 41% from coal, 6%
from hydroelectric power and 8% from oil [91].
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Table 4. The characterization values at the midpoint level per 1 t of POME.

Impact Category Unit Total

GWP kg CO2-eq 4.42 × 102

ODP kg CFC11-eq 7.75 × 10−9

IRP kBq Co-60-eq 4.80 × 10−7

HOFP kg NOx-eq 2.15 × 10−4

PMFP kg PM2.5-eq 1.49 × 10−3

EOFP kg NOx-eq 2.17 × 10−4

TAP kg SO2-eq 1.00 × 10−2

FEP kg P-eq 6.65 × 10−12

MEP kg N-eq 2.42 × 10−7

TETP kg 1,4-DCB 3.08 × 10−2

FETP kg 1,4-DCB 1.82 × 10−4

METP kg 1,4-DCB 2.49 × 10−4

HTPc kg 1,4-DCB 7.93 × 10−5

HTPnc kg 1,4-DCB 8.50 × 10−3

SOP kg Cu-eq 1.32 × 10−7

FFP kg oil-eq 4.06 × 10−2

WCP m3 2.02 × 10−4

In 2015, the total electricity generation in Malaysia was approximately 144,565 GWh, and 89.3%
of the electricity mix was generated by using fossil fuels [92]. The energy demand in Malaysia had
increased from 40,845 ktoe in 2009 to 51,807 ktoe in 2015 [93]. It was reported that the use of energy
for electricity generation is the largest source of emissions of GHG when compared to other human
activities. From 2000 to 2015, the emissions from electricity generation had increased by 45% [91]. CO2

emissions resulting from the oxidation of carbon in fuels during combustion account for the largest
share of global anthropogenic GHG emissions. The cumulative effect of other GHG emissions like CH4

and N2O towards global climate were estimated to be at least one order of magnitude lower than that
of CO2 [94,95]. However, fossil fuels are still being utilized extensively by developing countries in
order to meet the energy demand and to support development and economic growth.

In this study, the treatment plant consumed approximately 0.38 kWh of electricity from the
national grid, which affected 17 impact categories. The impacts on GWP, ODP, HOFP, PMFP, EOFP,
TAP, MEP, TETP, FETP, METP, HTPc, HTPnc and FFP were caused by the production of natural gas,
anthracite coal, lignite coal, bituminous coal, diesel and residual fuel oil. The electricity production
from hydroelectric power contributed to IRP, FEP, SOP and WCP. As reported before, the electricity
generation in Malaysia includes production processes from several fossil fuel resources. The burning
of fossil fuels has huge consequences for the environment. Figure 4 shows the proportion of electricity
production resources which contributed to 13 impact categories. The data for the electricity production
process were adopted from the USLCI and ELCD databases. In the presented results, natural gas
was the largest proportion contributing to the GWP, ODP, MEP, FETP, METP, HTPnc and FFP impact
categories, at 37% (4.39 × 10−2 kg CO2-eq), 91% (7.03 × 10−2 kg CFC11-eq), 76% (1.83 × 10−7 kg N-eq),
66% (1.20 × 10−4 kg 1,4-DCB-eq), 60% (1.51 × 10−4 kg 1,4-DCB-eq), 43% (3.64 × 10–3 kg 1,4-DCB-eq)
and 40% (1.62 × 10−2 kg oil-eq), respectively. Anthracite coal was the largest contributor towards
PMFP, TAP, TETP and HTPc, at 51% (2.30 × 10−4 kg PM2.5-eq), 51% (7.87 × 10−4 kg SO2-eq), 68%
(2.09 × 10−2 kg1,4-DCB-eq) and 47% (3.71× 10−5 kg 1,4-DCB-eq), respectively. For HOFP and EOFP, the
largest contributor was lignite coal, with an impact of 31% (6.61× 10−5 kg NOx-eq) for both categories.
For electricity production from hydropower, which is a non-fossil energy, the assumption is made that
there is no environmental impact.
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Figure 4. Relative contribution from electricity sources to each impact category.

Based on the study conducted by Lijó et al. [96] on the LCA of electricity production from
anaerobic co-digestion of pig slurry and energy crops in Italy, the electricity consumption from the grid
contributed to the abiotic depletion potential (ADP), ozone layer depletion potential (ODP) and nuclear
energy demand (CED). This is due to the fact that the Italian grid was also composed of non-renewable
energy. According to Wang et al. [97], in the study on the LCA of biogas production from straw in
China, the electricity consumption from the grid had a harmful effect on human health. The electricity
was mostly produced from coal-fired power plants which release gaseous pollutants. Those findings
were consistent with those of Roux et al. [98], which show that the impact of electricity consumption on
GWP and ADP were due to the higher share of coal and gas power plants in the French electricity mix.

Table 5 shows the results of the damage assessment at the endpoint level. The zero discharge
treatment system impacted HH, ED and RA at 4.13× 10−4 DALY, 1.24× 10−6 species·year and 0.009 USD,
respectively, due to electricity consumption. As reported by Loh et al. [89], Tabassum et al. [90] and
Wang et al. [99], there were no GHG emissions into the atmosphere from the zero discharge treatment
system, as the system produces zero discharge. Nevertheless, this study shows, on the other hand, the
pollution emissions in the system were caused by the electricity consumption. Although the treatment
system could treat all the incoming effluent and leave nothing behind, there are other aspects that
should be taken into consideration (i.e., energy sources, water sources, etc.) to ensure the environmental
sustainability of the system holistically.

Table 5. The results of damage impact at the endpoint level.

Area of protection Unit Total

Human Health

GWP, Human health DALY 4.12 × 10−4

ODP DALY 4.11 × 10−12

HOFP DALY 1.96 × 10−10

PMFP DALY 9.38 × 10−7

HTPc DALY 2.63 × 10−10
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Table 5. Cont.

Area of protection Unit Total

Human Health

HTPnc DALY 1.94 × 10−9

Total DALY 4.13 × 10−4

Ecosystem Damage

GWP, Terrestrial ecosystems species.yr 1.24 × 10−6

GWP, Freshwater ecosystems species.yr 3.39 × 10−11

EOFP species.yr 2.80 × 10−11

TAP species.yr 2.13 × 10−9

MEP species.yr 4.12 × 10−16

TETP species.yr 3.51 × 10−13

FETP species.yr 1.26 × 10−13

METP species.yr 2.62 × 10−14

Total species.yr 1.24 × 10−6

Resource Availability

FFP USD 9.00 × 10−3

Total USD 9.00 × 10−3

Figure 5 shows the relative contribution from electricity production resources to each damage
impact category. Anthracite coal had the largest impact to both HH and ED categories, at 42.1%
(1.66 × 10−7 DALY) and 34.4% (2.35 × 10−10 species.yr), respectively. According to Oh et al. [93],
about 70% of coal demand is for energy production. The coal reserves in Malaysia were estimated
to be approximately 1.9 billion metric tonnes [92]. The country consumed more than 20 million
metric tonnes annually, and therefore 90% of coal supplies were imported mainly from Indonesia and
Australia [100,101]. However, the combustion of coal poses major challenges like GHG emissions and
air pollutants such as sulphur dioxide (SO2) and CO2. In contrast with gas, coal emitted a higher
amount of CO2 emissions due to its heavy carbon content per unit of energy released [102]. The
emission of GHG will lead to an increase in the global mean temperature, which will consequently
result in damages to human health and ecosystems. Therefore, at the endpoint level, damages to
human health, terrestrial ecosystems and freshwater ecosystems can be estimated.

Figure 5. Relative contribution from electricity production resources to each damage impact.
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On the other hand, the largest process contribution to the resource availability impact category
was from natural gas, corresponding to 63.5% (5.78 × 10−3 USD). Natural gas, also known as liquefied
natural gas (LNG), was the main contributor in Malaysia’s energy mix [103]. At the endpoint level, the
scarcity of fossil resources is expressed in economic terms [104]. The increase in fossil fuel extraction
will cause an increase in costs. Hence, it will lead to a surplus cost potential (SCP), and the damage
to natural resource scarcity can be estimated. In 2016, Malaysia became the world’s third largest
exporter of natural gas, after Qatar and Australia, with an estimated total natural gas reserve of
100.7 tscf [105]. Natural gas production has increased from 54.8 Mtoe in 2010 to 61.4 Mtoe in 2015 to
fulfill the growing domestic demand and export contracts [93,106]. The rising of development and
exploration activities has subsequently put pressure on the natural gas supply, and more investment is
needed for reservoir development.

Electricity was required to run the plant mainly in loading operations, in the digester and in the
chiller. More treatment units were used in the zero discharge treatment plant (i.e., AnaEG reactor,
BioAX reactor, Nano Air Flotation system and membrane filtration), which may have caused higher
electricity consumption. With regard to the impact of electricity consumption, the environmental
sustainability of the system can be improved by increasing or enhancing the energy produced from
biogas. In the zero discharge treatment plant, the engine generator, also known as gen-set, was used
to generate electricity. The generated electricity was utilized for self-consumption and not exported
to the grid. Anyhow, most of the biogas plants in Malaysia were running with combustion engines,
combined heat and power (CHP) systems or a combination of both technologies [107]. Decentralized
power generation with CHP units is the common biogas utilization pathway. Normally, in the typical
electricity generation technology (i.e., conventional electricity generation, on-site boiler), the energy
produced is wasted in the form of heat discharge to the atmosphere [98,99]. Conventional energy
systems include power plants using fossil fuels. By using the CHP generation system, the transmission
losses and carbon emissions could be reduced [108–112].

As reported in the study by [67], 86% of the market community were utilizing their biomass
resources for on-site consumption, while only a few exported their excess electricity to the grid. This is
because the energy produced for on-site electricity generation was sufficient, but it was not sufficient
for exporting to the grid. Also, there is a lack of grid transmission lines connecting mills to the existing
network systems due to distance constraints [60]. During the Ninth Malaysia Plan (2006–2010), the
capacity share of renewable energy in the country’s energy mix was 350 MW, or 1.8%. However, due
to the slow renewable energy projects, the capacity share ended up at 65 MW, or 0.4%, by the end
of the 9th Plan, and biogas contributes 4.95 MW of the grid-connected capacity [67]. Until 2015, the
share of fossil fuels within the world energy supply was relatively unchanged, despite the increase of
renewable energy in electricity generation to 34% of the global figure [91]. Most of the electricity mix in
Malaysia was generated from fossil fuels, although the country has various renewable energy sources.

Apparently, biogas can be one of the best alternatives energy sources to deal with high energy
demands and various environmental loads, including fossil fuel depletion and global warming. In
addition, biogas adoption can solve waste management issues by utilizing POME for biogas generation.
Thus, the environmental sustainability evaluation of biogas production from a broad range of feedstock
(e.g., sludge, food waste, dairy manure, municipal wastewater and solid waste, crop residues, energy
crops, etc.) is essential in providing a promising renewable energy source. The environmental
assessment of biogas would certainly be useful for environmental profile enhancement and a great
opportunity to achieve sustainable development. With regard to existing green policy and initiatives,
the LCA of biogas production should also be integrated into the sustainable development plan, as this
approach could assist in decision-making process.

5. Conclusions

A case study concerning the LCA of the zero waste discharge treatment of POME has been
conducted in order to examine the key advances in waste-to-energy technologies that have been
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adopted for biogas production and waste treatment towards sustainable development. The zero waste
discharge treatment system is said to be a promising sustainable technology because it can produce
biogas with maximum water recycle and reuse.

In promoting biogas as a green product, Malaysia could gain competitive advantages towards
renewable energy production, as well as towards better waste management practices. Therefore, a
comprehensive framework enforcement is needed to encourage the embracement of renewable energy
and stimulate an energy efficiency culture. A conceptual framework for an LCA-based environmental
sustainability evaluation of biogas production has been proposed to improve the sustainability of
biogas supply chains. The conceptual framework developed in the present study can be used as a
guideline for the related stakeholders and decision makers to improve the quality and enhance the
sustainability of biogas supply chains in Malaysia, as well as to promote biogas as a clean, reliable and
secure energy.

To conclude, this study indicated that the biogas production and zero discharge treatment of
POME have potential as clean technologies to be applied in the Malaysian context, as the system
utilized organic waste to produce bioenergy and achieved zero discharge. However, there were other
aspects that should be taken into consideration, particularly regarding the sources of electricity and
upstream activity, to ensure the environmental sustainability of the system holistically.
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Abbreviations

GWP global warming
ODP stratospheric ozone depletion
IRP ionizing radiation
HOFP ozone formation (human health)
PMFP fine particulate matter formation
EOFP ozone formation (terrestrial ecosystems)
TAP terrestrial acidification
FEP freshwater eutrophication
MEP marine eutrophication
TETP terrestrial ecotoxicity
FETP freshwater ecotoxicity
METP marine ecotoxicity
HTPc human carcinogenic toxicity
HTPnc human non-carcinogenic toxicity
SOP mineral resource scarcity
FFP fossil resource scarcity
WCP water consumption
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Abstract: The organic fraction is usually the predominant fraction in municipal solid waste, so its
recycling is a potential alternative to disposal in landfill sites, as well as helping to reach targets
included in the European Circular Economy Package. The existing body of knowledge in this
research field is very large, so a comprehensive review of the existing scientific literature has been
considered of interest to provide researchers and professionals with a detailed understanding of
the status quo and predict the dynamic directions of this field. A systematic literature review and
bibliometric analysis have been performed to provide objective criteria for evaluating the work
carried out by researchers and a macroscopic overview of the existing body of knowledge in this field.
The analysis of 452 scientific articles published from 1980 to 2019 has shown that the application
of composting technologies is relevant, especially since 2014, when policies aimed at reducing
emissions to the atmosphere were increased and focused on the use of this waste fraction to produce
biogas. Nevertheless, the scientific field is still evolving to impose a model of a circular economy;
in fact, emerging studies are being conducted on the production of biomethane, contributing to the
decarbonised energy system.

Keywords: bibliometric analysis; analysis of science mapping; SciMAT; systematic literature review;
municipal solid waste; organic fraction

1. Introduction

Municipal solid waste (MSW) management is an important challenge of the urban environment in
most cities worldwide today. In fact, a big problem concerns the planning of treatment plants that can
face the quantity and composition of municipal waste [1]; as a consequence, sustainable management
solutions should be designed [2]. In this respect, several studies have reported that the composition
of MSW varies significantly from one country, region or municipality to another, including food
waste, metals, plastics, glass, textiles or inert materials, among others [3]. The composition of MSW
depends significantly on factors such as lifestyle, economic level or legal framework, and knowledge
of it is critical to determining the appropriate handling and management of these wastes [4,5].
However, the organic fraction (OFMSW) is usually the predominant fraction, in the case of its selective
collection not being implemented; in fact, the percentage of the OFMSW worldwide is 46%, varying
between 64% in developing countries and 28% in the case of higher-income ones [6]. Although the
data indicate a slight reduction in the proportion of organic waste in 2025, it is forecast that solid waste
generation rates will exceed 11 million metric tons per day, which is more than three times the current
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rate, for the year of 2100 [6]; given that the amount of organic waste will increase along with the total
amount of solid waste [7], its recycling has attracted a great deal of attention as a potential alternative
to the conventional solid waste disposal of a wide range of residues in landfill sites, mainly for the
countries outside of the EU, where waste regulation is not so stringent.

Traditionally, the most commonly used technologies for the recycling of the OFMSW are
composting and anaerobic digestion to produce compost and biogas and digestate, respectively [8–10].
Compost and digestate are rich in nutrients, so they are used as organic amendments in soils [11]; the
methane content in biogas makes it a source of renewable energy [12]. These treatments are widely
known and applied today; however, the search for systems that reduce some of the limits of aerobic
digestion (for example, the problems of odours, occupation of space and degradation time) [7,13]
or improve performance in terms of the production of methane [14,15] have led to technological
development, for example, the co-composting of OFMSW and another organic solid waste such as
faecal sludge [16,17] and animal and/or agricultural waste [18–20], among others, or the reaction of
wet organic substrates under hydrothermal conditions or hydrothermal carbonisation (HTC) [21]

On the other hand, increasingly tight regulations, for example, Directive (EU) 2018/850 amending
Directive 1999/31/EC on landfill waste, as well as the increasing demand for renewable fuels, are driving
the conversion of the wastes into valuable bio-products that can substitute non-renewable materials
and ensure the effective use of existing resources through circular flow loops in a sustainable way.
In fact, the European Commission has recently adopted an ambitious Circular Economy Package,
which includes measures to drive Europe’s transition towards this economic model, which includes a
common EU target for recycling 65% of municipal waste and reducing landfill to a maximum of 10% of
municipal waste by 2030 [22]. To reach these targets, recycling technologies applied to the organic
matter of municipal solid waste now represent an important strategy in the area of waste treatment;
this may be perceived as a potential alternative to provide a renewable source of energy, as well as
to use the recycling potential of the biodegradable fraction of waste generated by a large number of
activities [23].

On account of the important current research to promote the recycling of OFMSW as well as the
great diversity of applicable technologies, uses of by-products, construction and operation costs, social
acceptance, environmental impacts or measures that promote the implementation of treatment systems
for this fraction, it is difficult to obtain a single point from which to access this topic. This diversity
also leads to a lack of a broad view of the area of research or the evolution of issues in this field, which
makes it difficult to obtain useful and impartial information for future work. Therefore, developing a
comprehensive review of the existing scientific literature has been considered of interest to make it
easier to integrate the contributions in order to obtain a critical perspective.

In this sense, the bibliometric analysis provides objective criteria to evaluate the research carried
out in a field [24], as well as a macroscopic overview of large amounts of scientific literature [25].
However bibliographic study dates back in a particular field to the 19th century; Alan Pritchard coined
the concept of bibliometric analysis in 1969 [25]. This methodology has grown exponentially with the
development of the internet, which has made easier and faster the communication between researchers,
as well as the access to contributions in a given field around the world [26].

Performance analysis and science mapping are the two main methods of bibliometric research.
The first one aims at the evaluation of the impact of citations in scientific production; on the other hand,
science mapping defines the conceptual, social and intellectual scientific research structure, and its
evolution. These methods show a representation of the relationships between the disciplines, fields,
specialities, documents or authors [27]; they also examine the bibliographic material from an objective
and quantitative perspective [28]. In consequence, many disciplines use these methods to study the
impact of their field, researchers, or a particular document, in order to determine the structural and
dynamic characteristics of scientific research [29].

The objective of this study was thus to develop a bibliometric analysis of the organic fraction of
municipal solid waste recycling treatments, through the performance of (i) a systematic review for
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a quantitative analysis, (ii) a qualitative review using a science mapping study and (iii) the analysis
of results.

This study will establish research themes, mapping researcher networks and recommendations for
future studies in the research field of recycling OFMSW, contributing to the existing body of knowledge
by assessing and highlighting the patterns and trends in the research field.

2. Materials and Methods

Figure 1 shows the double integrated analysis performed to achieve the objectives of this study,
including: (i) a systematic literature review (SLR) of the bibliographic records on recycling the OFMSW,
and (ii) a bibliometric analysis of the identified documents. The sections below describe each of
these procedures.

Figure 1. Materials and methods.

2.1. Systematic Literature Review

The SLR establishes a methodological approach that compiles all the empirical evidence that
conforms to pre-specified eligibility criteria [30], in order to establish useful findings in the literature [31].
The SLR identifies any gap by minimising research bias and providing reliable results from which
conclusions can be drawn and decisions made [32]. The review has been carried out following a
search strategy and presents evidence on data sources, selection criteria and analysis [33] carried out
according to the following four stages (Figure 1), according to Kitchenham’s guidelines [34]:

• Planning and formulation of the problem. In this step, the SLR is planned, the problem is formulated
and the scope of the review is set. To do that, it is necessary to have a clear definition of
the proposed research questions, the exclusion criteria for the final selection of the significant
documents and the definition of the expected results.

• Selection of the database (s), keywords and the search string. The second step defines the most
appropriate bibliographic databases, search string and keywords for the document search.
The main problem in carrying out searches in the databases is to determine the keywords and
search chains that allow scientific documents relevant to the objectives of the research to be
identified. In consequence, it should be necessary to have a large enough number of keywords to
not restrict the number of studies, but it should be also specific enough to include only studies
related to the research field under study. The first set of pre-selected records could be obtained
thanks to the application of a search string.

• Selection of the literature. This is a key step to guarantee the selection of a significant number of
relevant documents. The most relevant documents are those enclosing the data necessary to
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address the research questions of the SLR. They will be selected following the guidelines of the
PRISMA flow diagram [35]. Flow diagram is a collective term for a diagram representing a flow
or set of dynamic relationships in a system.

• Identification of time horizon; selection of the database(s). Finally, and before science mapping, it is
essential to establish different periods based on the number of relevant documents identified,
as well as the main elements and inflection points of the research field.

2.2. Bibliometric Analysis: Performance Analysis and Science Mapping

Bibliometric analysis was carried out by performance analysis and science mapping; its objective
was the obtainment of a spatial illustration of the connection between disciplines, specialities, individual
documents and authors [28]. The performance analysis quantifies the impact of the citation of scientific
production; on the other hand, the mapping of science shows the social analysis, and the intellectual
and conceptual evolution in field research, as well as its evolution and dynamic characteristics. To do
that, the free scientific mapping tool SciMAT (Science Mapping Analysis Software Tool) [28] was
used. This software is based on the analysis of co-words and the h-Index, incorporating methods,
algorithms and measurements in the workflow of the general science mapping, from preprocessing to
the visualisation of results [28].

The application of SciMAT enables the detection of the research themes, where an equivalence
index [28] is generated, followed by the clustering of thematic keywords using the simple centres
algorithm [36] in order to identify the most relevant themes. It continues with the creation of
two-dimensional strategic diagrams based on the degree of interaction of different research topics
(centrality) and the internal strength value of the research topic object of study (density). In these
diagrams, the following four different research topics are reflected by periods (Figure 2a):

• Motor themes. These include important and developed topics in the research field.
• Highly developed and isolated themes. These are well developed topics, but, unlike motor themes,

they are not important for the research field object of study.
• Emerging and declining themes. These include little-developed and non-important topics in the

research field.
• Basic and transversal themes. These are important topics in the research field object of study,

but they are not well developed.

Subsequently, conceptual links between research topics, in different periods, as well as the strength
of association between the themes through the inclusion index [37] are detected. The following two
types of graphics are used for their representation:

• Overlay graph (Figure 2b). The number of words shared by both periods is represented on the
horizontal arrow. The upper incoming arrow shows the number of new words in period 2, and the
upper outgoing one shows the words that disappear in period 2.

• Thematic evolution map (Figure 2c). The solid lines mean that the linked theme shares the main
item; on the other hand, a dotted line means that the themes share elements that are not the
main item. The volumes of the spheres are proportional to the numbers of published documents,
and the thicknesses of the edges are proportional to the Inclusion Indices.

Additionally, the contribution of research topics to the whole field of research is quantitatively
and qualitatively measured by bibliometric measurements. Among others, the number of documents
published, number of citations of the documents, most cited authors, most cited publications and
different variants of the h-index [38] are detected.
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Figure 2. Example of (a) a strategic diagram, (b) overlay graph and (c) evolution map.

3. Results and Discussion

The SLR method and the science mapping study of the relevant documents were applied to carry
out an exhaustive analysis of the OFMSW recycling treatment research field. The results obtained are
summarised in Figures 3–6 and Tables 1–4, and they are described in detail in the following sections.

Figure 3. PRISMA flow diagram.
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Figure 4. Strategic diagrams by period.
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Period 1. 1980-2005 Period 2. 2006-2013 Period 3 . 2014-2019
(a) Overlay graph

(b) evolution m ap 

Figure 5. Overlay graph (a) and evolution map (b) of the research field by periods.

Figure 6. Documents per year.
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Table 1. Documents by search strings.

Search String * Records Scopus Records ISIWoS

“Organic waste” AND “municipal solid waste” AND
“biogas” 250 235

“Organic waste” AND “municipal solid waste” AND
“biomethane” 19 21

“Organic waste” AND “municipal solid waste” AND
“natural gas” 18 15

“Organic waste” AND “municipal solid waste” AND
“network” 20 9

“Organic waste” AND “municipal solid waste” AND
“compost” 274 233

Total Records 581 513

* Search completed 31 December 2019.

Table 2. Performance analysis by period.

Name
No. of

Documents
No. of

Citations
h-Index Centrality Density

Period 1 (1980–2005)

Compost 10 116 5 7.94 32.98

Fertilizers 6 26 2 12.64 10.52

Anaerobic treatment 4 25 2 10.69 15

Renewable resource 1 0 0 3.21 25

Period 2 (2006–2013)

Compost 8 36 2 8.75 9.63

Biogas 2 26 2 6.25 40

Biofuel 1 2 1 0 150

Bio methanation 2 1 1 0 50

Anaerobic treatment 1 2 1 0 12.5

Period 3 (2014–2019)

Compost 11 31 4 19.47 14.05

Natural gas 11 32 3 15.54 39.31

Greenhouse gases 2 6 1 8.64 39.58

Solid waste 3 2 1 6.51 4.86
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Table 3. Main publications contributing to the research field.

Name
Total Number of Citations

of the Journal on This
Study

No. of Documents

1 Compost Science and Utilization 162 12

2 Agricultural Wastes 132 10

3 BioCycle 93 38

4 Environmental Engineering and Management
Journal 66 10

5 Journal of Material Cycles and Waste
Management 45 10

6 Polish Journal of Environmental Studies 21 6

7 Acta Horticulturae 17 11

8 Agronomy Research 16 7

9 Desalination and Water Treatment 11 5

10 Journal of Ecological Engineering 3 6

Table 4. Authors with more than ten published studies in the research field.

Name No. of Documents Total Citations in This Work h-Index

1 Dubrovskis, V. 4 3 3

2 Li, Y. 4 12 2

3 Kumar, A. 4 8 5

4 Cioabla, A.E. 3 2 4

5 Li, J. 3 12 9

6 Liu, H. 3 6 26

7 Kacprzak, M. 3 33 15

8 Zhao, Y. 3 7 15

9 Xi, B. 3 7 31

10 Guerrini, O. 3 5 4

3.1. Systematic Literature Review

The results obtained by applying the methodology of the SLR are presented below, including the
definition of the research questions, the search process, the PRISMA flow diagram (Figure 3) and the
data and search results collection.

3.1.1. Planning and Formulation of the Problem

The research questions were determined before starting the search. The SLR of this study
addressed the following research questions (RQ):

• RQ1: What is the objective of this review?
• RQ2: What is the status of this study field?
• RQ3: Towards what topics is the field of research evolving?
• RQ4. What research topics are being addressed?
• RQ5. Who is leading the research?
• RQ6. What are the limitations of the current research?
• RQ7. Where are these papers published (e.g., journals, conferences)?
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3.1.2. Selection of the Database, Keywords and Search Strings

Firstly, the Scopus and ISIWoS databases were selected because of their large numbers
of international scientific publications and high impact techniques for any discipline.
Secondly, the keywords related to OFMSW recycling were identified. Next, an advanced search
was carried out in the field “Title/Abstract/Keyword” with the identified keywords and using the five
search chains defined in Table 1. Finally, a total of 581 bibliographic records were identified for Scopus
and 513 bibliographic records, for ISIWoS.

3.1.3. Selection of the Literature

Once these documents had been compiled, the guidelines of the PRISMA flow chart were applied
to show the number of relevant documents (Figure 3). It can be seen that a total of 1094 bibliographic
records were retrieved from the two selected databases. After removing 427 duplicates, 177 of the
remaining 667 records were excluded based on their titles and abstracts; notes and errata were also
excluded. The remaining 490 records were examined at the full-text level, which led to the exclusion of
86 additional records that did not cover the topics included in this study.

3.1.4. Identification of the Time Horizon

The recovery time interval of the literature was established from 1980 to 2019. To analyse trends
in publication patterns, this time interval of the study was divided into three periods, considering both
several relevant milestones and the number of documents selected. As a result, the following three
periods were established:

• First period (1980–2005). Article 5 of Directive 31/99 (EUC, 1999) established that Member States
had to develop a national strategy to reduce biodegradable waste disposal to landfill no later than
two years after its publication. This strategy had to include measures to achieve the objectives
established through recycling, composting, biogasification or the valorisation of materials/energy.
Thus, not later than 2006, biodegradable municipal waste disposal in landfills had to be reduced to
75% of the total amount (by weight) of municipal biodegradable waste generated in 1995, and by
2016, to 35%. For this reason, the beginning of the first period established corresponds to the date
of the first document selected; the end, the year 2005, corresponds to the first date established to
reduce the organic matter deposited in landfill.

• Second period (2006–2013). The end of this second stage corresponds to the date of the second
commitment period established in the Kyoto Protocol (2013), which ends in the year 2020.
The Doha Amendment also applies, according to which the participating countries committed to
reducing emissions by at least 18%, compared to 1990 levels. In the case of the EU, it undertook to
reduce emissions by 20% below 1990 levels (United Nations, 1998).

• Third period (2014–2019). The end of this period corresponds to the date of the last articles
included in the study, that is, the past year.

3.2. Bibliometric Analysis: Science Mapping and Analysis Performance

3.2.1. Science Mapping and Strategic Diagrams

From the analysis of the evolution of the strategic diagrams, the change in the development of
the recycling of OFMSW can be seen, as well as the main milestones and inflection points. For the
three periods considered (1980–2005, 2006–2013 and 2014–2019), and in order to analyse the temporal
evolution, Figure 4 represents the strategic diagrams, showing the sizes of the spheres proportional
to the numbers of documents published associated with each research topic. In addition, Table 2
shows the measures of performance obtained for each topic and period in terms of the number of
documents, h-index, values of centrality and density. An analysis of these results, for each period,
is discussed below.
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• First period (1980–2005). According to the strategic diagram of Figure 4a, the following four
main research topics can be found in the 97 papers published in this period: compost, fertilisers,
anaerobic treatment and renewable resources. Two of them are considered motor themes (compost
and anaerobic treatment); one, transversal (renewable resource); and, finally, another, a basic one
(fertilizers). The performance analysis for each topic (Table 2) complements the information
provided by the strategic diagram; it may be observed that compost and fertilizer are the themes
with a significant impact rate; they receive more than 100 citations and obtain higher h-indices
compared to the remaining themes. These research topics show that the first treatments of the
organic fraction of urban waste were aimed at producing compost to be used as fertiliser, applying
simple technologies for the aerobic stabilisation of the biodegradable fraction.

• Second period (2006–2013). According to the strategic diagram of Figure 4b, in the 127 papers
published in this period, an increase in research topics is seen, rising to five: compost, biogas, biofuel,
biomethanization and anaerobic treatment. One of them is considered a motor theme (biogas); two,
transversal (biofuel and biomethanization); and, finally, two of them are basic themes (anaerobic
treatment and compost). The performance measures included in Table 2 reveal that compost and
biogas are the most noted research topics. They obtained an important impact rate and achieved
higher h-indices in comparison with the remaining topics. It can be seen that the application
of the waste management hierarchy and the obligation to achieve the established objectives to
reduce the percentage of biodegradable waste disposal in landfill have led to an evolution of the
treatments towards anaerobic stabilisation or biomethanisation technologies in order to obtain a
biogas that can be used to produce energy, as well as a digestate that, after a composting phase,
can be used in agriculture.

• Third period (2014–2019). Finally, in the last period (Figure 4c), there is a greater number of
documents (245), so it is possible to differentiate four research topics: compost, natural gas,
greenhouse gases and solid waste. Three of these research topics are considered motor themes
(compost, natural gas and greenhouse gases), and only one of them is classified as declined (solid
waste). The performance measures highlight two research topics: compost and natural gas; they
show an important impact rate and achieve higher h-indices compared to the remaining topics.
Although the compost theme appears as the main one, research focused on the use of biomethane
in natural gas networks emerges as a way to reduce Greenhouse Gas (GHG). This is a clear
example of the important role of waste management in the decarbonisation of the energy system.

3.2.2. Science Mapping, Overlay Graph and Thematic Evolution Map

The systematic analysis of the literature has shown the change in the development of the treatments
for recycling OFMSW, as well as the main milestones and inflection points. Next, it was considered
interesting to carry out a joint analysis of the evolution of the keywords and the thematic evolution of
the field of the investigation. The results are shown in Figure 5 and discussed below.

The number of keywords per period and their evolution have been represented in Figure 5a, as well
as the number of incoming and outgoing keywords, and the number and percentage of keywords that
remain from one period to the next. It can be seen that the number of keywords increases over the
periods, in parallel with the rise in the number of documents over the years. Thus, the number of
keywords increased from 29 to 44 between the first and last periods, which meant a growth of 51.7%;
this result indicates that the field of research is diversifying and continuing to increase, meaning that
it is not yet a consolidated field. The increasing number of words and keywords shared between
successive periods proves the growing thematic diversity of the field of research on the recycling
of OFMSW.

Figure 5b shows the thematic evolution of the field of research thanks to the analysis of its origins
and its interrelations. The thickness of the lines represents the strength of the association measured by
the inclusion index. The analysis of the graph from the point of view of the number of documents
shows that the four thematic groups of the first period (1980–2005) have progressed towards different
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concepts; thus, the compost theme appeared with the largest number of central documents in 1980–2005,
evolving into the topics of biogas, biofuel and new compost in 2006–2013; in the last period (2014–2019),
compost appears again with the largest number and has evolved into the topics of natural gas and
solid waste. On the other hand, the fertilisers thematic group has evolved towards anaerobic treatment,
compost and biogas in the period of 2006–2013, to finally evolve to natural gas in the last period; this
result reveals again the evolution of the by-products of the treatments used in the stabilisation of
organic matter.

Finally, it is noteworthy that the compost thematic group of the first period was kept with the
same label in the second and third periods but with a greater number of central documents published
during the last one (2006–2019). In the same way, the anaerobic treatment thematic group of the first
period was maintained with the same label in the following period, although with a lower number of
documents, evolving towards the solid waste thematic group during the last period.

3.2.3. Performance Analysis

After the SLR was performed, a total of 452 documents published within the time horizon
(1980–2019) were obtained. Finally, the following configuration in SciMAT for the bibliometric analysis
was established: (i) the word as the unit of analysis, (ii) the analysis of co-occurrence to build the
networks, (iii) the index of equivalence to measure the similarity to standardize the networks, and (iv)
the k-means clustering algorithm to detect the themes; finally, documents were analysed taking into
account the year of publication, journals cited, authors and number of citations. The results obtained
are summarised below:

• Documents per year. Figure 6 shows the distribution by year of the 452 publications selected.
It is worth stressing that, in general terms, the number of studies was not high, except in the
year 2017, when it exceeded 40. Before 2007, no more than eight publications related to the
research field analysed were observed per year; however, since 2007, a continuing increase in
the number of articles can be seen. This result highlights the obligation to apply Article 4 of
Directive 2006/12/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 April 2006 on waste,
which established the obligation to apply the waste management hierarchy; it indicates an order
of preference for management hierarchy that reduce the production of waste and capture the
progression of a material or product through consecutive phases of waste management, and it
includes, in this order: prevention; preparation for reuse; recycling; another type of valorisation,
for example, energy recovery; and elimination.

• Most relevant journals. A total of 192 journals were identified in this analysis. Table 3 shows
the journals of 28.5% of the documents analysed, classified in descending order according to the
number of citations of the document. Most of these research journals focus on the application of
processed organic solid waste, biogas utilisation, energy policy and soil science, among others.
Table 3 also includes the most cited publications in each journal; it should be noted that the
numbers of publications and citations are closely related, except for the BioCycle journal; that is,
the most prolific sources are those with the greatest impact in the research field.

• Documents by author. A systematic literature review and performance analysis allowed the
identification of a total of 1329 authors who have published on the theme addressed by the study’s
objective. Table 4 shows those authors with more than three published studies, as well as the
total number of documents published and citations received; the h-index (Hirsch index), has been
also included as a measure of the authors’ professional quality, taking into account the number
of times that their scientific articles have been cited [39]. According to the information analysis,
Dubrovskis, V., Li, Y. and Kumar, A. have published the most articles on them, although Xi, B. has
the highest h-index.
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4. Conclusions

This document shows an analysis of the scientific literature that addresses the treatment of the
biodegradable fraction of urban waste from 1980 to 2019. To do this, a transparent, rigorous and
reproducible research procedure was applied to a collection of 452 articles published in indexed
journals in the ISI Web of Science (ISIWoS) and Scopus database, with peer review before publication.
Tendencies were analysed, considering an overview and a more specific analysis of three different time
intervals during the period under review (1980–2005, 2006–2013 and 2014–2019).

The study has shown that the application of technologies that allow the use of the OFMSW as a
biological nutrient in the framework of the circular economy is relevant, especially in recent years.
In fact, the results show a regular rise in the number of studies published since 1980; this rise is more
significant since 2014, when policies aimed at reducing emissions to the atmosphere through the
development of renewable energies were increased. Although the treatments of this fraction have been
applied for years, the scientific field is still evolving; this may be explained by the evolution of the
legal framework, which imposes the need to continue working on the implementation of strategies to
develop a model of a circular economy. One of the basic pillars of this new framework is the use of
bioproducts, such as OFMSW, as a renewable energy resource.

The systematic analysis of the literature has shown the evolution of recycling treatment for
OFMSW, as well as the main landmarks and inflection points. On the other hand, the strategic diagrams
show the interest of researchers in different key issues, which have progressed from simple treatments,
just applied to produce compost from the biodegradable fraction of municipal waste, up to its use to
produce biofuel; this last application is within the framework of policies aimed at promoting the use of
renewable energies that reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases.

This document has shown that emerging studies in this area are being conducted on the production
of biomethane, called green gas, for application as fuel in vehicles or for injection into natural gas
networks. Although these applications are currently in use, they are still not competitive, but their
contribution to their circular economy as a sustainable alternative to waste disposal, as well as to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, is already clear. Biomethane is thus positioned as a fundamental
element in the energy transition that will contribute to a decarbonised energy system in order to comply
with global objectives.

The above findings provide researchers and professionals in the OFMSW recycling field with a
detailed understanding of the status quo, predicting its dynamic directions; in consequence, this study
is a valuable contribution to research concerning this field.
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Abstract: The need for new energy sources and the problems associated with waste in the agroforestry
industry are an opportunity for the recovery of this waste. For the use of this agricultural waste
as energy, different pretreatments, such as torrefaction, can be carried out. Torrefaction is a
thermochemical treatment involving energetic densification of biomass at temperatures ranging from
200 to 300 ◦C under an inert and anaerobic environment. This study developed a numerical model to
evaluate the effect of temperature and residence time of torrefaction on biomass from olive tree waste
to determine optimum operative conditions for the process. Four temperatures and four residence
times, in the operation range of the process, were tested to determine the weight loss and the higher
heating values (HHVs) of the torrefied sample. From these data, a numerical model was developed
to infer the complete behavior of the process in the temperature range between 200 and 300 ◦C and
in the residence time range of a few minutes to 2 h. The HHV of the torrefied sample increased at
a temperature between 200 and 275 ◦C. However, from 275 to 300 ◦C, there was an HHV decrease.
The effect of the residence time depended on the torrefaction temperature. At low temperatures, there
were no statistically significant differences, although an increase of HHV was detected under 120 min.
However, at 250 ◦C this effect was reversed, and statistically significant differences were not observed
between 30 and 120 min. Overall, the increase of temperature in the torrefaction process reduces
the residence time needed to achieve the maximum HHV. As a result, the optimum conditions of
torrefaction for this biomass were, approximately, 275 ◦C and 30 min of residence time. This reaction
yielded an optimum 5830 cal/g HHV.

Keywords: biomass; olive waste; energetic densification; pretreatment; torrefaction

1. Introduction

Environmental issues and climate change will require our society to transition to more sustainable
means. To achieve this transition, the development of a new concept of waste disposal and energy
creation must be considered. Efficient valorization of agricultural waste is a key factor in developing
new strategies for the circular economy [1], and renewable energy sources can be used worldwide
to mitigate the impact of global warming and to decrease the high dependence on fossil fuels in the
energy market [2,3]. Renewable energy has environmental benefits, since bioenergy can not only
reduce carbon dioxide emissions but also decrease the environmental impact caused by organic wastes
and the economic development of rural areas. Biomass is one emerging and fundamentally important
source of renewable energy [4]. Biomass-derived energy is often preferred over other renewable
alternatives, including wind and solar power, due to its higher and decentralized availability [5].
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Biomass is a primary source of renewable carbon that can be used as feedstock for biofuel
production. Using biomass as an energy source allows for energy independence [6] because it can be
converted into fuels and chemicals through thermochemical and biochemical processes, making it a
potential alternative to fossil fuels [7,8]. There is considerable potential for bioenergy from several
sources, since a wide range of feedstocks can be used for bioenergy generation. These sources include
energy crops, biomass residues, and organic wastes [4]. Lignocellulosic biomass is a renewable energy
source with a carbon-neutral cycle and relatively low cost of production, originating from energy
plantations or residues from primary or industrial processing of crops and forest products [9].

While in northern Europe, it is common to use wood biomass, such as bark, wood chips,
and sawdust, the Mediterranean area has great potential from agricultural residues, namely the olive
oil sector [4]. Olives are the most extensively cultivated fruit crop in the world and are particularly
widespread throughout the Mediterranean region. Olives play an important role in the rural economy,
local heritage, and environment protection of the Mediterranean region [10]. Furthermore, in 2014,
the five largest olive oil producer countries were Spain, Italy, Greece, Tunisia, and Morocco [1]. There is
consequently a considerable amount of waste generated from the olive industry in these countries.
In this context, several options of valorization may be of interest, especially given the amounts produced
and environmental impacts caused [11].

The residual biomass produced in the olive sector is the result of the large quantity of olive groves
and olive oil manufacturers that generate byproducts with a potentially high energy content [12].
Moreover, olive tree waste production takes place for a short period of the year, so large amounts of
waste accumulate in a short period of time. All these facts hamper the use of raw olive biomass due to
the difficulty of storing, transporting, and grinding it [13]. One of the main alternatives to enhance
the energy quality of the biomass and to support its increased use as a fuel source is the application
of post-harvest treatments [9]. Many methods used to extract energy from lignocelluloses have been
developed, including combustion, pyrolysis, gasification, and torrefaction [14]. Torrefaction can help
to overcome some of the above-mentioned limitations by converting biomass into an upgraded solid
material with increased energy density and decreased oxygen content, which is, therefore, more suitable
for energy generation [4]. Elemental analysis done by Martin-Lara et al. revealed that the composition
of olive tree pruning moved from lignocellulosic biomass to coal during the torrefaction [15].

Torrefaction is a thermochemical technology used to treat biomass at temperatures ranging from 200
to 300 ◦C under an inert, anaerobic environment, such as nitrogen or argon [13,16,17]. Although there
is a small loss of carbon from biomass during torrefaction, a large quantity of oxygenated compounds
is lost as well [14], thus enabling energy densification of biomass and biomass homogenization [18,19].

Torrefaction is a mild pyrolysis process that may overcome some of the previously mentioned
limitations, thus improving the quality of biomass feedstock [20,21]. During torrefaction, biomass
is converted into an upgraded solid material with increased energy density and decreased oxygen
content, which is more suitable for energy generation [4]. Torrefaction also contributes towards
addressing the challenges associated with the supply chain management (regarding storage, handling,
and transportation costs) [3].

Torrefied biomass has a higher heating value than raw biomass, mainly due to the reduction of
moisture content and the atomic O/C and H/C ratios [3]. Therefore, torrefaction has been recommended
as an efficient way to enhance solid biofuel properties through water removal, reduction of the
hygroscopic range, increased grindability [6] and resistance to degradation, among other properties [22].
Torrefied material is comparable with a low-rank coal. It still retains some characteristic properties from
its original biomass yet has a higher energy content and better stability against microbial degradation
due to improved hydrophobic properties [4].

During torrefaction, cell walls are degraded, producing fuel in a solid form [6] with intermediate
characteristics between raw biomass and charcoal. These characteristics include dark color, high carbon
and energy contents, and low equilibrium moisture content [22–24]. During the process, other volatile
products (carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and possible traces of acetic acid, hydrogen, and methane)
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and condensable and non-condensable gases (water vapor, acetic acid, furfural, formic acid, methanol,
lactic acid, phenol) are also produced [4]. The volatiles eliminated during torrefaction come from
partial and selective degradation of the lowest calorific fraction of the biomass composition, such as
hemicelluloses and some extractives [9,25].

Torrefaction is influenced by many parameters, including biomass composition, physical properties,
and operating conditions [6,19]. Temperature and residence time are the two most important parameters
that influence the torrefaction process [26]. With the increase of temperature or residence time, mass
efficiency decreases in the different chemical reactions that occur during the process itself [27].
Considering these parameters, the aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of temperature (200,
250, 275, and 300 ◦C) and residence time (0, 30, 60, and 120 min) of torrefaction on biomass from olive
tree waste in relation to its weight loss and higher heating value (HHV). With these results, this study
determined the optimal conditions for increasing the HHV of olive waste as a renewable energy source.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Characteristics of the Biomass

The biomass from olive trees used in this research included leaves and small tree branches
originating from agricultural activities in Granada (Spain).

2.2. Torrefaction Process

Biomass was dried at 105 ◦C for 24 h prior to torrefaction to remove any residual water in the
biomass (Figure 1a). It was needed to reduce the granulometric values of the raw materials, as a
particle size smaller than 0.5 mm was necessary for thermogravimetric analysis and for ensuring the
heat transfer rate.

The torrefaction process of the biomass in this study was performed with a Mettler Toledo
TGA/DSC 1 thermogravimetric analyzer (Figure 1b) under inert atmosphere using 900 μL alumina
crucibles as previously done by Harun et al. [28]. The initial mass of the samples was kept between 7.5
and 8 mg to avoid any possible effect on mass and heat transfer during the process. First, samples were
heated from ambient temperature to the torrefaction temperature (200, 250, 275, or 300 ◦C) at heating
rates of 10 ◦C/min and with 10 mL/min of nitrogen gas, as in Nakason et al. [29]. To analyze and model
the effect of residence time in the torrefaction process, four conditions of this variable were tested.
In the first condition, once the temperature was reached, the process was stopped (0 min of residence
time), as in the study by Arias et al. [19]. In the other three conditions, when the target temperature was
achieved, this was maintained during the tested residence time (for 30, 60, and 120 min). During the
process, the weight loss of torrefied biomass can be determined from the percentage of the initial mass
that remains at the end of the torrefaction procedure (mass yield). At the end, the HHV of torrefied
sample (Figure 1c) was measured.

 
Figure 1. Torrefaction process: (a) Raw material, (b) thermogravimetric analyzer used for torrefaction
process, and (c) torrefied sample.
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2.3. Moisture and Ash Content

Three samples were milled from raw material to determine their moisture content in a drying
oven (105 ± 2 ◦C) to a constant weight and according to CEN/TS 14774-2:2004. The ash content was
determined using the TGA/DSC 1 thermogravimetric analyzer (METTLER TOLEDO, Columbus, OH,
United States). After the torrefaction procedure, the loss of ignition (at 550 ◦C) of the torrefied biomass
samples was measured according to CEN/TS 14775:2004.

2.4. Determination of Higher Heating Value (HHV)

Three samples from raw material and their corresponding torrefied biomass samples were tested
under the different conditions and milled to determine their heating values with a bomb calorimeter
IKA C 2000, according to UNE 164001:2005 EX.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Data obtained throughout this study were analyzed using SPSS 20 for Windows. A least significant
difference (LSD) test was used to measure the differences between the weight loss and HHV obtained
under the different operational conditions of temperature and residence time. An analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used to assess the homogeneity of variance, with a significance level of 5% (p < 0.05).

2.6. Numerical Model

The data experimentally obtained were used for determining two approximating functions, one for
mass yield and the other one for HHV.

For a given set of data (measurements and locations at which these measurements were obtained),
the approximation procedure usually tries to determine a function (“approximating function”) that is a
good fit for the given data. It is considered that this good fit is achieved if the values provided by the
approximating function exactly match the given measurements at the corresponding locations (or at
least are close to these measurements). Once the approximating function is determined, information can
also be deduced about the studied problem at locations different from those at which the measurements
were obtained.

There are several techniques to determine this approximating function. The method of least
squares is useful for obtaining an approximation of a set of points by analytic expressions. It is
also a recommended method for approximating the problem when the available number of points is
small, as was the case in this study. Its name, least squares, is due to the fact that this mathematical
procedure finds the best-fitting function to a given set of points by minimizing some errors, typically
the sum-of-the-squares of the residual errors. In other words, this least square deviation is reached by
the function for which that minimum is achieved [30].

Additionally, approximation by radial basis functions has proved to be very useful in numerical
analysis, in numerical treatment of differential, integral, and partial differential equations, in statistics,
and has found applications in science, engineering, economics, biology, medicine, etc. To approximate
mass yield and HHV from the data experimentally obtained, an approximant expressed as a finite
linear combination of a certain radial basis function and its translations was sought. In order to do

this approximation, the multiquadric function given by the expression φ(r) =
√

1 + (εr)2, r ≥ 0, was
chosen as the basis function, but there are other possibilities. A wide range of radial basis functions
can be found in the literature [31,32]. The parameter ε ≥ 0 that appears in the above expression is a
shape parameter.

More precisely, the formulation of the problem was the following:
Given n points (xi, yi, zi)∈R3, i = 1, . . . , n, a function s(x, y) that approximated the given scalar

values zi at the points (xi, yi) in the least-squares sense was sought. Specifically, expression (1), where fi,
i = 1, . . . , n, constituted a set of linear independent functions on R2 and, ai, i = 1, . . . , n, constituted a
set of real coefficients to be determined, was set.
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s(x, y) =
n∑

i=1

ai fi(x, y) (1)

To this end, the error functional according to the expression (2) was defined, and the following
minimization problem was posed: min E(a1, . . . , an).

E(a1, . . . , an) =
n∑

j=1

(
s
(
xj, yj

)
− zj
)2

(2)

For all our examples, s(x, y) was assumed to have the form of expression (3), where ‖.‖ is the
Euclidean norm on R2 and φ : [0,∞)→ R, is the basis function. In our particular case, k = n was chosen.
As mentioned, the function s(x, y) is known when the ai values are determined, and this is basically
done by solving a linear equation system. Namely, the critical points of the error functional, that is,
those points (a1, . . . , an) for which all the first-order partial derivatives of E(a1, . . . , an) are zero, were
firstly computed. Then the second derivative test was used to check if the obtained critical points were
indeed minimizers of the functional E. This method is described in detail in many books [30].

s(x, y) =
k∑

i=1

aiφ(‖ (x, y) − (xi, yi) ‖) (3)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Weight Loss of Torrefied Biomass

Weight loss is an important parameter for optimizing the design and operation of a biomass
torrefaction plant [6]. The mass yield (Table 1) under the different conditions of temperature and
residence time was tested. In Table 1, which shows the average results obtained, the homogenous
groups resulting from the analysis of the variance are indicated by superscripts. If two conditions have
the same superscript, this means that no statistically significant differences were detected.

Table 1. Mass yield at the end of torrefaction versus the temperature and residence time tested.
The superscripts (A–H) show the homogeneous subsets indicated by the ANOVA test. If two conditions
have the same superscript, this means that no statistically significant differences were detected.

Temperature (◦C)
Residence Time (min)

0 30 120

200 97.48 ± 0.69 A 92.20 ± 0.65 B 89.48 ± 0.22 C

250 90.53 ± 0.54 B,C 79.87 ± 0.44 E 75.71 ± 0.82 F

275 84.57 ± 1.14 D 72.01 ± 0.55 G 66.49 ± 1.35 G

300 78.89 ± 0.84 E 62.38 ± 1.86 H 57.61 ± 0.80 H

It was observed that the mass yield of the biomass tested varied between 97.48% and 57.61%.
At 200 ◦C, the weight loss was relatively low, reaching a maximum value of 10.52% with a residence time
of 2 h (89.48% of mass yield). At this temperature (i.e., the first stage), the slight decay of the biomass
weight was due to the drying procedure and the release of some light volatiles [27]. According to
Chen et al., the weight loss between 250 and 300 ◦C could be caused by dehydration reactions via
bond scission with the elimination of H2O, carbonyl, and carboxyl group formation reactions with
the elimination of CO and CO2, and limited devolatilization and carbonization for the production of
final tars and chars [17]. For this reason, at temperatures greater than 250 ◦C, the weight loss was
higher, leading to drastic weight reductions at 300 ◦C, similar to those observed by Chin et al. [6].
At a residence time of 30 min, the mass started to decline dramatically from a temperature of 275 ◦C,
similarly to the results obtained by Phanaphanic and Mani [33]. They used pine wood chips and
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logging residue chips as biomass with a residence time of 30 min and observed that the biomass weight
decreased to only about one-half of its original value when the torrefaction temperature reached 300 ◦C.

Independently of the temperature, the weight loss increased with time. However, the effect of
time was higher when the temperature was increased. At 200 ◦C, the difference in weight during the
first 2 h was approximately 8%. This difference was significantly higher at 300 ◦C. At this temperature,
the change in weight was 24.28%. At 250 and 275 ◦C, the change presented intermediate values (14.82%
and 18.15%, respectively). In the same way, at a constant residence time, the weight loss also increased
with temperature. The effect of the temperature on the weight loss was higher when the residence
time was higher too. At 0 min, the difference between 200 and 300 ◦C was 18.59%, whilst at 2 h
the difference obtained at the same temperatures was 31.87%. These results clearly show that the
effect of the temperature is higher than the effect of the residence time, similarly to the observation of
Nimlos et al. [34]. They studied sawdust torrefaction and reported that the torrefaction temperature
has a more profound effect on the weight loss than the residence time. In fact, when comparing the
weight loss between residence times of 0 and 30 min and between 30 and 120 min, it is clear than after
the first 30 min, the weight loss is lower. At 200 ◦C, the difference in weight between 0 and 30 min was
5.38%, while between 30 and 120 min it was only 2.72%. This reduction is similar to that obtained
under low temperature (200 ◦C) by Chin et al. [6] in a study about the optimization of torrefaction
conditions in lignocellulosic biomass. This is more significant at higher temperatures (275 and 300 ◦C),
at which the weight loss did not present statistically significant differences. Moreover, the ANOVA
showed that the results obtained with a residence time of 120 min and a temperature of 200 ◦C were
similar to those obtained at an initial time and 250 ◦C.

The ash content of the raw material was 11.51% ± 0.28%. This value is increased because of the
presence of olive leaves [35]. After the torrefaction, a higher ash content of the torrefied mass was
observed. The relative content of ash is noticeably increased in the torrefied biomass [22], which is
related to the loss of mass of organic matter during torrefaction [36]. During torrefaction, the fixed
compounds remain and the ratio of mass of fixed compounds to total mass increased in the same
way as the weight loss. The ash content ranged between 11.85% ± 0.28% (200 ◦C and 0 min) and
19.95% ± 0.24% (300 ◦C and 120 min). This implied a maximum increase of 73.32%. However, this value
is lower than that obtained by Pinchuai et al. [37] with other raw materials such as rice husk, sawdust,
or bagasse (resulting in the ash content being increased by more than 100%). One problem inherent
in biomass combustion stems from the ash generated in the process [38], so the increase of the ash
content could be the main disadvantage for the use of torrefaction as a pretreatment.

3.2. Higher Heating Value (HHV)

The heating value of the biomass is an important property, as it determines its use in energy
applications [20]. The higher heating value (HHV) of the raw material was 4933 ± 80 kcal/g.
Considering its origin, this value is coherent with those obtained by other researchers investigating the
use of olive waste, such as the value obtained by Zamorano et al. for leaves of olive trees [39]. When the
biomass is torrefied, the HHV clearly intensifies, so compared to the HHV of raw material, the HHV
increased by approximately 4.8 to 5.9 kcal/g under the different conditions tested. The average HHV
for each condition tested is shown in Table 2.

It is observed that HHV varied from 4884.14 ± 36.45 to 5893 ± 68.83 kcal/g, representing an
increase of 19.47% for 275 ◦C and 120 min. These results are similar to those obtained by Benavente
and Fullana [4], who torrefied olive mill wastes at 300 ◦C and obtained a 13.4% rise in HHV. Chen et al.
collected data on the increase of HHV after torrefaction in a review of the use of different raw materials
and found that the rise in HHV reached almost 63% with a mixture of spruce, pine, and fir [19].
The increase in the HHV with increasing temperature was mainly due to a reduction of the low-energy
bonds and an increase of high-energy bonds [12].
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Table 2. Higher heating value of torrefaction versus the temperature and residence time tested.
The superscripts (A–F) show the homogeneous subsets indicated by the ANOVA test. If two conditions
have the same superscript, this means that no statistically significant differences were detected.

Temperature (◦C)
Residence Time (min)

0 30 120

200 5028.19± 102.76 B 5053.42± 33.27 B 5527.34± 68.97 C,D

250 5129.31± 59.75 B 5409.52± 26.03 C 5679.21± 69.72 D,E

275 4884.14± 36.45 A 5830.70± 44.31 E,F 5893.45± 68.83 F

300 4895.61± 57.65 A,B 5679.08± 66.34 D,E 5725.33± 21.23 D,E,F

Considering the ANOVA test, we can see the conditions under which the HHV was similar. At the
initial time (0 min), the HHV was similar to that obtained with the raw material at all temperatures
tested, slightly higher at 200 and 250 ◦C, and slightly lower at 275 and 300 ◦C. Considering this fact,
operation at 275 or 300 ◦C and 0 min cannot be recommended. Similarly, at 200 ◦C, comparing the
results obtained at residence times of 0 and 30 min, it was observed that the results did not present
statistically significant differences, so performing the torrefaction at 0 min is recommended. Slightly
higher results were detected at 250 ◦C and 30 min and at 200 ◦C and 2 h. In this case, a specific analysis
considering other advantages and disadvantages must be done to choose the optimal conditions.

The highest HHV was detected at 275 ◦C and residence time of 120 min. From this temperature,
the HHV decreased with this parameter. At 275 ◦C, the highest HHV was obtained at a residence time
of 120 min (5893.45 ± 68.83 kcal/g). However, the ANOVA test showed that there were no statistically
significant differences from the result achieved with a residence time of 30 min and temperature of
275 ◦C (5830.70 ± 44.31 kcal/g), so the optimal operating condition for the torrefaction of this biomass
would be 30 min. At a temperature of 300 ◦C, the HHVs were 5679.08 ± 66.34 and 5725.33 ± 21.23 kcal/g
at residence times of 30 and 120 min, respectively, presenting no statistically significant differences
from the optimal condition. However, the weight loss at 300 ◦C is higher, as mentioned in the
previous section, and due to this higher weight loss along with the lower HHV, this temperature is
not recommended.

At a temperature of 200 ◦C, from 30 to 120 min, the HHV increased by 9.38%. However, the effect
of the residence time on the HHV of torrefied biomass at high temperatures (275 and 300 ◦C) was
significantly lower. As the ANOVA test showed, no statistically significant differences were detected
between 30 and 120 min, which is coherent with the results of Arias et al. [19], who observed that the
heating value yield of woody biomass remained practically constant from 30 min to 2 h of torrefaction.

3.3. Numerical Model

Several studies about the effect of the operational conditions in the torrefaction process have
been carried out, e.g., on solid olive waste products to study changes in properties [15] and on
almond shells using a response surface methodology to examine effects of torrefaction temperature
and time on mass and energy yields of solid product [40]. This research presents as a novelty the
development of a numerical model to predict the optimal conditions of temperature and residence
time for the torrefaction of olive tree waste. The independent variables, x, y, of the numerical model
were temperature and residence time, respectively. The dependent variables were the HHV and
the mass yield loss. For these values, and according to the methodology explained in Section 2.6,
the explicit expression of the approximant from 12 data points for the HHV, by using as basis function
the multiquadric function, was obtained. Its graph is shown in Figure 2, where the axes on the plane
represent temperature and residence time, and the vertical axis represents the approximated HHV.
The graph for the mass yield approximant built from 16 points with translations of multiquadric
functions is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Graph for the higher heating value (HHV) approximant.

Figure 3. Graph for the mass yield approximant.

Once these functions were obtained, they were used to infer some facts of interest. To deduce them,
the approximate values of residence time and temperature for which the maximum HHV is achieved,
and the approximate values for which the strongest decrease of mass yield is reached (maximum
weight loss), were computed.

With respect to the first goal, numerical techniques were used to determine that the maximum
HHV on the interior domain of our variables was reached at 275.45 ◦C and 31.23 min. With respect
to the second aim, and considering s(x, y) the mass yield approximant, it is known that the value
(x, y) for which the strongest decrease of the function s(x, y) occurs is that one for which –‖∇s(x, y)‖ is
minimized, where ∇s(x, y) is the gradient vector of s(x, y). This coincides with the point for which
‖∇s(x, y)‖ is maximized or, equivalently, to remove square roots, where ‖ ∇s(x, y) ‖2 is maximized.
The graph of ‖∇s(x, y)‖2 is shown in Figure 4, in which the horizontal axes represent the residence
time and the temperature. By using numerical techniques again, the strongest decrease on the interior
domain of our variables was achieved at 278.27 ◦C and 60.56 min (which corresponds to the values of
temperature and residence time for which ‖ ∇s(x, y) ‖2, represented on the vertical axis of Figure 4,
reaches its maximum).

Our objective was to determine the values of residence time and temperature for which maximum
HHV and small weight loss are achieved in order to maintain the maximum mass with the highest
heating value. Taking into account the values cited in the two previous paragraphs, it was determined
that fixing the smallest temperature, that is, 275.45 ◦C, the weight loss between 31.23 and 60.56 min
is less than three percent (this can be easily seen in Figure 5, in which the graph for the weight loss
approximant is focused on a range of residence time between 25 and 65 min and a range of temperature
between 265 ◦C and 280 ◦C). As a result of this, the conclusion is that an optimal choice for our
proposals would be approximately 275 ◦C and 30 min. These conditions are similar to those obtained
by Chin et al. [6] for oil palm biomass and fast-growing species available in Malaysia, Acacia spp.
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(260 ◦C for 30 min) and Macaranga spp. (280 ◦C for 45 min), in a study about the optimization of
torrefaction conditions.

Figure 4. Graph of ‖ ∇s(x, y) ‖2.
.

Figure 5. Graph for the weight loss approximant.

4. Conclusions

From the results obtained for the torrefaction of olive tree waste at four different temperatures
(200, 250, 275, and 300 ◦C) and four different residence times (0, 30, 60, and 120 min), the following
conclusions were drawn:

(1) The mass yield of the tested biomass varied between 97.48% and 57.61%, decreasing with the
residence time and temperature. However, the ash content of the torrefied biomass increased
with respect to the raw material up to a maximum of 73.32%, so the problem inherent in biomass
combustion of ash could be increased.

(2) The HHV of the torrefied biomass varied from 4884.14 ± 36.45 to 5893 ± 68.83 kcal/g. In the
best case (275 ◦C and 120 min), a 19.47% increase in the HHV was achieved. The results of the
mathematical model showed that the optimal conditions for torrefaction of olive tree waste are
approximately 275 ◦C and 30 min.

For all these reasons, the use of torrefaction for this olive tree biomass could be a reliable
pretreatment when operating under the optimal conditions.
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Abstract: District heating and cooling (DHC) systems play an important role under the new European
Union (EU) energy transition strategy. Thermal energy networks are helping to stimulate the
development of alternative technologies based on a broad range of renewable energy sources. The
present study analysed the current situation of DHC systems in Spain and provides an overview of
the challenges and future opportunities that their use will entail. Its objective is to assess thermal
energy conversion and management from a holistic perspective, including a study of existing energy
infrastructures. The focus of this study lies on Spain given the country’s abundance of natural
resources such as renewable energy sources including solar energy, biomass and geothermal energy,
among others, as well as its strategic location on the map of the EU. Based on the analysis of the
three factors for energy conversion in a district heating system, namely resources, technology, and
management, the methodology provided an assessment of the different factors involved in running a
DHC system. The results show an estimated total production for DHC networks of 1448 MWth, of
which 72% is supplied purely by renewable energy sources.

Keywords: energy conversion; energy management; technology; thermal system

1. Introduction

Energy is a basic need for society and economic growth [1]. Accomplishing thorough
decarbonisation will require full implementation of climate targets in all sectors. In order
to achieve these targets in the energy sector, in particular, renewable energies are promoted
as alternatives to fossil fuels. The first step in studying their viability is to analyse the
factors related to their use and management systems. However, the COVID-19 pandemic
has spurred on the energy transition and has turned renewable energies into a sector with
great business potential, to the point that fossil fuel-based traditional energy companies
have taken a green turn in their strategies.

Power systems must be able to meet the current demand for thermal and electrical
energy using available technology, i.e., drawing on existing technology to achieve a more
sustainable energy performance [2].

Currently, residential and commercial buildings account for almost one-third of global
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Indeed, recent studies estimate that global energy
consumption and GHG emissions will rise by approximately 30% by 2040, which means
that technological development will play a key role in addressing environmental issues
resulting from this technological challenge [3]. Therefore, reducing the use of fossil fuels in
the energy production process will make a significant contribution towards meeting the set
global targets for reducing the use of fossil fuels [4].
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District heating and cooling (DHC) in buildings and industry accounts for half of the
European Union’s (EU) energy consumption, and 75% of it is generated from fossil fuels.
Spain ranked 25th in the EU in terms of household final energy consumption per capita
in 2016, where the country consumed 324 kg of oil equivalent of electricity and heat per
capita, excluding transport. Foreign energy dependence stood at 73.9% in 2017, which is
two and a half points above the previous year [5].

Against this background, the EU presented the “Green Deal” at the end of 2019, which
put forward a new strategy towards a thriving and fair society founded on a resource-
efficient economy aiming to achieve climate neutrality by 2050. This meant an increase
in ambition that should be reflected in an upwards revision of the current 40% emission
reduction target set for 2030. The Spanish government, for its part, is working on a
“Climate Change and Energy Transition Law” and has presented a draft of the “Integrated
National Energy and Climate Plan” (PNIEC), with ambitious objectives for a practically
decarbonised economy by 2050.

In this sense, energy management strategies in polygeneration systems that integrate
multiunit connections involving different natural resources as energy sources will lead to
better and more efficient systems [6].

On the other hand, projects aimed at improving energy efficiency in individual build-
ings cannot offset the increased energy demand created by new buildings. These projects
are costly and time-consuming, albeit necessary, when applied to existing buildings.

A circular economy aims to keep valuable resources for as long as possible while
restricting waste generation to a minimum. A circular economy should lead to lower
energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions from local to global levels.

It is in this context of energy transition and circular economy that district heating
and cooling systems could make an important contribution to the construction sector by
improving the energy conditions of buildings while meeting decarbonisation targets.

District heating (DH) networks are designed for collective use, which requires a large
surface area to capture solar energy and allow for the use of a combination of alternative
energy fuel sources (both fossil and renewable) in existing systems.

The term DH appeared in Europe at the beginning of the 20th century. DH is a system
for distributing heat generated in a centralized location through a system of insulated
pipes for residential and commercial heating requirements such as space heating and water
heating. Now, newer configurations, known as district heating and cooling (DHC) systems,
could meet energy demands for both heating and cooling [7].

Urban heating and cooling systems are especially common in Scandinavian, Baltic,
and Eastern European countries, many of which have a long history of using them, and
new thermal systems can often be adapted to existing infrastructure. At present, Spain is
also making important strides in the implementation of these types of energy systems [8].

Currently, the rapid growth of DHC systems allows more efficient use of local re-
newable resources within the European energy market [9]. Additionally, DHC systems
often use local fuels and resources, which would otherwise be wasted, in order to meet
local heating energy demands through local distribution networks. Traditionally, heating
networks were most commonly powered by residual thermal energy and/or fossil fuel
combustion. However, over the past few decades, DHC networks have begun incorpo-
rating several alternative renewable energy sources. Likewise, they are incorporating
more recycled and renewable heat, which has become the main focus on urban heating
systems today [10]. District heating networks can be fuelled by some heat generation
sources, including combustion plants (based either on fossil fuels or biomass), CHP plants
(combined heat and power), or renewable energy-based plants (e.g., biomass, solar, or
geothermal). A multiple-heat-source combination solution is beneficial, particularly for
large district heating schemes [11]. Solar energy plays a relevant role in thermal appli-
cations, e.g., the solar collector technology for buildings. Boiler stations are specifically
devoted to generating thermal energy, which is produced by combustion of fossil fuels (i.e.,
natural gas, heating oil, or coal), or renewable fuels (i.e., biomass or solid waste). Unlike
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boiler systems, which are specifically dedicated to producing thermal energy, CHP systems
deliver thermal energy as a product of electricity generation. A CHP system can achieve
more than 80% energy efficiency [12]. Typical boiler efficiencies in energy systems range
from approximately 90% with the best solid biomass-fuelled boilers to 95% with natural
gas-fuelled boilers. However, heat pump-based systems enabling heat recovery from the
ground (i.e., geothermal heat pump systems) and alternatively from other low-grade heat
sources, typically have a coefficient of performance (COP) of around 4 [12–14]. Addition-
ally, DH systems running on waste heat provide a way to efficiently manage fuel for space
heating, which may be originally sourced from fossil fuels. Energy storage has become an
important aspect of DH networks. Thermal energy storage (TES) is a type of technology
used to store thermal energy by heating or cooling a storage medium. There are two main
types of thermal energy storage, thermal (sensible heat and latent heat) and chemical [12].
Such stored energy can be further used for heating and cooling purposes. TES efficiency
values can exceed 70% [15]. Heat, cooling, and electricity production (trigeneration sys-
tems) allows CHP technology to be integrated with heat pumps. Trigeneration technologies
coupled with fuel cells are instrumental in the use of emerging alternative energy sources
such as hydrogen. Micro CHP fuel cells, direct flame combustion boilers, catalytic boilers,
and gas-fired heat pumps could all be fuelled with hydrogen. An array of larger thermal
systems and industry devices running on natural gas also could be redesigned to use
hydrogen [16]. In this sense, residual biomass as a renewable resource has been used in
trigeneration for high-efficiency thermal blanket heating applications, with the integration
of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) and gasifier [17,18].

In Spain, the consumption of renewable thermal energy has risen to 50,732 GWh.
Biomass accounted for 91.95% of this total, followed by thermal solar (6.73%), biogas
(0.88%), and geothermal (0.45%) [19]. Given its strategic importance, it is fundamental that
all Spanish bioeconomy strategy policies establish the development of bioenergy as a key
priority in the future [20].

Silva et al. [21] show open challenges where the smart city concept is still evolving
throughout the globe due to economic and technological barriers. Several case studies
have already demonstrated the importance of DHC networks [22–25]. The majority of
these studies focused on one aspect or domain within DH/DHC systems and attempted
to connect the entire system according to the type of each resource, technology, or energy
management strategy. Several authors have studied the existing heating networks from
different perspectives. Mazhar et al. [26] analysed the progress that has been made in
technology and proactive research methods to minimise carbon emissions within the
heating industry. Vandermeulen et al. [27] argued the need to develop more advanced
control systems to improve overall energy management. Lund et al. [28] demonstrated
the strong technical and economic potential of these systems and their ability to provide a
viable source of heating and cooling for the future. Akhtari et al. [4] and Lake et al. [29]
highlighted the need for future network heating system studies that would include factors
such as resources, technology, and energy management.

This document aims to fill the existing gaps in the literature on energy sources and
implementation of district heating systems, thus providing a framework for research into
the DHC system that is in line with the principles of sustainable development. To this
end, the three energy conversion factors—resources, technology, and management—were
studied, applying them as an example to district heating systems in Spain from a time
transition perspective, to achieve more widespread implementation of renewable energy
sources and more efficient energy conversion in the future.

This work studies the resources, technology, and energy management of DHC systems
from a time perspective of progressive implementation in Spain and is therefore intended
as a useful tool to be used for similar processes worldwide.

The novelty of this work lies with the effective identification of actions and limitations
in the DHC systems. In this sense, it combines technical, economic, and environmental
data regarding the resources, the available technology and the energy management of these
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systems. Furthermore, it aims to provide a framework for research into the DHC system
that is in harmony with the principles of sustainable development: need, equity, generation
transition and global environmentalism.

The present study is organized as follows: Section 1 includes the introduction, aims,
and gaps of knowledge in the sustainability context; Section 2 explains the analytical
methodology applied to the different elements involved in the energy conversion process;
Section 3 presents the results within the current framework of available energy resources,
technology, and management strategies, and comprises the core of the work; Section 4
examines both the opportunities, challenges facing the industry at present andprovides the
final observations; and Section 5 shows the conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

The work is intended to provide an analysis of the current use of the DHC system
to identify potential technological developments and help expand the use of multilateral
systems of thermal energy management in Spain following European policies and regula-
tions. More specifically, this study includes an analysis of relevant information and studies
published between 2010 and 2019.

The used methodology was based on three phases of energy conversion: resources,
technology, and management [30]. Factors such as energy, the environment, and manage-
ment were analysed under the energy context [22,30]. An analysis of the driving forces
yielded data on the actual actions and limitations in DHC systems with the available
information of the main existing databases for DHC systems.

Databases and inventories of both public and private organizations of reference with
jurisdiction in DH/DHC systems were searched. The resulting multi-objective methodol-
ogy was based on three specific phases of energy conversion in DHC systems. The first step
consisted of the collection of data related to the energy sources used within the studied
territory (Phase 1: Resource). Two challenges arose during the process of evaluating the
energy potential in a conversion analysis: discrepancies in statistical data and the difficulty
involved in calculating the real energy potential [30]. The second step was to analyse the
available existing technology (Phase II: Technology). Finally, the systems were examined
from an energy management perspective within the current regulatory framework, and
their prospects were outlined (Phase III: Energy Management). The research framework is
shown in Figure 1.

Furthermore, a critical analysis of the available scientific literature was conducted to fill
the existing knowledge gaps to understand the relationship among resources, technology,
and the energy conversion management process in these systems. Figure 1 shows a graph
of the methodology used.

The core of the database analysis is rooted in sources provided by Spanish energy
institutions (Table 1).

Table 1. Databases of analysis and input data.

Organization Database Resource Reference

ADHAC (Association of District Heating and Cooling Companies) Industrial sector and technology [31]

APPA (Association of Renewable Energy Producers) Industrial sector [19]

EurObserv’ER Geographical and social parameters,
production, and technology [8]

IDAE (Institute for Energy Diversification and Savings) Resource characteristics, regulation,
production, and financial Support [32]

Spanish Biomass Technology Platform Industrial sector [20]

RHC (European Technology and Innovation Platform on Renewable
Heating and Cooling) Production parameters [33]
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Figure 1. Methodological structure.

Literature analysis was updated with the present study so as to provide the latest
developments, including driving force analysis based on the study of seasonal data from a
range of sources of relevance to the study and future implementation of DHC systems, as
contained in this document.

The respective zones of study for the methodology (Figure 1) were subdivided by
region and assigned individual area codes (Table 2).

Table 2. Spanish zones by area code.

Region Area Code

Andalusia 1
Aragon 2

Principality de Asturias 3
Balearic Islands 4
Canary Islands 5

Cantabria 6
Castile–La Mancha 7

Castile and Leon 8
Catalonia 9

Community of Valencia 10
Extremadura 11

Galicia 12
La Rioja 13

Community of Madrid 14
Region of Murcia 15

Autonomous Community of Navarre 16
Basque Country 17

Ceuta 18
Melilla 19
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Figure 2 shows the distribution of the area codes in the study area of Spain.

 
Figure 2. Distribution of the area codes in Spain.

The results of this study allow for the identification of several challenges related to the
availability, management, and environmental impact of energy conversion in our society
and offer suggestions to improve future research into DHC systems.

3. Results

District heating networks help improve energy efficiency in the service and construc-
tion sectors by offering more efficient climate control and, in doing so, help reduce overall
energy demand with renewable energy. Energy demand is a key factor in the calibration of
building climate control systems [34]. District systems allow for greater use of renewable
energy sources and provide more efficient energy production, thereby reducing regional
carbon emissions.

3.1. Phase I: Resource Conversion
3.1.1. Non-Renewable Sources

The main nonconventional or alternative energy sources available comprise those
of renewable, reusable, or residual nature. Several different fuels are commonly used
in residential buildings; natural gas stands out among conventional fuels as producing
the least hazardous levels of emissions [35]. Conventional fossil fuel sources such as
propane, butane, diesel, and coal are generally not used in DHC systems. largely be-
cause of the transport and storage difficulties involved as well as their higher levels of
hazardous emissions.

The heat generated from these systems is used for both heating and domestic hot water
(DHW) and is capable of supplying hot water ranging in temperature from 45 to 110 ◦C for
either heating or steam-based systems. Hot water can be generated by heat pumps, boilers,
CHP systems, or the use of residual energy sources (e.g., steam from a waste revaluation
plant or smoke from industrial production). Although cooling is generally used for air
conditioning purposes, it can also be used in either industrial processes or condensation
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circuits and is supplied through cold water, generally at around 5 ◦C. Steam can also
generate heating and DHW through the use of steam/water exchangers or serve industrial
purposes as a heat carrier fluid (at different pressures and temperatures, although it is
most often superheated). While it is most often generated using compressors, it can also be
harnessed from nearby sources of residual industrial energy.

Industrial cooling is usually generated using condensation circuits, compressors, or
cold stores ranging from 0 to 7 ◦C and is supplied in a glycol/water mixture (at around
−10 ◦C) or liquid carbon dioxide or ammonia. Generally, it is generated using either
compressors or residual industrial energy sources.

3.1.2. Renewable Sources

There are also several highly efficient technological solutions that are compatible
with the use of biomass, such as biogas, geothermal and thermal solar energies, high-
efficiency combined heat and power, and residual heat from thermal energy power plants,
waste management valuation plants, and industrial production (cement, glass, iron and
steel, and aluminium as well as metalworking and forging). Besides its environmental
advantages, such as the reduction of CO2 emissions, biomass is the most common source
of primary energy in heat networks because it has other advantages in line with savings
and sustainable development. As it is indigenous and therefore uses resources from the
environment in which it is consumed, it is not affected by the volatility of the fossil fuel
market and presents societal advantages related to the creation of new economic activities
in the environment and the improvement of incomes. Biomass can originate from different
sources, including forestry and lumber industry residues, or it can appear in the form
of biogas, which is a residual fuel source obtained from processing waste from landfills,
sewage treatment plants, or urban/animal waste treatment plants [36].

The use of biomass yields some clear benefits, including greater symbiosis between a
variety of industries and local communities and a wealth of social benefits (employment
opportunities, urban heating, waste removal) generated in the production process [37].
Hagos et al. [38] discussed the importance of urban heating networks and individual
and central bioheating systems in high energy demand areas to highlight the potential
long-term benefits of bioenergy over conventional systems (2009–2030).

Thus, biomass will be a core element in the progress of Europe’s bioeconomy and is
one of the principal challenges related to both climate change and the energy transition
process currently facing the EU.

There is a growing need to better understand and assess several of the key factors in
global demand for bioenergy, including how much available biomass can be transported,
how much is used and to what end, how it flows within the economy, and how a greater
dependence on natural resources can be reconciled with meeting environmental, economic,
and social sustainability standards at a European and global level. Moreover, new energy
systems are constantly being implemented. Lausselet et al. [39] demonstrated the need
for a circular economy when dealing with the management and use of these resources.
Wood-based biomass is an efficient source of thermal energy [40]. A 51 kt pellet production
is equivalent to 32 MWth in thermal systems [41,42] (Figure 3).

A building’s average primary energy consumption depends on the climate area. This
can reach up to 282 kWh/(m2 year) in northern Spain [43]. The heating consumption of
an average Spanish household can reach up to 4700 kWh/year. This energy is basically
supplied by electricity, natural gas, and diesel fuel [44].

Solar-powered urban DH systems have a long history of use in Europe. Sweden was
the first country to develop this type of system, and a number of other European countries
(including Denmark and Austria) subsequently recognised their enormous potential and
fast-tracked the development of their thermal solar heating systems [45–47]. For thermal
solar DH systems, the output range varies depending on the technology used in 1000 kWth
systems, which operate for 1500 h annually. The upper limit corresponds to installations
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with a concentrated collection tube, whereas the lower limit corresponds to installations
with a coated/covered flat collector.

 

Figure 3. Renewable sources: forest biomass.

The use of geothermal energy, whether direct or through heat pumps, is an example
of another highly efficient energy application. Centralised systems allow much greater
output levels and higher efficiency compared to individual systems. The basic energy
services commonly provided in DH systems include heating, cooling, steam supply, and
industrial cooling. Geothermal energy systems are also used, which operate with an
underground renewable energy source. Of these systems, those that work the equivalent
of 3500 h provide a wide range of overall performance. The typical lower and upper limits
of thermal power are 500 kWth and 10,000 kWth, respectively.

3.2. Phase II: Technology
3.2.1. Performance Principles

At present, Spain uses a wide range of different technologies that pose several chal-
lenges in terms of energy management. DH/DHC systems often vary depending on local
energy policies, energy security, level of economic development, access to emerging and
innovative technology, fuel dependency, regulations, climate, and other local conditions.
For example, in the European territory, Poland uses geothermal heating technology even
though current economic research shows that it is more expensive than coal and has a
much lower calorific value than biomass, natural gas, and fuel oil [48].

Heating source flexibility is one essential element that all of these systems share, as
any number of different centralised and decentralised heat sources can be used to provide
dependable and flexible operating conditions using basic control strategies.

The main final objective for urban heating companies is to ensure that clients receive
the lowest possible price for thermal energy, which requires a holistic approach considering
that there are a growing number of heating and cooling options available.

District networks can also integrate renewable energy sources by using heat pumps,
biomass and thermal solar energy, residual heating, and municipal waste. Depending on
the location and the needs of any given zone, the same system can provide both heating
during winter and cooling during the summer months using the same energy source
year-round. Therefore, DH/DHC systems differ greatly in terms of energy management
and environmental impact.

Thermal systems are characterised based on different factors: heat transfer fluid (e.g.,
air or water), transported thermal energy (e.g., cold, heat or both) or type of thermal
resources (e.g., renewable or non-renewable). Energy efficiency is thus a key performance
indicator of energy system [26] (Table 3).
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Table 3. Summary of energy technology [26,49–56].

Source Description Performance Indicators Barrier Parameters

Biomass

Uses wood-based input
material to produce thermal
energy. The oldest source for
heating has been wood chips
and wood pellets.

It has high thermal efficiency in
energy systems, reaching a thermal
efficiency of around 80–90%. Today,
large-scale production of biofuels
for DH grids allows for both
economic and environmental
benefits, enabling the energy supply
to be managed, since it is a source
of energy in the form of fuel.

There is low availability of
biomass. A barrier to its mass
commercialisation is its cost
and the lack of adequate
infrastructure. However, a
versatile range of energy
sources allows selecting the
best fit for each set of
applications to achieve the
best performance.

Geothermal energy

This is the oldest and most
mature of all DHC
technologies. Most research
seeks to improve energy
efficiency and use geothermal
heat in hybridisation with
other energy sources.

It is built on sites above large
geothermal or mining sources. Heat
pumps increase the overall energy
efficiency in heating and cooling
performance. It provides low-cost
heating and cooling by using heat
pump technology in the DH system
(thermal conversion efficiency
above 60%) with a typical COP
value of 4 in the case of heat pumps.

Geologically limited. The low
efficiency of geothermal heat
sources is partly because they
are indirectly used for heating,
given the potential for
contamination in central
heating systems in buildings.

Fossil fuel/waste heat

An old, mature heating
generation mechanism. It
burns coal, oil, or natural gas
to provide thermal energy.
The technology to implement
this idea is available and is, in
fact, widely used.

Energy infrastructure is often
already running, thus reducing fuel
transport-related costs. It is highly
thermally efficient (85–95%). Fossil
fuel waste energy could contribute
to its implementation.

A non-renewable energy
source producing high GHG
emissions. Clean combustion
and efficient waste
management strategies hold
the key to addressing this
problem.

Solar

A mature technology, with
most research aiming to both
improve efficiency and
incorporate heat storage.
Sunlight and solar collectors
are used to provide
high-temperature water for
thermal energy purposes.

High energy source availability
with thermal conversion by both
passive and active systems (thermal
efficiency 30–80%). It is a low-grade
heat source. Efficiency
improvements could boost thermal
output, particularly in regions with
low solar irradiation.

Geographical assessment and
proper planning are necessary.
As solar thermal energy is
unpredictable, it is not a
reliable option in the absence
of large-scale TES.

As a complement to the energy system technologies in Table 3, TES can operate as heat
sinks at off-peak times and as peak demand heat sources in boiler, CHP, or trigeneration
systems. TES systems for residential buildings ranges could overcome barriers such as en-
ergy supply variability from unpredictable and fluctuating renewable heat sources [57,58],
and thus are expected to become integrated into DH/DHC network with efficiency over
70% [15]. Moreover, a variety of larger thermal systems and industry devices that use
natural gas for thermal purposes could also be redesigned to use hydrogen for thermal
purposes to develop DH/DHC networks [16].

3.2.2. Energy System Network Design

Energy systems are designed to meet the entire demand for heating, cooling, and
DHW. Energy systems depend on several factors such as the fuel used, the technology, and
the chosen location (Table 3).

An ideal scenario in urban areas would be either to harness the residual thermal
energy from existing plants in operation or to create new ones that can harness either the
residual thermal energy from the production of electricity or any residual fuel.

The current trend, however, is for power plants to be located outside the urban centre.
Boilers or cogeneration equipment can be used to generate thermal energy in the form of
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heat, whether it be engines or turbines. Each technology can be used in combination with
any of the various available energy sources, thereby yielding varying levels of emissions,
with higher emissions from fossil fuels and lower emissions from biomass, renewables, or
waste heat.

Regardless of which type of energy system is used, there is the possibility of integrating
solar energy into the circuit. The most widespread solution is for the production of solar
thermal energy to be consumed in the building itself, without exporting it to the grid.
How it is adopted depends on the configuration of the overall system, where the working
temperatures of the heating network play a very important role.

When it comes to cooling, electric power compression systems are most commonly
used. There is the possibility of using absorption and adsorption systems that are powered
by heat sources. It is suitable to integrate this technology in systems where heat generation
comes from a residual source such as incinerators, waste heat, or even cogeneration. In any
case, these systems need to be supported by compression cooling systems. Figure 4 shows
a model of a district heating system.

Figure 4. District heating system. Adapted from: [59].

As far as the distribution network is concerned, the ducts of DHC systems are com-
posed of two pipelines, one for supply and one for return. The size of the system and the
number of branches it has depends on its location in the energy system, the number and
distribution of users, and the loss of energy to the grid. Inadequate distribution of the
network can jeopardize the project’s economic profitability.

Insulation is a major feature of the pipes as it is necessary to reduce to a minimum any
heat loss through distribution. Pre-insulated pipes are typically used in order to avoid any
problems caused by defective installation of the insulation. Cooling pipes require larger
diameters due to the lower thermal gap.

There are several ways to regulate the flow rate in a pipe network; choosing one system
or another depends on factors such as the type of flow rates to work with, investment costs,
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efficiency, operating speed, and maintenance, among others. These flow regulation systems
can be either valves or multispeed pumps. The latter is the most expensive method to
implement, but also the most energy-efficient and economical.

Finally, the connection to the customers and the substation consists of linking the
energy distribution system, i.e., the network, to the consumers (buildings or other facilities).
Water supply lines are the connection pipes between the network and the customer’s
substation, usually running into the customer’s building from below street level. Substa-
tions adapt the distribution network pressure and temperature to the requirements of the
building, guaranteeing the necessary temperature jumps for proper system efficiency.

Substations comprise equipment for regulation and control, counting equipment, and,
depending on the type of substation, exchange or storage equipment. All connections
to customers must be equipped with thermal energy meters. Overall, output levels of
DH and industrial thermal energy production systems continue to increase, which allows
for increasingly larger-scale benefits. Nevertheless, the creation of a common European
framework for legislation regarding DH/DHC networks and technologies remains a vitally
important objective in the EU.

3.2.3. System Integration

Secondary or residual heat often originates from industrial processes, agricultural
production, and/or waste combustion (“Waste to Energy”) and can be obtained either
directly from the source or in conjunction with electricity through CHP systems.

One of the biggest advantages of CHP systems is the production of electricity. Differ-
ent works have studied the possibility of implementing these types of systems in Spain.
Paredes-Sánchez et al. [2] demonstrated the complexity involved in the development of
nodal systems, which have proved their capability to adequately supply both heating and
electricity through the use of conventional organic Rankine cycles (ORC). Moreover, there
are also examples of heating networks using residual heat from conventional Rankine
cycles currently operating in thermal power plants. Rodríguez et al. [60] coined the term
“city water heating”, which refers to transferring an amount of residual thermal energy
(residual heat) originating in an electrical power plant to a nearby city, thus heating the
drinking water supply.

The three main advantages of this type of system include overall energy savings
and cost reductions for residents, zero contribution to global warming, and a significant
reduction in CO2 emissions. Moreover, many state-of-the-art CHP systems are also capable
of recovering residual heat from the system to provide cooling, heating, and energy [61,62].

Heating from renewable sources without the combustion process is an option in energy
systems. Solar heating can be readily adapted to both small- and large-scale systems.
Currently, large solar energy farms are an important part of urban heating systems in
Denmark [63], even though the conditions for solar radiation energy are generally not as
favourable in higher latitudes compared to other regions like Spain.

The advantages of thermal systems using renewable energy sources include significant
reductions in both fossil fuel consumption and GHG emissions by helping facilitate the
transition to a highly efficient and renewable energy source in the future [2].

Particular mention should be made of the use of heat pumps in these systems. Heat
pumps are generally electrically operated during periods of surplus electrical generation,
for example, in Scandinavia when there is a surplus of wind energy. COP is defined as the
proportion of heat supplied to the DHC system and the electricity that is consumed.

The use of heat pumps in urban heating systems is one of the most promising advances
for improving overall energy efficiency, and the economic figures will play a key role in
meeting the current European energy and climate objectives established for 2030 and 2050.
In order to determine the correct positioning, connection, and operating modes of heat
pumps, it is essential to evaluate the available data and seek out the experience and training
of both city planners and engineers, as these systems must satisfy the demand for heat
while operational [64]. The COP of heat pumps oscillates between 2.5 and 5.5, depending on
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factors including the cooling levels and temperature of the lower source, the characteristics
of the carrier fluid being used, and the temperature range of the higher source. The COP of
absorption heat pumps oscillates between 1.7 and 2.3 in two-stage systems, which require
steam, gas, or high-temperature water as a lower energy heat source [7]. De Carli et al. [65]
demonstrated that heat pumps, with or without the support of solar panels, can reduce
primary energy consumption by 50–60% compared to standard systems, and a combination
of heat pumps and boilers can reduce it by an additional 30–35%, which highlights the
importance of adopting hybrid energy technologies in the future.

Conventional boilers are often used as a backup whenever an excess of energy is
produced. Many different types of fuels can be used in these systems (including biomass)
with a thermal efficiency ranging from 0.85–0.97 [7]. However, even higher efficiency levels
are possible when gas-fired boilers are used in conjunction with exhaust condensation
techniques. The use of burning combustibles for heat production has been widely studied.
Paredes-Sánchez et al. [24] analysed the importance of biomass use in heating networks by
defining District Bioheating Systems (DBS), which underscored the importance of utilising
previously unused energy sources to reduce CO2 emissions. The above indicated that
the criteria most frequently used in the classification process include the morphology
of the system, the services offered, and the profile of the clients However, given that
micronetworks involve smaller-scale geographical areas (limited network extensions) and
have fewer clients, the classification criterion of services offered was used for this study.

In addition to the technology used in obtaining thermal energy, the so-called Industry
4.0 has ushered in a wealth of benefits for the production and energy sectors alike. Within
the production industry, in particular, elements such as device identification, cloud connec-
tivity, and AI device support systems have offered substantial benefits to both the overall
service and the end users by making significant improvements to energy efficiency, final
energy cost, and quality of the energy supply. Thermal operation optimisation, which is
a process using artificial intelligence technology to perform a specific task with a specific
objective, plays an important role in finding the optimal balance between the energy tem-
perature and flow within a district system to minimize costs and ensure the quality of the
energy supply.

3.3. Phase III: Energy Management

Based on the previous analysis of energy systems (i.e., Sections 3.2.1–3.2.3), one of the
main benefits of DHC systems is their ability to offer higher-efficiency energy production
by integrating a variety of renewable energy sources (biomass, geothermal, thermal solar,
etc.) and local resources that would otherwise go unused (natural cooling, excess heat or
cooling from nearby industrial work, integration of both heating and cooling, etc.).

A combination of the aforementioned factors, along with appropriate energy man-
agement of the generation/demand binominal and continual professional maintenance
and management, can significantly contribute to reducing energy consumption levels, CO2
emissions, and air pollution while providing a highly stable energy supply.

There are many important parties involved in the successful completion of DHC
projects, including local administrations, installation management companies (generally
energy service providers), energy company industries, suppliers, property developers,
and end clients. The respective city halls and city councillors play especially influential
roles, as they are responsible for territorial planning. Moreover, administrations can further
facilitate the administrative process by either approving or rejecting projects, making
economic contributions, and taking a more active role in the process.

The ability to identify an opportunity to develop a district heating system in the urban
planning stage is key to the success of the project, as it helps to reduce costs and allows
for easier integration of other services. System costs include updating both the existing
heating systems and the heating distribution networks, which in turn minimises energy
loss within the system, promotes more efficient use of low-temperature energy sources
and higher overall efficiency, and, most importantly, allows for greater integration of other
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systems when compared to DH systems [66]. Thus, the next step in the development of
these systems will be to conduct a study of their economic viability to provide a profit
analysis to help in the final decision-making process.

Despite the possible technological impediments, legislative issues, or network man-
agement difficulties, the expertise offered by the ongoing work of experienced companies
in the sector engaged in fully operational networks makes the logistics of such project ever
less complicated.

The current management model for DHC projects in Spain relies on joint ventures
between both private and public entities. Likewise, public agencies, associations, and
institutions responsible for promoting and developing energy-efficient technologies also
play an important role in helping secure resources like subsidies as well as promoting the
use of DHC systems in municipal and regional energy plans.

The ability to secure financing and installation management services is also a crucial
factor in determining the viability of a project. The joint venture is responsible for securing
the necessary financial backing for the project. Energy service companies manage the
facilities themselves while providing know-how in the construction process and subsequent
management of any resources involved in the commercialisation and operation of the
facilities. Lastly, the end client is also a determining factor in the successful achievement of
a project.

When dealing with a new urban project, the connection timeline for prospective clients
is a key issue, and the planning and design previsions must be as realistic as possible. In
those cases where previously inhabited urban areas are involved, the local authorities play
an important role in the planning process as they have the final decision regarding the
approval and execution of the project. Regardless of the particulars of any given individual
project, however, strict adherence to the life cycle for the installations is essential.

Based on methodological analysis [31,33], Spain has an estimated total output of
1448 MWth, 72% of which is supplied exclusively with renewable energy sources. The
remaining 28% come from a combination of energy sources, with natural gas being the most
common in Spain. The total registered output includes 612 MWth from heating networks,
829 MWth from heating and cooling systems, and 7 MWth from cooling (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Number of DH/DHC systems and thermal power output by area code.
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These systems offer some decarbonisation measures, including their abilities to use
more efficient technologies, replace coal with lower-contamination fossil fuel sources like
natural gas, and run exclusively on renewable energy sources [67]. Zones with area codes 2,
3, 7, and 8 (Table 2) are heavily dependent on coal industry in thermal applications, which
could make the development of DH/DHC based on biomass an important energy goal.

Thus, biomass and natural gas (or a combination of the two) provide 63% of total
output, with 20% coming directly from renewable sources. Specifically, biomass is used,
either exclusively or in combination with other fuel sources, in 3 out of every 4 networks.
In terms of total energy output, 73% is used for heating and 27% for cooling.

Overall, district energy output has been continually increasing in recent years [31].
Catalonia (495 MWth), Community of Madrid (342 MWth), and Autonomous Community
of Navarre (175 MWth), area codes 9, 14, and 16 in Table 2, respectively, contribute approxi-
mately 70% of the national output in Spain. In terms of network type, 363 provide heating,
35 provide heating and cooling, and 4 provide cooling (Figures 6 and 7).

 

Figure 6. Number of district heating or cooling systems by area code.

Figure 7. Number of district heating and cooling systems by area code.
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In terms of client profile, 68% belong to the services sector, 24% to housing, and 8%
to industry. In terms of total consumption, 45% comes from the services sector, 32% from
housing, and 23% from industry.

According to the data, 49% of Spanish networks are public property, 47% are private,
and 4% are mixed. By region, Catalonia registers the highest number of DHC networks
(130), followed by Castile and Leon (59), the Autonomous Community of Navarre (38), La
Rioja, and Cantabria (3 each), and the Region of Murcia (1), area codes 9, 8, 16, 13, and 15
in Table 2.

District heating systems in Spain have an overall thermal efficiency in boilers of
around 90% and COP of 4 in heat pumps. The total thermal production corresponds
to 1448 MWth, of which 72% is exclusively supplied by renewable energy sources. The
Association of District Heating and Cooling Companies [31] has registered 402 networks
in Spain, servicing a total of 5000 buildings with an estimated network of approximately
680 km. Combined, these networks account for an annual reduction of 305,945 tonnes
of CO2 emissions and a 79% reduction in fossil fuel use. The existing DHC in each zone
are studied based on the operational information available in the databases, as described
in Section 2. In this respect, homogenisation of this information is pursued by means of
a particular analysis of the behaviour and barriers included in Table 3. One of the most
important DHC networks in Spain is located in Barcelona (area code 9, Table 2), which
was built in 2002 in order to provide heating, air conditioning, and DHW. It extends over a
distance of nearly 18 km and provides services to 100 buildings [68].

In addition, the City Hall of Barcelona, together with the Public Consortium Local
Energy Agency of Barcelona, planned to develop an 18,000 home residential complex
near the Seat Automotive plant in the Zona Franca district of Barcelona (Hospitalet City
Hall). However, due to the global economic crisis, the project was never realised. What
made this particular project noteworthy was the fact that its trigeneration power plant was
to be equipped with heating and cooling systems, a glycol cooling bath (−10 ◦C), water
source heat pumps, and photovoltaic solar panels, and it was configured to service over
1,200,000 m2 [69].

The Mostoles district in Madrid (Community of Madrid) (area code 14, Table 2) offers
an example of an exclusively urban area heating and DHW network using biomass (pellets
and pruning waste). A total of 3000 homes have already been connected to the heating
network during the initial stage of the project, and the total will increase to 6000 homes in
subsequent stages [70].

Industrial activities (e.g., technology centres, industrial complexes, etc.) are often
located in or near mining areas and can help minimize the ratio between distance and
consumption, which is essential in these projects [33]. The primary technical challenge
involves the transportation of thermal energy over large distances, since end consumers
are often located a considerable distance from production centres, and very few mining
areas are close to urban areas.

Area code 3 offers noteworthy examples of the progress being made in geothermal
technology, including a project developed by Grupo Hunosa, which uses mining water for
a DH system located in Mieres (Principality of Asturias) (area code 3, Table 2). The network
originates at the mining area of the Pozo Barredo and provides service to the Polytechnic
School of Mieres of the University of Oviedo, Bernaldo de Quirós High School, and a group
of buildings containing 248 homes located in the Vasco-Mayacina neighbourhood [71].
Public institutions must play a pivotal role in initial contract negotiations to encourage
private enterprises to participate in these types of network projects in the future. In
this respect, it is worth mentioning that district heating has been installed, with similar
circumstances, in the Pontevedra campus of the University of Vigo. This infrastructure
connects the Faculty of Education and Sport Sciences with the Faculty of Social Sciences
and Communication. The thermal system has two combustion chambers of movable grate
of 1 MWth, each of which is supplied with wood chips (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Thermal system in the Pontevedra campus of the University of Vigo.

In addition, at the Campus of Ourense, a project of geothermal installation to meet the
demand for heating (80%) and cooling (100%) by a “hybrid” system stands out. This district
heating is a combination of aerothermal production of about 200 kWth and geothermal
generation of approximately 500 kWth. The thermal system has five heat pumps in
cascade configuration.

As far as research into heating networks is concerned, a lot of progress has been made
recently in Spain. Fourth-generation urban heating systems (4GDH) are being discussed
now, an example of which is the SmartEnCity project sponsored by Vitoria-Gasteiz (Basque
Country) (area code 17, Table 2) City Hall as part of the EU Horizon 2020 program. The
idea behind the project is that if more citizens become actively involved in the planning
process, fewer people will reject the idea of heating networks in the future.

The SmartEnCity project calls for the complete renovation of the entire Coronación
neighbourhood and the creation of a biomass-based network that is capable of meeting the
basic energy needs of 750 to 1313 homes. Additionally, it will develop integrated thermal
and electric infrastructures, encourage sustainable mobility by using cleaner technologies
in vehicle fleets, help spread technologies of the information and communication, and
promote urban renewal by renovating public spaces like streets and squares [72].

In addition, the R2CITIES project was born in Spain and at the international level,
the objective of which is to create and develop repeatable, large-scale renovation projects
for the construction and management of district heating to achieve cities with near-zero
energy consumption. Currently, pilot programs are operating in Kartal (Turkey), Valladolid
(Spain), and Genoa (Italy), all of which have different climates and objectives. Each of the
three programmes is being managed by its respective municipality; these municipalities
are also the principal promoters of these highly ambitious neighbourhood renovation
programmes. Single projects prove that a systematic approach, in combination with the use
of technologies such as insulation and information and communication technologies, as
well as cost-effective and energy-efficient resources, can not only achieve excellent results
in terms of energy efficiency but also drastically reduce CO2 emissions [73].

The DHC engineering firm DH Eco Energías has initiated a “macro-project” in Spain
for the promotion and construction of hybrid networks with biomass and concentrated
solar heating systems on a budget of EUR 204 million. Thanks to the positive environmental
impact of the project, the Ministry of Ecological Transition has selected it to become part of
the “Climate Project”, since it will prevent 360,000 t of CO2 from being released annually,
which is equal to the pollution from some 240,000 vehicles. The ten heating network
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systems involved in the project will generate 1335 jobs in total during the construction
phase and will be developed in 10 different locations throughout Spain, including Ávila,
Huesca, Oviedo, Palencia, Salamanca, Valladolid, Zamora, Boadilla del Monte, Coslada,
and Leganés. It could provide service to a total of 111,545 homes and cover an annual
energy demand of 1100 GWh [59].

4. Discussion

The institutional context takes into account factors including the basic drive forces
from resources to energy management, the importance of awareness of the economic
benefits of district heating and cooling systems, ownership, legal frameworks, prices, and
advancement in knowledge [10]. The majority of the barriers currently facing DHC systems
arise during the initial planning and proposal stages. These barriers come from different
fields and are often of technical, economic, institutional, social or cultural, institutional,
and legal natures.

Technical barriers mainly arise during construction of, e.g., the energy system or
building structure. District heating networks involve some factors such as:

• The installation of a heating production system using existing technology.
• The needs of large-scale civil engineering projects, which vary greatly according to

the scope of the project.

The latter factor is accentuated when providing services in populated urban areas,
where street work is required and often disrupts other services.

According to the technical building codes responsible for the certification process in
buildings, there are no standards for rewarding buildings that are serviced by district
networks. However, there are currently proposals aimed at remedying this unfortu-
nate situation. At present, all new buildings must satisfy a portion of their hot water
energy demand through either thermal solar energy or an equally efficient, previously
approved alternative.

This regulation causes a challenge with district network systems that do not in-
corporate CHP, residual heat, or alternative systems providing equivalent energy sav-
ings. At present, there is no legal recourse to remedy this situation, even though logic
would dictate that buildings serviced by district heating networks should be exempt from
such legislation.

However, if the district network is not supplied by a renewable or residual energy
source, the environmental impact could be greater. One possible solution to this problem
would be changing current legislation regarding thermal solar installations, urban munici-
pal schemes, and energy plans to include DH/DHC systems as an option in new housing
projects with favourable conditions on the basis that they are a profitable and effective
means of reducing energy consumption in high energy demand areas. Financial incentives
should also be considered to encourage the construction of these types of systems and
network connections in addition to searching for ways to ease regulations in the future.

With regard to economic barriers, they arise as a result of the size and scope of the
proposed project, as the majority of them involve civil works projects that affect distribution
networks. Akhtari et al. [4] outlined the numerous social and environmental advantages
inherent in the use of renewable energy sources in these types of systems. However,
implementing these systems in inhabited areas can exponentially increase construction
costs. Moreover, recovering the initial investment costs of these types of project takes a long
time for private capital funds, which means that public aid or participation from public
organisations is needed to cover the initial investment and the necessary maintenance costs
until the initial investment cost can be recovered.

Uncertainties in the timeframe for new client connections can complicate the task
of calculating the medium-term revenues of the operating company. The timeline can
also be affected by economic cycles, which means that the design process must consider
a number of economic factors. In this sense, the selection of a system that provides
enormous environmental benefits can ultimately become economically unfeasible, and a
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less expensive system can either provide little to no positive environmental impact or be
environmentally harmful [29].

As previously mentioned, social or cultural barriers generally arise in projects planned
for inhabited urban areas that are intended to substitute existing heating infrastructures
with DH/DHC systems. Widespread unfamiliarity with the operation and management
of these systems often complicates the decision to replace an existing operational heating
system that is already familiar to the consumer.

The Spanish State Department and a number of regional energy agencies have recently
undertaken the task of providing local authorities with informative material, including a
municipal ordinance guide explaining the current legislative framework and legal guide-
lines for local administrations, promoters, and building developers [32].

Generally, there is less of this type of resistance in regions where network heating
systems are already prevalent. DH systems are widely considered to be the simplest and
most efficient way of remedying the problem of low energy efficiency in urban areas.

The key to the success of DH networks is finding the right balance between national
governmental policies and local city council initiatives; they are the institutional barriers.
Social participation, especially in the initial stages of development, is another essential
part of the process. Therefore, coordination between the public and private enterprises
responsible for financing, maintaining, and developing these projects is an essential part of
successful policymaking.

Private funding for low carbon technologies by residents is another viable option for
the construction of DH systems in open markets [74]. While governmental participation
in the form of payment plans requires soft loans and other financial incentives, it reduces
the financial risks involved for private investors and helps stimulate public interest in DH
systems.

In many European states, local councils have more administrative control and greater
financial clout [26]. Many of these public city administrations (institutional barrier) de-
termine their energy policies to benefit the local area rather than simply seeking financial
rewards, which helps ensure that these projects benefit all of society rather than private
enterprises alone [75]. Moreover, this strategy helps encourage the use of local labour
forces and promotes greater levels of local technical expertise.

More widespread use of these systems at a variety of levels is essential to overcome
the abovementioned social barriers.

This study aims to help in this process of promoting greater public awareness (social
barrier). Prospective clients need detailed explanations and/or demonstrations of these
systems in order to familiarise themselves with their use and fully comprehend the financial
benefits and reliability of the services they provide (social barrier).

In the social context, technicians, town planners, engineers, and public entities in
charge of energy management must strive to create a better public understanding of these
systems, which starts by ensuring a bigger presence in school and university curriculums.
Ultimately, however, more widespread adoption of DH/DHC network systems is the first
step towards creating a better general awareness of these benefits of these systems to make
them more accessible to potentially interested parties.

To resolve the challenge regarding legislation (legal barrier) requiring thermal solar
energy systems in new buildings and ensure flexibility, systems must possess inertia to
maintain a balanced energy supply at all times. Thermal networks can use thermal energy
as a source of thermal inertia. These capacities are located in different places throughout
the network, including the heat/cooling carrier fluid, thermal storage reservoirs, and the
thermal inertia of the buildings being serviced with heating/cooling [27].

Special attention must be given to managing thermal energy systems to reduce their
carbon footprint and GHG emissions. One of the principal advantages of district heating
systems is their ability to significantly reduce CO2 emissions through the use of polygener-
ation energy conversion technology.
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Likewise, there are clear benefits to using excess industrial heat as an energy source
as it is free and can be easily integrated into urban heating systems. Moreover, there are
social benefits including the reduction of pollution [76]. An analysis of the results obtained
from continued improvements to urban heating systems, along with the corresponding
reduction in energy demand, demonstrates that it is crucial to continue their current line of
development [29]. Future challenges lie in the parametric modelling and optimisation of
the individual systems, which must be developed through the analysis of case studies [77].
Additionally, this characterisation will enable the results of Phase III to be implemented
parametrically as an in situ thermal system [78].

5. Conclusions

Globally, DH/DHC have very strong technical and economic potentials and represent
a future viable heating and cooling supply option. However, further efforts are required to
identify, assess, and implement these potentials with a view to fully harvesting the global
benefits of district heating and cooling. Based on the data obtained from the analysis,
there is now a good understanding of how to deal with the technical aspects of resources,
technology and management for the implementation of heat networks. The present study
led to the following conclusions for the implementation of heat networks:

1. Heating networks require a centralised heating source for several interconnected
buildings in a given area (e.g., hospitals). What DH systems have in common is
the use of a centralised heating source, which allows for the use of more efficient
technologies and requires energy management services.

2. The key performance indicator for all of the technologies and energy sources discussed
in the present work is the ability to successfully combine resources, technology, and
energy management to available energy sources on the market.

3. Through the use of renewable energy sources alone, it is possible to reduce the
amount of fossil fuel consumption. Moreover, the resulting energy savings create
energy efficiency opportunities and reduce area CO2 levels. These networks account
for an annual reduction of 305,945 t of CO2 emissions and a 79% reduction in fossil
fuel use in Spain.

4. DH systems are of particular interest to European regions that are undergoing a
process of energy transition. At present, zones with area codes 2, 3, 7, and 8 (Table 2;
Figures 5–7) in Spain are heavily dependent on coal industry, which makes the de-
velopment of district heating networks based on biomass an important technological
and energetic goal.

District heating and cooling networks combine a wide variety of technological solu-
tions and energy management strategies. Properly organized district heating networks
ultimately provide many benefits to all of the parties involved, including public adminis-
trations, energy service providers, property developers, and end-users, among others. The
supplied energy needs to meet both quality and energy efficiency standards while remain-
ing economically viable. Therefore, the methodology presented in this study provides a
very powerful decision-making tool for thermal energy systems. The main challenge now is
understanding the specific local parameters, operational conditions, and legal framework.
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Abstract: Anaerobic digestion has been identified as a feasible fragment of a bioeconomy, yet numer-
ous factors hinder the adoption of the technology in South Africa. Apart from its energy recovery,
other nonmarket advantages support the technology. Though it may be challenging to have a price
tag, they provide clear added worth for such investments. With a growing energy demand and
global energy transitions, there is a need to sustainably commercialise the biogas industry in South
Africa. Most studies are at laboratory scale and under specific conditions, which invariably create
gaps in using their data for commercialising the biogas technology. The key to recognising these gaps
depends on knowing the crucial technical phases that have the utmost outcome on the economics of
biogas production. This study is a meta-analysis of the optimisation of anaerobic digestion through
methodological approaches aimed at enhancing the production of biogas. This review, therefore,
argues that regulating the fundamental operational parameters, understanding the microbial com-
munity’s interactions, and modelling the anaerobic processes are vital indicators for improving the
process stability and methane yield for the commercialisation of the technology. It further argues that
South Africa can exploit water hyacinth as a substrate for a self-sufficient biogas production system
in a bid to mitigate the invasive alien plants.

Keywords: biogas; energy transition; water hyacinth; anaerobic digestion; optimisation; sustain-
able cities

1. Introduction

South Africa’s energy is generated predominantly from coal and is rated as the 12th
dominant contributors of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the world and the first
in Africa [1]. However, attempts at diversifying the energy mix with renewable energy
sources such as bioenergy, solar energy, and hydropower are being made, as they are
essential contributors to the country’s energy supply portfolio and national development.
Renewable energy has the potential to contribute to the world energy security and sig-
nificantly reduce dependency on fossil fuels—oil, coal, and gas [2–4]. They have also
provided opportunities for mitigating the devastating effects of greenhouse gases [3,5].
One of the principal renewable energy sources, in the long run, is bioenergy, because it
presents a wide range of possibilities such as pyrolysis, anaerobic digestion (AD), and gasi-
fication. From a feasibility perspective, each bioenergy technology demonstrates various
advantages and disadvantages. For instance, incinerators are frowned upon because of the
harmful products such as furans and dioxins released, if not appropriately managed [6,7].
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Therefore, consideration for any will be for the availability of feedstock, proximate obtain-
able infrastructure, and market need. AD has received attention because of its adaptation
to a broad spectrum of feedstocks, nutrient recovery, and net energy output [8–10].

AD is described as a biological degradation of organic materials without the pres-
ence of oxygen, thereby resulting in methane-rich biogas and an enriched digestate [11].
The methane generated during AD can be converted to different energies depending on in-
digenous needs; it can be compressed and liquefied as a transportation fuel [12], generation
of electricity [13], heat and cooking [2], while the digestate improves the soil structures and
reduces the use of chemical fertilisers as shown in Figure 1. AD is considered a flexible
technology as its scale of operation can vary from a small size to a much bigger size. It can
be integrated with other waste-to-energy technologies such as pyrolysis. AD helps solve
societal problems, by creating a sustainable waste management opportunity—mostly by
reducing organic wastes on landfills, and economically feasible wastewater treatment.

Figure 1. The process flow of anaerobic digestion. Source: Based on personal notes (2021).

In South Africa, AD technology is still considered to be at its inception, even though
the technology was first utilised as far back as in the 1950s [14]. The lackadaisical adop-
tion of the technology compared to other countries is ascribed to inadequate feedstocks,
lack of institutional support, research output communication, bureaucratic issues such as
streamlining the application procedure, and shift of interest to other renewable energy
sources [15,16]. According to Tiepelt [17], the number of AD plants in South Africa is not
more than 400. Some of the plants are owned by Bio2Watt, WEC/Northern Waste Water
Treatment Works, BiogasSA, iBert, and SANEDI. The viability of the biogas industry is
largely a function of the cost of feedstock. While most of the deployed biogas plants in the
country have concentrated mainly on using animal waste and wastewater as feedstock,
there is a broad spectrum of feedstocks and each is dependent on accessibility.

WH (Eichhornia crassipes), an invasive alien plant, has gained attention as a promising
feedstock for AD because of its high proliferation rate, no threat to food security glob-
ally, efficiently hydrolysable sugars, low lignin content, and energy obtained efficiencies.
Eichhornia crassipes is a native of the Amazon Basin of South America but has spread vastly
worldwide. According to Yan and Guo [18], the pervasive occurrence of WH is because
of its distinctive biological features, global warming, and intensified eutrophication of
surface waters. The prevalence of the aquatic plant in South Africa is attributed to the
nutrient enrichment of dams because of the poor treatment of sewage of the heavily popu-
lous metropolitans [19]. Its invasion is known to affect sustainability, economic growth,
biodiversity, and human health, and the control methods utilised are either not sustainable
(chemical), not cost-effective (mechanical), or take a longer time (biological). The expendi-
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ture on the control of invasive species in the country is valued to surpass 70 million U.S
Dollars annually, which is almost 0.3% of the republic’s gross domestic product [20].

WH has been utilised in phytoremediation, compost, animal feed, enzyme production,
and bioenergy. Ilo et al. [21] compared the techno-economic feasibility of utilising the
aquatic plant to the control methods and reported that utilising E. crassipes is economically
feasible and sustainable, as most of the cost–benefit analysis for the control methods used
models that were based on postulations of market prices. However, the fiscal viability
models applied in valuable resource recovery of E. crassipes were more genuine and
adaptive to likely variations in impending cashflows and discount rates. Therefore, its use
in AD is a sustainable method of mitigating its adverse impacts in South Africa. However,
the AD process is considered unstable, with a high cost of investment and low return on
investment [22]. Optimising the AD process is significant and can considerably add to the
decrease of the economic and environmental cost.

This review, therefore, presents WH as a promising and sustainable source of feed-
stock and aims to provide a comprehensive overview for methodologically improving
the efficiency of AD of WH. It further accentuates AD of WH as an economically feasible
energy alternative that would sustainably alleviate South Africa’s energy crisis. Studies on
the effectiveness of a specific methodology recommended by scientists regarding the rela-
tionship between the quantity of biogas produced in a laboratory and the possible efficacy
when used on an industrial scale are seldom provided [23–25], suggesting a dearth of
clarity in methodology. The key to recognising the gaps from laboratory scale to industrial
scale of AD depends on knowing the crucial technical phases that have the utmost outcome
on the economics [26]. This review consequently describes the strategies for optimising
the AD process as (1) regulating the fundamental process parameters, (2) high-throughput
molecular tools in understanding the structure of the microbial consortium in AD expose
the ecology of unidentified unculturable anaerobic microorganisms, and (3) models and
simulations that help comprehend and envisage the AD process for optimisation. Hence,
the review envisages that the result of the interpretations would help biogas plant opera-
tors improve the operations of AD of WH for optimal energy recovery and help relevant
stakeholders understand and facilitate the adoption of the technology in the country.

2. Materials and Methods

This paper is based on a meta-analysis of several empirical works, which aimed at
(1) laboratory analysis of AD of WH as both mono- and co-digestion and (2) the process
parameters for optimal performance and process stability of AD. An automated search
using different databases was executed among which included EBSCOhost, Google Scholar,
and Scopus. The following terms were used to search for the relevant studies/and or
articles: “biogas”, “methane yield”, “water hyacinth or Eichhornia crassipes “process stabil-
ity”, “co-digestion”, “laboratory analysis”, “system analysis”. The scope of the study was
limited to articles published in the past ten years because of the large number of articles
retrieved. Furthermore, supplementary investigations were made by studying references of
publications and grey literature for more articles that were not retrieved during the search.
A total of 1209 records were retrieved and thoroughly examined based on inclusion and
exclusion criteria. Excluded articles are (1) articles not available in the English language,
(2) unpublished thesis and reports, and (3) articles that are not directly related to the subject
areas. The title, abstract, and full-text articles were assessed based on their significance to
the objectives stated above; this exercise resulted in the selection of 52 papers. The ROSES
flow diagram of the number of studies retrieved is presented in Figure 2. The review made
efforts for the search to be all-inclusive.
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Figure 2. Methodological approach using a rapid appraisal in selected peer-reviewed articles. Source:
Adapted from [27].

3. Process Parameters for Optimal AD Performance

Operational and environmental factors are the two sets of parameters that affect AD
performance [8]. Attaining an optimum method of AD through regulating the funda-
mental operational parameters, understanding the microbial community’s interactions,
and modelling of the anaerobic processes necessitates an assessment of the consequential
trade-off between the additional cost of optimisation techniques and improvement in
biogas yield. In other words, the basis of optimisation of AD is a favourable relationship
between methodological improvements and economic feasibility. While the purpose of
improving the technical process comprises optimising biogas production and enhancing
process stability, the financial incentive is, therefore, to increase the return on investment.
Table 1 represents studies on AD of WH. The studies revealed the effects of pretreatment,
mono and co-digestion, temperature, and HRT on biogas and methane yield. This segment
presents the methodological review of the AD to highlight the varying biogas yields that are
attributed to operational and environmental factors to help scholars greatly comprehend
their interactions for optimisation.
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The biogas yields of the fourteen studies (Table 1) were converted to mL g−1 vs for
uniformity and ease of comparison. Most of the studies adopted the mesophilic tem-
perature [30–35,37–41] while the rest did not disclose the temperature used [28,29,36].
Furthermore, 35.7% of the studies that used mechanical pretreatment produced a higher
biogas yield at the range of 62–552 mL g−1 vs [30–34] than those that used other pretreat-
ment processes. Although the chemical process of pretreatment is not popular among
the studies, biogas yield was 42.40 mL g−1 vs [35]. While 21.4% did not specify the pre-
treatment used but had biogas yield between 41.79–406 mL g−1 vs [39–41], the biological
and thermal pretreatment had a biogas yield between 99.45–243.66 mL g−1 vs [28,29] and
253 ± 3–419 mL g−1 vs [36–38], respectively. Mathew et al. [32] compared the AD of
WH to that of Salvinia and reported a high biogas yield of 552 mL g−1 vs to 221 mL g−1

vs. The study also revealed a lower volatile fatty acid accumulation (VFA) during the
degradation of WH compared to Salvinia.

It can be deduced from Table 1 that co-digestion of WH with other organic materials
such as food waste, sewage sludge, and peels produced more methane yield than mono-
digestion. In addition, 57.1% of the studies produced more methane yield at an average of
65% than mono digestion at 62%. However, other factors could have either promoted or
inhibited the methane and biogas yield in these studies.

3.1. Operational Factors
3.1.1. Effect of Digester Design

The design of a digester is one prominent feature of a cost-effective AD process. The as-
sessment of digester design is dependent on various factors such as cost of installation and
maintenance, performance, energy recovery, and discharge of effluents [42]. The different
digesters that are commonly constructed are single- or multi-stage, dry or wet, and batch
or continuous mode. The single-stage reactor is reported to have fewer technicalities
and operational costs; however, the microbial consortiums growth rate is limited as they
perform in the same environmental conditions. On the other hand, the multi-stage offers
a favourable condition to the microorganisms, but are more complex, necessitate more
space, and are not economical [43,44]. Although the multi-stage reactors are considered to
improve process stability, it is not factual to state that the single-stage reactors are unreli-
able. The continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) is deemed to be easier to operate than
other reactors such as up-flow anaerobic sludge bed reactors (UASB). A digester design
should be simple, effective, and economically feasible. Its suitability rating should address
parameters such as mixing, temperature, retention time, and the feedstock’s quantity and
quality, mostly by total solid (TS) basis [45,46].

3.1.2. Mixing

The effects of mixing in AD are to guarantee sufficient access to organic materials
for the dynamic microorganisms and to proficiently circulate the heat inside the reactor,
thereby inhibiting temperature gradients, dead zones, and hot spots. There are various
techniques of mixing, i.e., propellers, recirculation, and each is selected by the type of
digester, the TS of the feedstock, and the agitator type. Mechanical mixing has been criti-
cised because of its energy consumption that directly increases operational cost. Mixing is
done intermittently so as not to disturb syntrophic activity. Intermittent mixing improves
biogas yield because the digestion by-products are degraded better by slower hydroly-
sis and fermentation [47]. Constant vigorous agitation influences the methane content
negatively [48] and the insertion of propellers could trigger an influx of oxygen into the
reactor [49]. Of the various mixing techniques, recirculation methods have been proven to
be the most economical and efficient in enhancing AD’s performance. Ni et al. [50] studied
the effect of liquid digestate recirculation on methane yield, and the system balance of AD
of pig manure. Under the same operational conditions, the methane yield from the reactors
was comparable in phase 1. When the organic loading rate (OLR) was below 5 g vs L−1
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in phase 2, there was an increase in Reactor 2 (with recirculation) compared to Reactor 1
(without recirculation), which signified that under comparative OLRs, liquid digestate
recirculation stimulated process stability [50].

3.1.3. Hydraulic Retention Time (HRT)

It is an essential factor to consider during the design of a digester as well as for the
growth rates of hydrogen- and methane-forming bacteria. It regulates the delivery of
substrates to microorganisms. A longer HRT gives the microorganism adequate contact
time to degrade the substrates, thereby increasing biogas yield; however, it is considered
to increase the operational cost. On the other hand, a shorter HRT is interrelated with
volatile fatty acids (VFA) accumulation and washing out of methanogens. The different
studies on AD of WH presented in Table 1 were further analysed for the effect of HRT on
methane yield and presented in Figure 3. While the analysis illustrates that the highest
methane yield of 71–68.3% is at HRT of 20–40 days [34,38,39], nonetheless, at the same
HRT of 20 days, the study of Longjan and Dehouche [37] revealed a low methane yield of
23.5–39.7%. A low HRT is considered attractive as it is directly related to a lower investment
cost and enhanced process stability [51,52]. The study of Tasnim et al. [31] on co-digestion
of cow manure, sewage sludge, and WH revealed a high methane yield of 65% at a 10-day
HRT, and Hernández-Shek et al. [41] reported a high methane yield of 60.5% at HRT of
15 days in the co-digestion of WH with fruit and vegetable waste.

Figure 3. Effect of HRT on methane yield. Source: Based on personal notes (2021).

3.2. Environmental Factors
3.2.1. Effect of Inhibition

AD is a delicate process, where the presence of inhibitory compounds such as ammonia
and VFA cause system imbalance resulting in low biogas and methane yield [9]. This is
because the microbial consortium in each biochemical stage is susceptible to numerous
inhibitory matters in the feedstock or produced during the anaerobic process.

Ammonia

Ammonia, which is formed during the biological breakdown of nitrogenous material,
is an important function in AD performance and stability. It exists in two basic forms:
Ammonium ion (NH4

+) and free ammonia Nitrogen (NH3), and a combination of both
forms is known as Total Ammonia Nitrogen (TAN). Free ammonia has much higher toxicity
and a more significant effect on AD than ammonium ion because it can penetrate cells
and disturb microorganisms’ metabolism [42,53]. Ideally, ammonia concentration guaran-
tees the methanogenic medium’s buffer capacity, but it becomes toxic above a threshold
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concentration. There are various reports of these threshold levels of toxicity and most
do not differentiate between free ammonia and TAN. While Yenigün and Demirel [53] re-
vealed that free ammonia’s threshold for toxicity is between 150 to 1200 mg L−1, Rajagopal
et al. [54] reported a range of 1500 to 7000 mg L−1.

Studies have shown that methodologies such as pretreatment of feedstocks, co-
digestion, air stripping, alteration of pH and temperature, a decrease of OLR, and the
addition of support media have been applied in mitigating the inhibitory effect of am-
monia [53–55]. Zhang et al. [56], who investigated the effect of air stripping in removing
ammonia in AD of piggery wastewater, disclosed that the elimination of ammonia was
reliant on pH and aeration rate. Based on their findings, air stripping at alkaline pH is
feasible for averting system imbalance in AD of WH.

Volatile Fatty Acids

VFAs are molecular entities formed during the hydrolysis phase, as a result of the
degradation of more complex structures. Accumulation of VFA, which causes inhibition,
occurs when there is an increase in the OLR. This increase leads to a faster hydrolysis rate
that disrupts the acetogen’s and methanogens’ adaptation, resulting in a drop in pH and a
low methane yield [10]. VFA concentrations are used as indicators of process imbalance;
however, there are debates on the exact concentration as numerous experiments reveal that
process stability occurred at different levels. Mathew et al. [32] reported a total VFA in the
AD of WH to be lower than 22 mg L−1. The use of the propionic acid to acetic acid ratio
as a sign of process instability is recommended because propionic acids are inhibitory to
methanogens [40].

Several approaches can prevent process instabilities as a result of the accumulation of
VFA. Rocamora et al. [10] recommended increasing the inoculum: substrate (I:S) ratio and
percolate recirculation; however, the study of Bhui et al. [40], which aimed at exploring
the effect of VFA in different I:S ratios to biogas production from batch-scale AD of WH,
reported maximum VFA accumulations at 1084 mg L−1 for WH at 0.25:1 ratio and lowest
values at 158 mg L−1 for WH at a rate of 3:1. The study revealed that the total VFA
drastically affected methane content in 3:1 (WH). Anukam et al. [13] opined for the use of
non-biological conductive materials that absorb toxins, which calls for further research.

3.2.2. Organic Loading Rate (OLR)

OLR determines the biogas and methane yield. The kilograms of volatile solids are
loaded per volume of the reactor per day [57]. An OLR and the I:S ratio mainly on TS
contents simplify the operation process because TS is more realistic than the study of
other parameters [47]. Barua and Kalamdhad [38] reported a stable pH when the OLR
was increased from 0.625 kg COD m3−1 to 1.35 kg COD m3−1; however, the process
became unstable when it was further increased to 4.55 kg COD m3−1. The change in
pH indicates that the discharge Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) mainly constitutes the
unutilised VFA formed in the reactor at an increased OLR. OLR should be gradual to
permit suitable acclimatisation of the microorganism because an abrupt change disturbs
them. Nkuna et al. [58] studied the consequences of uneven OLR on microbial communities
and AD of WH (mono- and co-digestion) and pointed out that unstable OLR affected the
process performance, system balance, and the composition of microorganisms of mono-
and co-digestion, but it was dominant in co-digestion.

3.2.3. Temperature

Temperature controls the rates of the enzymatic reaction and substrate diffusion. Most
digesters function at either mesophilic (30–40 ◦C) or thermophilic temperatures (45–60 ◦C);
each temperature has a different active microbial consortium. A slight change in tempera-
ture of an anaerobic digester affects the microorganisms’ activities, resulting in a low biogas
yield. While the thermophilic phase enhances the complex substrate’s solubilisation rate,
the mesophilic stage provides a stable methane production process [59]. An AD operated
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in thermophilic temperature has a higher reaction rate, thereby leading to a lesser HRT
and digester volumes. It requires high energy for maintaining the reactor at such a high
temperature. However, with a slow reaction rate and high HRT, mesophilic digesters
are commonly used because of their low energy cost, stable operational process, and less
critical ammonium inhibition. Recently, attention has been drawn to the Temperature
Phased Anaerobic digesters (TPAD), which involves two-phase systems, both thermophilic
and mesophilic phases.

3.2.3.1. pH

pH reveals the approximate condition of a digester, and a drop in pH results in low
biogas yield and methanogenesis inhibition. Barua and Kalamdhad [38] noted that a pH of
6.5–7.5 is best for microorganisms to thrive in a digester. However, multi-stage digesters
are recommended as the biochemical stages require different optimal pH values. At the
same time, Rocamora et al. [10] reported an optimal pH of hydrolysis and acidogenesis to
be within the range of 5.5 and 6.5, and Mao et al. [60] opined that methanogenesis occurs
at a higher pH of 6.5 and 8.2, with an optimum at 7.0.

Studies have shown that it is not ideal to use pH as a first pointer for process stability
because it relies on buffering capacity. For instance, Yi et al. [61] analysed the role of
increasing total solids on the performance of AD of food waste at mesophilic temperature.
Digesters with higher TS had higher VFAs accumulation, but digester R3, which had the
highest VFAs accumulation, did not indicate a low pH. The study of Widyarani et al. [62]
on the effect of pH on biogas generation of tofu wastewater revealed that low pH did not
negatively affect the batch AD of the Tofu wastewater system. The outcome of their study
implies that ensuring there is buffer capacity is imperative in comparison to adjusting pH.

3.2.4. Co-Digestion

The anaerobic mono-digestion of E. crassipes is rate-limiting because the hydrolysis of
the lignocellulosic structure takes a long time and reduces biogas yield [36]. Co-digestion is
an efficient and commercially feasible method to improve methane production and system
stability [63]. The essence of co-digestion is to adjust the carbon/nitrogen (C/N) ratio of the
feedstocks for efficient microbial growth. C/N ratio shows the nutrient levels of feedstocks.
A high C/N ratio results in a shortage of nitrogen and dormancy of methanogens, reducing
methane yield. In contrast, a low C/N ratio leads to carbon shortage, thereby causing the
accumulation of VFA, which has a negative effect during methanogenesis.

Priya et al. [30] tested practical solutions to enhance biogas production from the AD
of WH. They reported a biogas yield from the co-digestion of WH, with activated sludge
and food waste as ~150 mL g−1 vs and ~400 mL g−1 vs, respectively. In contrast, mono-
digestion of WH yielded ~140 mL g−1 vs of biogas. However, Zala et al. [34] reported
a higher biogas yield of 320.5 mL g−1 vs in mono-digestion of WH compared to the biogas
yield of 286.5 mL g−1 vs and 298.8 mL g−1 vs in co-digestion of WH and food waste, but the
difference in pH rate displayed process stability in co-digestion than in mono-digestion.

3.2.5. FOS/TAC

Several parameters such as methane yield, pH, or VFA are used as indicators for
process stability in AD; however, the FOS/TAC is extensively reflected as the most imper-
ative and express marker [64]. The titration method, which represents the ratio between
volatile organic acids (FOS) and total inorganic carbonate (buffer capacity) (TAC), is an easy
and continuous method for determining AD process stability [58,65]. The composition of
feedstock for AD affects the FOS/TAC value. Nkuna and Roopnarain [58] reported process
stability and high biogas yield from the AD of WH at FOS/TAC ratio of 0.4–0.6. A high
FOS/TAC value (>0.6) implies system overload, and this results in a low yield of methane,
whereas a low FOS/TAC value indicates a low OLR, which causes process imbalance.
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3.3. Other Factors
3.3.1. Pretreatment

Production of biogas from lignocellulosic biomass is demanding because its structure
and composition makes it recalcitrant to microbial or enzymatic degradation. However,
pretreatment is an efficient approach to breaking down the organic molecules’ covalent
bonds, decreasing the recalcitrance, and increasing biodegradability. It exposes the ligno-
cellulosic polymers into hexoses and pentoses, helps microorganisms access the cellulose,
and hastens the hydrolysis stage. There are different pretreatment methods; however,
the choice for pre-treatment should be sustainable, cost-effective, and not yield inhibitory
compounds.

A lack of empirical consensus still exists in the literature over an established single
pretreatment method that is the most effective for high methane yield. Sarto et al. [35]
examined the effect of chemical pretreatment (H2SO4) in facilitating the production of
biogas from WH, and although the cellulose content was broken down significantly to
glucose, the lignin composition slightly decreased. Barua et al. [28] investigated the effect
of microbial (Citrobacter werkmanii VKVVG4) pretreatment on WH. The study showed that,
although microbial pretreatment consumed time to improve the solubility and breakdown
of WH’s lignocellulosic cell wall, it enhanced the biogas yield. In recent time, the use of
integrated pretreatment methods has been utilised for optimal methane production.

3.3.2. Inoculum

Inoculum with the balanced microbial consortium is an important factor that reduces
the acclimatisation period for process stability and efficiency of AD performance [66]. It is
a proficient method of delivering the essential microorganisms to the AD process. In recent
times, specific microorganisms are used as inoculants to increase degradation rate, unlike
previously, where indigenous microorganisms conducted the degradation. The presence of
key members of the anaerobic microbial consortium in an inoculum strongly influences
the AD process’s performance [38]. A suitable I/S ratio circumvents process instability in
a digester by creating a conducive atmosphere for microbial activities. A high I/S ratio
enhances the efficiency of removing COD as it hastens COD’s breakdown to biogas [40].
COD is a suitable indicator that reveals the extent the degradation process has taken to be
completed; the higher the COD removal, the more stable the process is.

Examining how microbial consortium change at the start-up phase increases the
microbial community’s relationship to AD performance, thereby improving the process
economics. Studies have engaged in using high-throughput methodologies such as 454 py-
rosequencing, quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR), and fluorescent in situ
hybridisation (FISH) for such investigations [67,68]. The use of support media (immobilis-
ers) stimulates methanogenic reactions by creating opportunities on feedstock’s surface
area for microbial attachment. Although there is limited literature on the consequences
of these support media to the microorganisms, the study of Poirier et al. [69] emphasised
that immobilisers such as zeolites and activated carbon aided the AD process under high
ammonium stress and also improved the growth of the microorganisms.

4. Modelling of AD Process

Although it is imperative to acquire knowledge from conducting tests, a theoretical
evaluation must propose a hypothesis and establish a linkage for knowing and optimising
the AD process. According to Kucharska et al. [70], modelling is used in optimising the
process parameters, thereby saving time and increasing the efficacy of utilising resources.
Mathematical models aid in investigating phenomena during the AD process; they are
also used to transfer experiments from pilot-scale to industrial scale. International Water
Associations’ Anaerobic Digestion Model No 1 (ADMI) is the most generally known model
in AD studies; however, its intricacy had steered the inclusion of the latest empirical
understanding or simpler algorithms [71]. Other modeling approaches utilised on the
AD optimisation process are classified by Kucharska et al. [70] as Kinetic models such as
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Gompertz and Monod models; black-box models such as Response Surface Methodology
(RSM) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Substrate conversion-based models such
as First-order. Logistic and Boltzmann [72] and AD model No. 2 (AM2) [71] have also been
applied for fitness.

The black-box models predict complicated processes with unspecified input and
output data correlation. It does not require an antecedent understanding of the mechanism.
The model is applied when a reaction is influenced by numerous variables; it assesses the
relationship between biogas yield and independent parameters. ANN is considered to
have a higher prediction capability that is close to measured gases compared to RSM [70].
Chanathaworn [73] improved the biogas production from the AD of WH and earthworm
bedding wastewater using the RSM model approach, and TS, pH, and particle size as
the model variables. The study confirmed the fitness of the model at a coefficient of
determination (R2) of 96.1%

The kinetic models consider microbial consortium as an essential component of
the digester. For instance, the modified Gompertz equation reveals the correlation be-
tween methane yield and microbial growth pattern [28]. On the other hand, the substrate
conversion-based models aim at the substate decomposition or biogas yield and not on mi-
crobial growth rate. For instance, the First-order Kinetics provides changes in volatile solids
during biodegradation, although it is considered to have an extensive latency period [74]
and not predict process failure [75].

The R2 and root of the mean of the squares (RMSE) are usually used to compare fitting
errors of models. Sarto et al. [35] compared the simulation of biogas production from
E. crassipes with a modified Gompertz, First-order kinetics, and Cone model, and reported
that all the proposed models fitted the determined biogas yield with fitting inaccuracy that
is below 10%. The variation between determined and theorised biogas yield for modified
Gompertz was 0.271–9.78%, 3.491–5.424% for First-order Kinetic, and 0.032–8.743% for the
Cone model, while the R2 was 0.964–0.995 (modified Gompertz), 0.977–0.985 (First-order
Kinetic), and 0.980–0.994 (Cone), respectively.

5. Outlook of Biogas Technology in South Africa’s Energy Transition

The Energy sector of South Africa contributed to nearly 80% of the nation’s Greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions in 2019, of which half originated from petrol production and power
generation [76]. Consequently, South Africa has pledged in the Integrated Resource Plan
2019 to a low-carbon economy to address climate change. However, there is a need
for this transition to be timely as the country is facing the menace of climate change.
The present COVID-19 pandemic is an avenue for the energy transition to achieve the
climate targets and promote socio-economic development [77–79]. The three priority areas
for energy transition for sustainable cities are buildings, transport, and integrated energy
systems; this makes AD an integral technology for South Africa’s bioeconomy because it
is multifaceted.

The use of biomethane in the transport sector is promising, though it is still at the infant
level in the country. Biomethane can be compressed and utilised in passenger vehicles or
liquefied and used in heavy-haul vehicles and ships. Its utilisation as a transport fuel is
considered to have limited environmental concerns, such as GHG emissions, compared
to fossil-derived fuels [12,80]. In addition, compared to other biofuels, biomethane is
unique in blending wholly with natural gas without requiring the engine to be changed.
For example, the blending of bioethanol with petrol is usually at portions of 5, 10, and 85%
quantities, and while the portions of 5 and 10 do not require amendment of vehicle, the use
of an 85% ratio does [81]. This amendment of the vehicle (Flexi-Fuel vehicles) is reported to
possibly release unburned ethanol, acetaldehyde, and acetic acid in the environment [82]
and also gives rise to disastrous engine failure because the bioethanol is corrosive and it
forms films as it is mixable in water and non-mixable in oil [79,83].

A fundamental question is whether the numerous valuable functions linked to the AD
technology can be significantly realistic and sustainable. One of the constraining facets of
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AD is the availability of feedstocks. While the energy crops are frowned at as unsustainable,
agricultural residues and organic fraction of municipal solid waste are gaining attention.
The lignocellulosic feedstock trade is liable to develop quickly in the long run when
compared to conventional feedstocks. Other limitations of the biogas industry’s growth
ultimately rely on sound policy and institutional framework, market players, and technical
expertise. In the global energy market, the biofuel markets are in poor trade patterns against
fossil fuel markets notwithstanding the tariffs and no-tariff trade difficulties. The South
African government had introduced a renewable energy feed-in-tariffs (REFiTs) program,
which had poor implementation and was substituted by an auction-based tariff under
the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement (REIPP) program [84].
Its sustainability is questionable as it is considered to have an expensive transaction fee,
and the monitoring and assessment procedure are not accessible to the public. With the
growing energy demand in the country, there is a need to scale up the biogas industry,
which, even now, has not been adopted fully; however, one needs to certify the production
approach and the kind of feedstocks used.

6. Conclusions

High energy demand and accessibility of ample feedstocks have made AD a promis-
ing business opportunity. The AD technology decreases carbon emissions, offers energy
security, and creates green jobs. Commercialisation of biogas production has not been
adopted to its full potential in South Africa due to sound policy and institutional frame-
work, a market economy, technical expertise, and sustainable feedstocks. While research
and investments in biogas production are strongly recommended for upscaling biogas
production to a commercial level, there are, however, substantial gaps in the literature
due to disagreements over the most economical methods or combination of methods that
generates optimal biogas yield. Attaining an optimum method of AD of WH through
regulating the fundamental operational parameters, understanding the microbial commu-
nity’s interactions, and modelling of the anaerobic processes necessitates an assessment
of the consequential trade-off between the additional cost of optimisation techniques and
improvement in biogas yield. It was deduced from the studies that co-digestion of WH and
other organic materials such as food waste and sewage sludge produced more methane
yield of 65% than mono digestion of 62%. Furthermore, 35.7% of the studies that used
mechanical pretreatment produced a higher biogas yield at the range of 62–552 mL g−1 vs
than those that used other pretreatment processes. These methods could be extended to
the utilisation of other feedstocks notwithstanding that the present review focused on WH
as they share operational similarities. It is envisaged that the thematic issues addressed
in this paper will contribute to policy discourse and scholarly deliberations that would
engender more research and investments towards upscaling biogas production to the
commercial phase.
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Abstract: Solid particle emissions from burning wood in three internal combustion biomass cooking
stoves commonly used in southern Chile were compared. Each stove was used to show differences
in sealing systems, combustion chamber shape, and heating surfaces in order to optimize biomass
combustion and the energy produced at a low manufacturing cost. The influence of cooking stove
design along with particle and gas emissions that resulted from the biomass combustion within
the cooking stove was investigated in this study. Levels of diverse atmospheric contaminants, such
as particulate matter, emission factor, NOx, CO2, and CO, and the temperature of the flue gases
were determined with the Ch-28 method and UNE-EN 12815. The average emission of particulate
matter was significantly reduced by modifying the geometry of the combustion chamber and heating
surface of each stove, resulting in 5 g/h particle emissions in conventional equipment and 2 g/h in
the improved equipment. In relation to gas emissions, there was a 25% maximum decrease in NOx

gases and 35% in CO after modifying the heating surface of each stove. This background supports
the evidence of technological improvement with high environmental impact and low economic cost
for local manufacturers.

Keywords: particle emission; biomass combustion; biomass cooking stoves; domestic heating

1. Introduction

Chile is a country that is highly dependent on importing energy, particularly fossil
hydrocarbons, even though it possesses a variety of energy resources that are relatively well
distributed. Around 24% of the country’s power grid comes from forest-based biomass [1],
with firewood being the most-used energy source, mainly for heating and cooking purposes:
97% of firewood is used for heating, and the other 3% is used for domestic water heating
and, in some cases, for cooking food [2]. The average annual consumption of firewood
in a Chilean household depends greatly on the location, due to two fundamental aspects.
The first is the geography of the country, where the rainiest and coldest areas are located
mainly in the south, starting from the O’Higgins region to the Magallanes region, while the
warmest areas are located in the north, starting from the Metropolitan region to the region
of Arica y Parinacota. From west to east is the coastal area to the mountain range, where the
mountain range zone sees more severe weather than the coastal area, which implies a higher
consumption of firewood, encouraged by the abundance of biomass compared to other
energy sources such as electricity, fossil fuels, and other sources such as geothermal waters,
solar panels, and others. The second is the economic factor, since the country has large
socio-economic differences that directly affect access to technologies and fuel for people in
the south because the poverty rate is close to 17%, mainly in the Araucanía region [3]. This
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poverty rate in the area means that new technologies focused on house improvements, such
as thermal insulation and efficient domestic heating, are not feasible for this percentage of
the population. According to the latest government reports, fuel poverty in the region has
reached 23% and 29% corresponding to the inhabitants without access to electricity supply
and domestic hot water [4], which is directly proportional to the socio-economic status of
each region; therefore, the few options for the most vulnerable part of the population to
acquire biomass stoves are wood-burning stoves, due to its easy installation, versatility,
and low price, which is a feasible alternative for this socio-economic sector.

At the national level, wood consumption, depending on the tree species, is obtained
mainly from Hualle at 29%, which is equivalent to 3,435,890 m3 st/year, followed by the
Eucalyptus globulus with 24%, which is equivalent to 2,872,779 m3 st/year, and finally
the remainder corresponds to native and non-native species [5]. In the urban zones of
the Aysén region, households consume an average of 18.3 m3 of firewood a year. This
goes down to 14.1 m3 in Valdivia, La Union, Paillaco, and Rio Bueno (Los Rios region),
7.7 m3 in Temuco and Padre Las Casas (La Araucanía region), and less in Chillan (Ñuble
region) and Rancagua (O’Higgins region) [5]. One cubic meter of firewood is equivalent
to approximately 700–900 kg, depending on the type of wood and its water content.
Given that firewood is used by thousands of people during the year, wood burning has
had severe social and environmental consequences in densely populated cities such as
Temuco [2]. These consequences are mainly due to biomass combustion, which is an
important source of particulate matter stemming from the incomplete combustion of
components like cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, in addition to temperature-produced
changes caused by combustion from uncontrolled sources [6,7]. According to air quality
monitors [8], saturation conditions are present in more than a dozen cities in southern Chile.
Saturation conditions occur when the maximum permitted concentration to which the
population may be exposed to the environment has been exceeded. In Chile, the Ministry
of Health has established air quality standards for coarse particulate matter (PM10), D.S.
N◦ 45/2001, and fine particulate matter (PM2.5), D.S. N◦ 12/2011, where the maximum
concentration allowed for PM2.5 and PM10 per year is 20 and 50 μg/m3 respectively. The
permitted per day concentrations of exposure to PM should be lower than 50 μg/m3

on average. Even in the face of the negative implications of firewood, its low cost in
comparison to other fuels and the cultural tradition of its use in the country’s southern
cities make its replacement more difficult for the inhabitants. Implementing measures
put in place by ruling governments, such as the atmospheric decontamination plan, the
country has attempted to regulate the use of firewood and help create technological
initiatives that directly impact the mitigation of contaminants by increasing the efficient
and sustainable use of firewood fuels and prioritizing a reduction in atmospheric pollution,
such as benefit programs for the replacement of cooking wood stoves, thermal conditioning
improvements for housing [9], and to date, the PDTA-100857 project that provides the
design and manufacturing so companies can continue improving their cooking wood
stoves, on which this study is based.

The objective was to find the best design to improve biomass combustion in com-
mon wood-burning stoves in Chile, so that these design enhancements do not increase
the manufacturing cost which can affect the final price of the product. Therefore, this
design included a combustion chamber and heating surface. We demonstrate how these
parameters influence the emission of atmospheric contaminants to help develop efficient,
emission-reducing technology, increasing efficiency by 8%.

1.1. Biomass as a Fuel

Biomass is defined by the European Standardization Committee as a combination of
organic matter derived from vegetable or animal sources or from their natural or artifi-
cial transformation, which may undergo energy treatments [10]. Specifically, solid forest
biomass of lignocellulose origin is a product of natural and anthropogenic processes. The
natural process involves the formation and growth in natural, water-based environments
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through photosynthesis, while the artificial process relates to formation through technolog-
ical production and alterations to the previous natural constituents [11]. There are different
types and forms of forest biomass that can be used as energy. On a global scale, 68% of
the total bioenergy produced comes from forest biomass [12]. Firewood is cut into logs,
ready to be used in domestic fuel apparatuses like stoves. Traditionally, firewood is used
in households for cooking and heating. In general, the size of the logs is between 5 and
100 cm [13]. In Chile, the use of forest and agriculture biomass to generate electricity and
thermal energy has varied over the last 12 years. On average, it represents 2.6% of the
total energy produced [10]. It reached a high of 20% in 2011 and increased by 3% in 2016,
coming in third place behind crude oil and carbon. As for firewood and its derivatives, they
experienced a 14.7% increase in 2011 over the previous year, while in 2012 it increased 63%
(60% residential use and 40% industrial fuel). The use of firewood is distributed between
82.1% in rural and 26.2% in urban homes [10]. Firewood is estimated to be consumed in
1,721,032 homes in Chile, equivalent to 11,926,411 m3

st annually. If the national average of
household energy is 10,232 kWh/year, including all fuels and electricity, then firewood
represents 46.6% of the fuel used, or 4768 kWh/year. Almost all of its use is dedicated to
heating [14]. This, together with the large development of the forestry industry, shows
that firewood biomass is an important energy product with good future projections, with
increasing demand and comparative advantages over other types of fuel (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Household use of forest biomass in Chile [14].

Figure 1 shows the percentage of firewood consumption by region. Considering the
availability of forest resources on a national scale, the highest percentage of firewood
consumption and use is in the central-southern zone of the country. This is not surprising,
as these are the climatologically colder zones and are located closest to the forest biomass
production zones. According to the figures, consumption increases in the fall–winter
months (May–August) and is mainly concentrated in the lowest socio-economic sectors [5].

The main wood-burning devices are salamander stoves, open chimneys, simple stoves,
double chamber stoves, braziers, and handmade equipment. All of these devices are
used, although some are more characteristic in certain areas. The wood fuel in these
devices generates fine particulate matter emissions (PM2.5), carbon monoxide, volatile
components, nitrogen oxides, and other pollutants. As for CO2 emissions, firewood is
considered neutral [11].
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Of the contaminants mentioned [8], the main problem in Chile is particulate matter
(PM2.5 and 86 PM10), given the large impact on human health [15] that continuous exposure
to these particles represents.

1.2. Biomass Combustion Process

Combustion of the wood starts when the biomass is exposed to caloric energy. It is
followed sequentially by hydrolyzation, oxidation, drying, and pyrolysis, which increases
the temperature to form a gaseous fuel. These substances are highly reactive and derived
from carbon [16]. The process is as follows: 1. when the wood is exposed to a heating
source, its elements start to hydrolyze, dehydrate, and burn as the temperature increases.
This process produces volatile fuels, tarry substances, and highly reactive carbonaceous
char. 2. When the ignition temperature of these volatiles and chemically treated substances
is reached, the combustion process begins. 3. The heat generated by the combustion flame
provides the necessary energy for the biomass to gasify and for the flame to spread, further
evaporating the water that is found within the cell walls of the biomass, known as the water
capillary action. 4. Then, the volatile products (such as water vapor, resinous compounds,
and decomposing cell products), the hemicelluloses, and the lignin are separated to then be
partially or completely combusted in the flame zone. During combustion, carbon continues
to form until the flow of biomass gas falls below the minimum level required to keep
the flames. During the flaming combustion, the formation of carbon continues until the
volatile fuel flow drops below the minimum level required for the dispersion of the flame.
5. Finally, the smoldering process or the progressive oxidation of the reactive carbon starts.
The biomass combustion is characterized by a non-premixed and turbulent flame, given
that there is no mixing prior to the combustion reaction between the air and the fuel. In
this process, large quantities of particles, which vary in size according to their physical
and chemical properties, are emitted into the atmosphere. They can be divided into two
categories: non-carbon-based particles, which are generated by non-flammable elements
within the fuel, possess neither carbon nor hydrogen atoms [17], and include residual
elements that detach from the surface of the fuel [18]. The second category consists of
carbon particles formed by pyrolysis of the fuel molecules, and which have not reacted in
the flame zone. Other conditions that contribute to the production of solid particles mainly
depend on the level of humidity found in the fuel. At some point, moisture in biomass
residues significantly affects your ability to heat [19].

2. Materials and Methods

This paper investigated three different types of cooking wood stoves commonly used
in Chile, corresponding to cooking stove A, B, and C, the descriptions for which are
mentioned below. The construction materials are defined in Table 1.

Table 1. Construction materials in each device.

Biomass Cooking Stove Combustion Chamber Sealed Radiant Surface

A Cement Not sealed Gray cast iron

B Cement Glass rope lagging Gray cast iron

C Cement Glass rope lagging Gray cast iron

Stove A is a conventional model, which can be found in the national market. Stove B is
similar to the previous model, except that it has a different cover that allows a hermetic seal,
making it more efficient than stove A. The C stove is similar to the B stove except for the
combustion chamber, which is delimited by a fin as shown in Figure 2, which reduces the
area of the flue gases by 60% over its previous versions. It is considered that only stove A is
found for sale in the national market, while the other two are improved prototypes derived
from the A device; therefore, those devices are not available in the domestic market yet.
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Figure 2. Designs of each device used to evaluate the combustion process.

The parameters of the heating surface and combustion chambers of each device are
presented in Figure 2. In the case of stove A, the heating surface is divided into six parts:
two bigger parts that hold the surface together, and four smaller, circular shapes (heat
plates). In stoves B and C, the surfaces are the same, with the surface molded into three
bigger parts that secure the surface together with a smaller circular-shaped surface.

The manufacturer has not published the thermal power or efficiency of the devices;
hence, one of the main objectives of this research was to determine their performance.

2.1. Properties and Improvement in Each Model

The improved stove designs (B and C) were compared to the original cooking stove
design A, so the differences between each device are divided into three aspects: air inlets,
sealing of the device, and combustion chamber geometry.

2.1.1. Air Inlet

The air inlets for devices A, B and C are presented with a yellow arrow, while the red
arrow represents parasitic air inlet, in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The air inlet are pointed by yellow arrows, while the parasite air inlets and unwanted gas
outlet are pointed by red arrows, in each stove.
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Stove A initially presents two air inlets: the first in the fuel load door and the second in
ashtray door. However, the manner of craft manufacture that predominates in these types
of devices, which lacks exhaustive reviews and quality inspections, affects the prevalence
of manufacturing errors such as fissures between material joints and bindings. As an
example, the space between the combustion chamber and the radiant surface allows the
parasite air to get in and the unintended combustion gases to get out. Stoves B and C, in
this respect, were built in identical ways and have two air inlets; the former has seven
holes in the ashtray door, which can regulate its opening through a lever device, while the
latter has three holes located in the rear side of the device at the height of the combustion
chamber. It is assumed that devices B and C also have parasite air inlets and unwanted gas
outlets that were not evaluated in this investigation, shown with red arrows in Figure 3.
The air inlets in the ashtray door feed the combustion process in order to keep the fuel
burning. The problem is that when the embers and ashes obstruct the air flow on the grate,
the combustion process is affected due to the lack of air. To avoid this, three air inlets were
added in the rear part of the device (see Figure 2, Feature 9), which maintains the minimal
conditions of combustion.

The air flow and movement of combustion gases are seen in Figure 4 and the scheme
is the same in each stove, where the passage of the combustion gases through the output
duct is regulated by a damper that is entirely closed in all the tests. Consequently, the
combustion gases move around the presented section.

Figure 4. Diagram of the flow of air and gases in each stove.

2.1.2. Sealing

The optimal sealing for each device is according to the parasite air inlets and the
unwanted gas outlets. Considering this, the material used to seal those fissures is fiberglass
cord, which can withstand high temperatures without reacting to the flame. Fiberglass
cord was used to improve the sealing in the fuel load door and the ashtray door of stoves B
and C while the A stove does not have this form of sealing. The sealing also considers the
new geometry of the radiant surface: the dilatation and the inherent weight of that surface
are enough to create a labyrinth seal to avoid the inlet and outlet of air. The surface’s joint
type is shown in Figure 5, where the moving part corresponds to the hot plates and the
radiant surface (see Figure 2, Features 2 and 3, respectively).

Figure 5. Superficial sealing in cooking wood stove B and C.
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2.1.3. Combustion Chamber Geometry

The chamber combustion design has been limited due to the technical feasibility and
the manufacturing that most of the manufacturers in the Araucanía region have. Otherwise,
the design changes have been applied only to the C device, whose scheme and differences
are presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Combustion chamber geometry in each stove.

The available combustion chamber volumes in each stove are 0.0343 m3 for stoves A
and B, and 0.0214 m3 for stove C, which is much smaller due to the closure made in the
combustion chamber that permits a smaller amount of test fuel. From the point of view of
dimensions, cooking stoves A and B have similar dimensions in height, width, and length,
while cooking stove C has a lower height due to the piece added on the surface of the
combustion chamber, reducing its height by 8 cm. The combustion chamber’s changes not
only consider the geometry and design of the walls, but also the grate from which the ashes
descend. Stoves A, B, and C have a conventional grate design. Those grates are presented
in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Grate geometry, where the ashes descend in each stove.

2.2. Properties of Biomass Used

The biomass used was Eucalyptus globulus, which was treated to maintain homogene-
ity in dimensions, mass, and similar moisture content. Its properties are listed in Table 2.
The Chilean method used for this was 5G [20].

Table 2. Description of samples.

Biomass Cooking Stove Fuel Type Physical Description

A Biomass/sample test wood treated 310 × 50.8 × 101.6 mm

B Biomass/sample test wood treated 300 × 50.8 × 100.0 mm

C Biomass/sample test wood treated 305 × 50.8 × 101.0 mm

The fuel used in the study was chemically analyzed using two forms of analysis: the
first consisted of an elemental and thermogravimetric analysis (Table 3); the second was
the fuel load and moisture test (Table 4). The results will be shared next. The chemical
properties are expressed in the next table for each sample.
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Table 3. Thermogravimetric and elemental analysis of Eucalyptus globulus.

Thermogravimetry of Eucalyptus globulus

Volatile (%) Fixed Carbon (%) Ashes (%)

81.6 17.1 1.1

Elemental analysis of Eucalyptus globulus

C (%) H (%) O (%) N (%) S (%) Cl (%)

48.1 5.9 44.1 0.3 0.0 0.2

Table 4. Fuel load and moisture (% dry basis) in the test sample.

Sample Moisture Content (%) Std. Dev. Fuel Load (kg) Std. Dev.

Biomass for A 13.9 0.9 2.7 1.3

Biomass for B 15.0 0.9 2.9 0.3

Biomass for C 15.8 1.3 2.2 0.8

2.3. Test Method

The experiments were carried out randomly with a previous sampling frame. The
methodology used to extract samples from the combustion particulate matter was from
the 5G method, and the variables that were set for the use of the cooking wood stove were
from studies that mention the predominance of their use, such as the secondary air inlet,
which was tested in a single position (lower potential), closed air inlet [21]. The sample
was extracted from the chimney or gas evacuation ducts, while the particle extraction was
from the dilution duct, given that the hood captures all emissions. Figure 8 shows this
process. To extract and sample the combustion gases, a Testo 350 gas analyzer was used,
the methodology of which can be found in the NCh3173 and UNE-EN 12815 norms [22].
As for the particle extraction, this was done by collecting samples in 110 mm diameter
fiberglass filters made by Pall Corporation. An isokinetic methodology, 5G, was used by
the Environmental Supply team to extract the particles. Each stove was used at its lowest
potential and tests were repeated six times for each device, giving a total of 12 filters per
device and 36 filters across all of the tests. The filters were collected at the end of the total
combustion of each device’s fuel.

Figure 8. Diagram and instrumental design of the gas and particle measurement system.
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In relation to the methodology acquisition and monitoring temperature, four Ther-
mocouples Type K temperature sensors of ceramic fiber were used, of which acquisition
and monitoring was through the CompactDAQ 9213 and Labview 2011 hardware and
software, both from the National Instruments Company. It is worth mentioning that ther-
mocouples are not exposed to direct flame; therefore, correction for radiative temperature
is not required. The sampling time was equivalent to a measurement for 1 min, whereas
the position of the sensors was the same for each device, located in the radiating surface,
combustion chamber, the flame region/area, and in the oven of the different devices, as
shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Diagram and instrumental design of acquisition and temperature measurement system.

2.3.1. Particulate Matter

The calculations of the particulate matter emissions for each device were solved in
detail according to the Chilean 5G and Ch-28 methodology and were obtained by the
following equation.

E = Cs·Qstd (1)

where E corresponds to the particulate matter emission rate. CS and Qstd are the equivalent
to the particulate matter concentrations in the flue gas on a dry basis, which were rectified
under standard conditions, and to the average flow rate of the gas flow in the dilution
tunnel, respectively. Both values were already calculated using the indicated methods,
and it was not the objective of this investigation to explain how the values were obtained.
Finally, the emission rate should be applied in the adjustment factor according to the
following equation:

Eadj = 1.82·E0.83 (2)

The adjustment factor emission is based on a statistical adjustment that comes from
the Monte Carlo simulation defined for population ranges or sample quantities. The details
of this factor are presented in the report [23].

2.3.2. Performance Measurement

The results of the different combustion processes, referring to the performance eval-
uation that was carried out for each device, were obtained experimentally through test
runs. The combustion efficiency requires the sensitive and the latent heat losses in fumes,
in addition to the unburned fuel losses, in which each previously mentioned variable is
expressed hereafter.

Qa = (ta − tr)·
[ Cpmd·(C − Cr)

0.536·(CO + CO2)
+

(
CpmH2O·1.92· (9H + W)

100

)]
(3)
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where ta and tr are equivalent to the combustion gases and ambient temperature, respec-
tively. Cpmd corresponds to the specific heat of dry combustion gases in standard conditions,
based on the temperature and gas composition. In addition to that, CpmH2O corresponds to
the water-specific heat in standard conditions depending on the temperature. Moreover,
CO and CO2 are the carbon monoxide content and the carbon dioxide content in dry
combustion gases, respectively. At last, C, H, and W are the carbon, hydrogen, and the
moisture contents in the test fuel.

Qb = 12644·
[

(C − Cr)

0.536·100·(CO + CO2)

]
(4)

Cr is equal to the carbon content contained in the residues, regarding the amount of
fuel burnt, the approximation for which is given by Cr = R·b/100. In addition, b and R
correspond to the fuel components in the residues in relation to the residue material mass
and the residue that goes through the grate with regard to the test fuel. In this study, it was
measured in each sample.

Qr = 335·
[

R
100

]
(5)

The combustion efficiency was calculated as:

η = 100 −
(

100
Hu

·(Qa + Qb + Qr)

)
(6)

To determine the total thermal power of each device according to the same methodol-
ogy, the following equation was used:

P =

(
Hu·B·η

100·3600

)
(7)

where B is the amount of test mass and Hu is the lower calorific value of the test fuel.

2.3.3. Emission Factor

The emission factor represents the number of pollutants emitted into the atmosphere,
associated with the activity that generates pollutants [24]. Thus, the emission factor for
each device, considering the average emission of particulate matter per fuel quantity, was
used for this study, as shown in the following equation.

EF =
Eadj

B
(8)

3. Results

3.1. Main Emissions from Combustion

The main emissions of the combustion process correspond to CO, NOx, and PMtotal,
which are essential to be able to evaluate the thermal behavior of the appliance and to
obtain the respective emission factor or EFPM for each cooking stove, expressed in the
summary in Table 5. The reference O2 was 13% in the gas measurement for all samples, and
the uncertainty of the gas measurement was less than 5%. The differences of units between
concentrations of emission gases and particulate matter were defined by the methods used.
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Table 5. Summary of emissions and emission factor for each stove.

Cooking Stove A Cooking Stove B Cooking Stove C

Sum. Avg. Std. Dev. U Sum. Avg. Std. Dev. U Sum. Avg. Std. Dev. U

CO (mg/Nm3) 30.3 10.3 ±2.0 34.3 16.6 ±2.0 19.7 7.6 ±2.0

NOx (mg/Nm3) 4999.2 959 ±10 4456.2 1293.2 ±10 3748.2 260.8 ±10

PMtotal (g/h) 5.4 2.7 ±0.6 2.1 0.6 ±0.3 4.4 1.8 ±0.24

EFPM (g/kg) 2.7 1.3 - 0.9 0.2 - 2.0 0.8 -

Cooking Stove A Cooking Stove B Cooking Stove C

Avg. Std. Dev. U Avg. Std. Dev. U Avg. Std. Dev. U

CO (mg/Nm3) 6.081 2.115 ±2.0 6.008 3.681 ±2.0 5.125 3.208 ±2.0

NOx (mg/Nm3) 87 35 ±10 63 10 ±10 69 25 ±10

PMtotal (g/h) 5.4 2.7 ±0.6 2.1 0.6 ±0.3 4.4 1.8 ±0.24

EFPM (g/kg) 2.7 1.3 - 0.9 0.2 - 2.0 0.8 -

The CO emissions caused by biomass combustion can be used to indicate the amount
of oxygen present in the reaction process. As the fuel evaporates and its mass falls, CO
emissions are not reduced. This is because the biomass stove allows air to enter the
combustion chamber in uncontrolled proportions, avoiding reaching a thermodynamic
state in equilibrium; this situation is apparent in the high variability of emission values
in A, and to a lesser extent in B. This situation is reflected in Figure 10, which represents
the range of concentration variability emitted by each stove, where C is the one with the
lowest emissive trend.

Figure 10. Box plot representation of the average CO emission of each stove.

Concentrations emitted per hour of average operation for each cooking stove were
6081, 6008, and 5125 (mg/Nm3), respectively. In comparison with other studies with wood
cooking stoves, Koyuncu et al. [25] reported that the emissions of a domestic heating system
with similar features were 1489 (mg/MJ), and studies carried out by Boman et al. [26]
reported emissions for a different variety of fuel between the ranges of 580 to 2340 (mg/MJ).
In this investigation, they were of 1254, 1205, and 1028 (mg/MJ) for CO, the difference
of which is between 15 and 30% of what Koyuncu et al. [25] mentioned. This shows
evidence of a significant reduction of these emissions. The relationship between the
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average concentration of CO emitted and the excess air of the device in each test is also
given (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Relationship between the average concentration of CO emitted and the excess air measured
in each stove.

In Figure 11, the greatest number of points close to each other was obtained with
the type C cooking wood stove (green points), while there was a clear dispersion in the
results of A and B, meaning that device C exhibited a stable behavior and more efficient
combustion due to the relationship between the emission of CO versus the excess air,
which means that it used less air for the combustion process and allowed the reduction of
emissions of CO. Therefore, it is shown that the emission trend of CO is strongly linked to
the air/gas leaks present in the combustion chamber. In summary, the emission behavior
from the highest to the lowest was demonstrated by device C, followed by B, and finally
by A. Despite the fact that cooking stoves B and C are similar, the throttling at the outlet
of the combustion chamber in C (Figure 3) allows combustion to be carried out with less
air, which demonstrates the low CO emissions, since the combustion process carried out is
more efficient.

The possible gas phase reaction mechanisms for NOx formation in combustion is
described by three mechanisms [27–29]: 1. thermal NOx is caused by temperatures over
1800 K, which reacts with atmospheric N2 in the combustion chamber; 2. fast NOx created
in the front of the flame; and 3. NOx is caused by the N2 content in the fuel. In the case of
the combustion addressed by this study, it only interacts with the NOx of the fuel [27,28].
Thus, NOx emissions obtained in the measurement process represent the formation and
reaction of N2 present in the fuel, with a linear correlation between the oxidized N2 and the
NOx emissions [24]. A summary of the NOx emissions for each cooking stove (Figure 12)
is presented.
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Figure 12. Dispersion of the average NOx emission values in each stove.

The concentrations emitted per hour of average operation of NOx between stoves A,
B, and C were 4999.2, 4456.2, and 3748.2 (mg/Nm3) per hour of sample, respectively. There-
fore, a difference or decrease in the emission of NOx can be ensured. In relation to similar
combustion systems, and following the reports presented by Koyuncu et al. [25] where
NOx was 12.54 (mg/MJ), and the results in this case were 10.8, 11.4, and 10.2 (mg/MJ),
which differ by 13%, 8%, and 18%, respectively.

As stated previously, the NOx emissions are associated with the N2 content present in
the fuel; however, the differences presented in the assays of cooking stove A in contrast
to B and C were substantial. This is due to the non-controlled combustion process itself
shown in A, since it has a large number of air inlets, making a stable combustion over time
more difficult. This implies the presence of high temperature peaks that can occur inside
the flame, causing the formation of thermal NOx, which depends both on the amount of
O2 and N2 and on the fuel present in the reaction [30]. The low NOx emission in C is
attributable mainly to the throttle of the gas outlet inside the combustion chamber, which
means that the combustion process occurred with a lower amount of air contributing to an
efficient combustion.

The particulate matter emissions are also affected by design changes, both in the
combustion chamber and in the heating surface. However, the influence of the moisture
content of the fuel on the emission of PM is not significant when it is close to 14 ± 3.6%
on a dry basis [31], i.e., there is no statistical support that a variation in humidity like
that obtained in the samples significantly affects the emission of particles. A reduction in
PMtotal emission of 62% and 18% was obtained for device B and C, respectively, compared
to cooking stove A, as shown in Table 5. Taking other investigations with a different result,
Chen et al. [32] reported an EFPM10 of 18.1 ± 6.6 (g/kg) and 12.7 ± 1.26 for EFPM2.5. On the
other hand, Cooper et al. [33,34] reported that the EFPMtotal for biomass stoves was near to
8.5 (g/kg), demonstrating that the suggested improvements reduce the emission of total
particulate matter. It should be considered that stove A does not have seals on its doors,
and the cover it uses is, at various points, open to the sample environment, so the results
obtained are not accurate, as an unquantified number of particles may be leaving the test
environment. Despite the knowledge that this situation can occur, the test was performed
in the same way to have a reference, because there is no methodology that combines the
measurement of particles emitted by the stove through the chimney and into the testing
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environment. The results obtained by B and C presented a much smaller standard deviation
than that obtained in A, because the methodology can be applied under the characteristics
of B and C, i.e., the results of B and C were valid according to the methodology used. The
emission factor was reduced by 66% and 25% for B and C, respectively.

The distribution of total particle emissions for each device is presented in Figure 13. It
is evident that stove B was the one with the lowest emission rate compared to the others.
This situation is motivated by the type of seal that it has both in the deck and on the door.
Stove C, whose characteristics are similar, did not present a concentration lower than B,
however, due to the throttling and the area through which the secondary air enters the
combustion chamber. Moreover, there is the possibility of producing a second phase of gas
oxidation and this generates the second pyrolysis reaction of the PAH, which forms PMTotal.

Figure 13. Total emission distribution of particulate matter in each stove.

3.2. Thermal Behavior of Each Stove

The results of the thermal behavior of the stoves vary depending on the type of
surface they have. Devices like wood-burning stoves are designed to raise their surfaces’
temperatures, mainly to enable cooking or heating of the surrounding area (see Table 6).
The best thermal behavior, then, is found in the device that can maintain constantly high
temperatures throughout the sample time. For this test, that device was cooking stove
B, which reached a maximum temperature of 192.3 ◦C, followed by stove C, and, finally,
stove A. The high temperatures in stove B can be explained by its combustion chamber,
which does not include a system for enclosing flames, so the flames are allowed to pass
directly to the stove surface. Similar results were reported by Hueglin et al. [35], in which
the thermal behavior of devices that use wood as a fuel were mentioned. Stove C, on the
other hand, has a closed combustion chamber that partially retains the flame, as seen in
Figure 2. However, these results are not sufficient to define the efficiency of each device.
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Table 6. Summary of the behavior of the temperature in each biomass cooking stove.

Cooking
Stove

Surface (◦C) Combustion Chamber (◦C) Exhaust Gases (◦C)

Avg. Std. Dev. Uncertainty Avg. Std. Dev. Uncertainty Avg. Std. Dev. Uncertainty

A 169.5 6.9 ±8.4 420.0 75.1 ±10.5 1690.5 24.0 ±4.7

B 184.9 5.0 ±9.2 446.5 47.8 ±11.1 154.0 10.8 ±3.8

C 177.5 5.8 ±8.8 578.7 63.8 ±14.4 144.6 14.4 ±3.6

Combustion gas emissions depend on the combustion process carried out in each
device. The resulting temperatures in the combustion chambers are shown in Figure 14.
The temperatures in the combustion chambers were noticeably higher in stove C. This
can be explained by the shape of the chamber that allows the flame area to have a higher
temperature over time. This shows that by carrying out combustion processes in smaller
areas and with stable air entrances, it is possible to obtain reactions in elements present in
the gases released by the flame [36]. Another variable to determine the thermal behavior in
each cooking stove is the temperature of the combustion gas or exhaust temperature, as this
temperature is directly related to the emissions and depends on the combustion process
carried out in each device. The resulting temperatures in the combustion gas are shown
in Figure 14. Exhaust temperature can be an indicator of a stove’s thermal efficiency. For
stove A, the average temperature was 190 ◦C. The temperatures for stoves B and C were
significantly lower (see Figure 14), with average values of 154 ◦C and 144 ◦C, respectively.

Figure 14. Temperature of the heating surface (left), combustion chambers (center), and exhaust gases temperatures (right)
during the measurement process for the three stoves.

Studying the temperature of the exhaust gases can highlight two aspects: 1. the time in
which the combustion fuels are kept within the combustion space, where reactions of solid
and gaseous compounds that do not completely oxidize during the combustion process are
favored, which releases energy by radiation to the device’s combustion chamber; and 2. the
type of heating surface that controls the flame in the stove. High temperatures in the gases
and little oxygen can also cause the formation of solid elements. These elements can react
to larger particles due to their soot cores [37]. In this study, only point 2 was considered;
thus, the stove A showed higher temperatures than stoves B and C, demonstrating lower
fuel efficiency, as shown in Table 7. The temperatures found in stoves B and C were similar
due to the kind of cover that they have. The shape of stove C had less influence, 7%, on the
temperature of the gases than stove B.

Table 7. Results of the combustion process in each stove.

Cooking Stove Thermal Power (kW) Std. Dev. Burning Rate (kg/h) Std. Dev. Efficiency (%) Std. Dev.

A 6.5 1.4 1.6 0.3 73.4 1.8

B 5.6 1.2 1.4 0.2 48.7 1.5

C 7.4 1.5 1.7 0.2 79.7 2.8
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3.3. Performance of Stoves

The results on stove performance and behavior are expressed in Table 7.
The biomass combustion occurring in each stove was significantly different in terms

of gas emissions, particulate matter, and also in the temperatures released from the heating
surface. Furthermore, the average burning rates were also different for each one, showing a
reduction of 12.5% in stove B and an increase of 6.3% in stove C. With the modification of the
combustion chamber, the seals of the device and the geometry of the surface increased the
efficiency of the devices B and C between 5% and 6%, respectively, as shown in Table 7. The
performance, thermal power, and emission of particles of each tested device are expressed
in the following graphs with an overview of the values in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Chart combustion efficiency versus thermal power (left) and PM emission (right) in each stove in all samples.

The relation between combustion efficiency and the thermal power emitted shows
that device A is the one that had the lowest relation between efficiency and power, while
stove C had the best performance. Their cumulative performance in ascending order
was equivalent to 73, 79, and 80% for stoves A, B, and C, respectively. The comparison
between the combustion performance and the total cumulative emission of PM shows
that stove B performed better than A and C. This comparison showed that higher thermal
power and lower combustion performance produce a higher PM emission. The comparison
between the combustion performance and the total cumulative PM emission shows that
stove B and C performed better than A, which was expected, but through Figure 15, a
more stable behavior could be established for stove B, in addition to presenting a smaller
dispersion in its results of combustion efficiency versus PM emission. This comparison
also showed that higher thermal power and lower combustion efficiency produce a higher
PM emission. According to the thermal power generated by each stove and their relation
to the burned material rates, stove C is the one that presented the best results since it
presented the lowest data dispersion. Even though the power increased with the burning
rate, this does not ensure that the process is effective, as shown in the graphs for stove A.
The statistical analysis using a Student’s t-test with a 10% confidence interval provided
statistical significance between the samples, which shows that there are changes in the
emission factors. However, stove C showed in the graph in Figure 16 that it possessed a
lower emission factor to a specific power, whereas stove B behaved similarly to stove C.
This was not the case for stove A, which showed greater dispersion data of the emission
generated by the power produced.
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Figure 16. Chart emission factor versus thermal power in each stove in all samples.

4. Conclusions

The decrease in the formation of particles of versions B and C (compared to the tradi-
tional one) was achieved through combustion air control and the adjusted volume of the
combustion chamber. This enabled a better use of fuel power, which permitted the reaction
of a higher number of reactive volatiles present in the gases, as shown in Figures 11 and 13.

Modifying the heating surface showed that less air was filtered into the interior of the
combustion area. This is due to the number of elements, from thirteen to five elements
(Figure 2), which comprised the surface and guaranteed a better control of the biomass
combustion process, represented in the efficiency obtained (see Table 7).

With the modifications presented in the manuscript, it is possible to reduce the total
particulate matter (PMtotal) emissions by 63%, followed by gas emissions, with a maximum
reduction of NOx and CO gases by 25% and 35%, respectively.

Finally, it is concluded that combustion chamber design and heating surfaces favor
a biomass combustion process that is much more efficient than the conventional version.
This improvement does not suppose an increase greater than 2% of the production cost.
Therefore, this technological information has a positive impact on the region, since it
is a feasible change that more small and medium-sized manufacturing local companies
in Temuco can implement in their designs, which are available to citizens, the regional
government, and manufacturers.
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Abstract: The potential contribution of decentralized approaches in implementing biowaste recovery
systems has attracted interest in urban policy making and scientific research. Although the scientific
literature on the topic is rapidly increasing, it is still limited and scattered. A comprehensive overview
of current scientific knowledge is thus needed to support future research on decentralized options
for biowaste recovery systems. Anaerobic digestion (AD) is a mature biowaste treatment technology
that recovers energy and nutrients, and can close urban resource loops. Through a scoping literature
review, this paper investigated decentralized AD and its potential contribution in implementing urban
biowaste recovery systems. We identified opportunities and challenges for planning of decentralized
AD, and concluded that these mainly concern: (a) digestate management; (b) the potential for local
circularity with product valorization in outlets such as urban agriculture; and (c) the development
and application of decision support tools. The findings highlighted the need to enhance scientific
evidence on the impact of decentralized AD in different urban contexts. Results from published
studies were highly context-specific, making it difficult to draw general conclusions. This study can
support the transition to integrated planning of AD and wider urban biowaste recovery systems.
Such planning must include a comprehensive analysis of configuration approaches.

Keywords: local circularity; decentralized biowaste management; circular economy; resource
recovery; anaerobic digestion

1. Introduction

Solid waste management is a pressing sustainability challenge for modern cities.
Global and urban populations constantly grow, as does the amount of municipal solid
waste (MSW) generated, with cities being accountable for approximately 70% of global
waste [1]. In 2050, global waste is expected to reach 3.4 billion tonnes, a 70% increase com-
pared to 2016 [2]. MSW is defined as the waste generated in municipalities, mainly com-
posed of organic biodegradable waste, paper and cardboard, plastic, metal, and glass [2].
The growing MSW amount is largely attributed to the dominant linear model of global
production and consumption that operates under a ‘take-make-use-dispose’ approach.
This model is unsustainable, as resources are discarded after use and their value is lost [3,4].
The circular economy (CE) has gained increasing attention as a means to rethink overall
resource management: it aims to preserve the value of products, materials and resources for
as long as possible and minimize waste generation [5]. There are significant opportunities
to transition from linear to circular resource management and apply CE as a transition
strategy to sustainable low- and zero-carbon societies [6–8].

According to the ‘waste hierarchy’ framework, waste prevention should be the top
priority of strategies towards sustainable resource management. Nonetheless, resource
recovery is also an indispensable component of the hierarchy as a strategy to manage
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unavoidable waste [9–11]. The terms ‘waste recovery’ or ‘resource recovery’ describe any
process that uses waste as input to replace resources (e.g., extraction of virgin resources)
that would be used otherwise [12,13]. Resource recovery captures value in the system that
would otherwise be lost. In this context, the establishment of effective resource recovery
systems is essential, and has attracted increasing scientific and public interest [3].

1.1. Urban Biowaste Recovery: A Largely Untapped Potential

Biowaste has a crucial role in the implementation of resource recovery and wider
sustainability transitions through CE [8,14]. ‘Biowaste’ was here considered as the organic
fraction of municipal solid waste (OFMSW): food and kitchen waste from households
and institutional and commercial (including restaurants and food markets) buildings,
and comparable waste from food processing plants, as well as green waste from parks,
yards, and green spaces [15]. It usually constitutes the largest fraction of municipal solid
waste [2]. In this paper, ‘biowaste recovery’ refers to resource recovery from biowaste
streams. Biowaste recovery systems can contribute to the development of a circular
bioeconomy: an economy in which biowaste and other bioresources are used in bioenergy
and biorefinery systems to generate high-value biobased products, such as biofuels for
energy services and nutrient-rich biofertilizers [13,16].

Nevertheless, biowaste still remains a largely untapped resource globally. In most
urban areas, it is still collected while mixed with other MSW types and disposed in landfills
and open dumps [2,17]. The current global status of biowaste management highlights the
shortcomings of the linear economic model and the largely unexploited potential to close
resource loops through biowaste recovery [18]. The authors of [19] conducted a scoping
review on circular organic waste management. Among key future research directions, they
suggested to explore different pathways for biowaste recovery, with focus on assessing the
value added through energy and nutrient recovery [19].

1.2. Anaerobic Digestion (AD): A Pathway for Biowaste Recovery

Four main types of technologies can treat biowaste: (a) direct use (e.g., direct combus-
tion); (b) biochemical treatment (e.g., fermentation and anaerobic digestion); (c) physic-
ochemical treatment (e.g., transesterification); and (d) thermochemical treatment (e.g.,
gasification) [20]. Figure 1 shows that some treatment technologies recover bioenergy
among their products—the so-called “waste-to-energy” (WtE) technologies. WtE options
address two global challenges simultaneously: the growing amount of waste, as well as
the increasing energy demand, providing a clean energy alternative to replace fossil fuel
use. They contribute to ‘cleaning’ and diversifying the energy mix and reducing reliance
on external energy imports towards resilient energy systems [21]. In addition, some WtE
technologies provide opportunities to recover nutrients and close loops in bioresource
management [22].

 

Figure 1. WtE pathways for biowaste treatment. Adapted from [20].

Among available WtE technologies, anaerobic digestion (AD) is an established tech-
nology: there are various AD options with a high technology-readiness level that are
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commercially available and applied [23]. AD is a biochemical process that decomposes
organic matter in the absence of oxygen. It can treat biowaste and other biomass feedstocks
such as agricultural residues, livestock manure, wastewater and fecal sludge, industrial
waste, and energy crops [8,24]. The products of the process are biogas (a renewable en-
ergy source) and digestate, which contains organic matter and nutrients such as nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium (N,P,K) [25]. Biogas can be used as cooking fuel or converted
to heat and electricity through combined heat and power (CHP) engines. It can also be
upgraded to biomethane to use as vehicle fuel or to inject into natural gas grids [26].
Through biogas combustion, AD systems avoid methane emissions compared to other
conventional biowaste management options such as landfilling. In turn, digestate can be
further processed to use as fertilizer, soil amendment, or livestock bedding [20]. Another
emerging option is digestate use in ‘digeponics’, a type of hydroponics in which digestate-
based products are used as substrate to grow plants [27]. Overall, AD has a multifunctional
character [28], and can contribute to sustainable and circular resource management towards
energy and food security, waste management, and sanitation [29,30]. The authors of [31]
considered AD ‘not as an energy technology but as a technology that addresses challenges across
multiple resource domains’. This multifunctional character requires an integrated approach
for AD planning: in this study, the term ‘integrated’ refers to the assessment of direct or
indirect interlinkages across scales, systems, and sectors.

Figure 2 depicts the AD process chain in the urban biowaste recovery context. As
shown, the process chain comprises three key stages: the substrate chain, AD treatment, and
the product chain. At the substrate chain stage, various urban sources generate biowaste.
Urban biowaste is collected and transported for treatment. Pretreatment can enhance
substrate quality. Then, the substrate undergoes treatment (i.e., hydrolysis, acidogenesis,
acetogenesis, and methanogenesis) through a suitable AD technology. Biogas and digestate
products can undergo post-treatment, depending on the intended product use (e.g., biogas
upgrade to biomethane and use as transport fuel). Finally, the end products are stored and
distributed for valorization at suitable outlets [32].

 

Figure 2. Process chain of anaerobic digestion for urban biowaste recovery. Based on [32,33].

Despite the potential benefits, AD implementation for urban biowaste recovery is still
low compared to its full potential at the global level [34,35]. According the International
Energy Agency (IEA), actual biogas production amounted to 35 million tonnes of oil equiv-
alent (Mtoe) in 2018. This represents roughly 6% of the full biogas potential (i.e., 570 Mtoe)
using available feedstocks. Realizing the full potential could supply approximately 20%
of the world’s current gas demand [36]. The feedstocks leading to this estimate included
crop residues, livestock manure, MSW, and wastewater. MSW represents roughly 20% of
the global biogas potential (i.e., 112 Mtoe). Therefore, increasing AD implementation can
significantly contribute to achieving the biowaste recovery potential. Further research on
the implementation of urban AD systems, as well as related opportunities and challenges,
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can support decision making. In this paper, the terms ‘urban AD systems’ and ‘urban AD’
refer to AD systems that treat urban biowaste as primary feedstock.

1.3. Centralized and Decentralized Approaches for Integrated Biowaste Management Systems

Modern cities have mainly followed centralized approaches to organize waste man-
agement, as well as other resource management systems such as for energy and water [37].
Drivers of centralized approaches include economies of scale and transport costs [38].
However, the rapidly growing global waste generation pushes for renewal and expansion
of relevant infrastructure; e.g., disposal and treatment facilities, waste collection fleets,
etc. This infrastructure demand puts increasing pressure on centralized waste manage-
ment systems and can trigger sustainability challenges [39]. For example, collection fleets
must travel larger distances to treatment and disposal facilities, using larger amounts of
vehicle fuels (economic cost) and thus increasing transport-related greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions (environmental cost) [18]. MSW collection and transport require up to 40% of
municipal revenues for cities in developing countries [40]. In this context, decentralized
systems are an alternative to shape waste management systems, and have attracted interest
by practitioners, policy makers, and the scientific community [41].

Considering relevant scientific literature, the authors of [42] applied bivariate analysis
on different types of energy technologies and found various potential benefits of decen-
tralized, small-scale technologies (e.g., faster diffusion, opportunities to escape lock-in)
to facilitate decarbonization. In the bioenergy context, the authors of [43] reviewed inter-
national case studies and identified opportunities and challenges for the implementation
of decentralized bioenergy systems. They mapped interlinkages across the three sustain-
ability pillars (economic, social, and environmental), and highlighted market viability as a
major challenge. To support product establishment in the market, the authors emphasized
opportunities to integrate bioenergy production with other sectors to develop closed-loop
systems. However, the authors of [43] did not consider urban biowaste among the feedstock
types addressed (forestry and agricultural residues, livestock manure).

The implementation of urban AD has followed a pattern similar to many waste man-
agement systems, as most operating urban AD systems globally are centralized [44]. It has
been suggested that partial decentralization of biowaste management can better support
the transition from linear to circular systems, and shift perspective from ‘waste’ manage-
ment to a wider resource management approach [45]. Nevertheless, the authors of [37]
characterized the current scientific literature on technologies for decentralized biowaste
treatment ‘fragmented and incomplete’. To begin filling this gap, they classified and compared
decentralized options for urban biowaste treatment (including AD) through extended
material flow analysis (EMFA). Their analysis focused on techno-economic aspects of
decentralized options and did not investigate system level planning. Through an interview-
based stakeholder analysis, the authors of [41] identified institutional drivers and barriers
towards the implementation of decentralized biowaste management systems. However, to
the authors’ knowledge, there was currently no systematic and comprehensive review to
provide an overview of decentralized AD at the system level addressing questions such
as: What is the current scientific knowledge on key planning aspects for decentralized AD
at system level? What are the opportunities and challenges for planning of decentralized
AD? What is the potential contribution of decentralized AD towards the implementation of
urban biowaste recovery systems? Moreover, relevant studies have rarely provided explicit
definitions of centralized and decentralized management systems.

1.4. Paper Objective and Outline

Through a scoping literature review, this study aimed to provide a comprehensive
overview of current scientific knowledge on decentralized AD. It focused on its potential
contribution towards the implementation of urban biowaste recovery systems. Such
systematic assessment of scientific knowledge related to decentralized AD is currently
not available in the literature. The synthesis led to key opportunities and challenges of
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decentralized AD planning. These can guide future decision making and scientific research
on planning of decentralized AD and urban biowaste recovery systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the research design.
Section 3 synthesizes current knowledge on decentralized AD for urban biowaste recov-
ery based on the scientific literature. Section 3.1 presents definitions of centralized and
decentralized approaches. Through a literature classification, Section 3.2 discusses key
planning aspects of decentralized AD systems for urban biowaste recovery. Section 4
further investigates emerging research themes that can guide the implementation of decen-
tralized AD. Section 5 summarizes key messages through the lens of opportunities and
challenges for future development of decentralized urban AD. Finally, Section 6 draws the
study conclusions.

2. Research Design

A study must follow a transparent and systematic process to employ a literature
review as a robust research method [46]. This study conducted a scoping review with the
aim to analyze emerging evidence and research gaps on the topic, as well as investigate how
research is conducted [47]. It was based on the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) standard [48], an established approach to guide
scoping and systematic reviews.

The literature review process followed these steps: (1) using a search string to identify
relevant scientific studies through two scientific databases; (2) screening these studies
based on a series of eligibility criteria; and (3) conducting a qualitative synthesis. The quali-
tative synthesis exposed key opportunities and challenges of decentralized AD through:
(a) provision of definitions of centralized and decentralized approaches; (b) classification of
current knowledge on decentralized AD; and (c) identification of emerging themes that can
support future research. Figure 3 visualises the review process (data related to the review
material are also provided in Tables S1–S5 of the Supplementary Material).

 
Figure 3. The literature review process, based on [48].

2.1. The Literature Collection Process

The following search string was used (using Boolean operators and truncation) to
identify relevant literature in the scientific databases ‘Scopus’ and ‘Web of Science’ (WoS):
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(“anaerobic digestion” OR “biogas” OR “digestate” OR “nutrient*”) AND (“decen-
trali*” OR “small” OR “micro” OR “centrali*” OR “large”) AND (“urban” OR “city”
OR “cities”) AND (“biowaste” OR “organic waste” OR “organic solid waste” OR “or-
ganic fraction of municipal solid waste” OR “food waste” OR “food and garden waste”)

The search string was applied in a search based on title, abstract, and keywords. The
search was limited to peer-reviewed journal publications in English, in the time range of
2010 to July 2021. It was assumed that current literature reflected and incorporated all
major scientific knowledge from studies published before 2010. Duplicate results from the
two databases were removed.

2.2. Eligibility Criteria to Screen the Review Material

To screen the remaining (unique) documents, a series of eligibility criteria were set
(see Table 1). In the first screening round, the eligibility criteria were applied by reading
the title, abstract, and keywords of each document. In the second screening round, each
document was read in full to determine eligibility based on the same criteria. Several
papers were excluded based on the second criterion: while they addressed AD for urban
biowaste, they often focused on AD at the plant scale and technical/operational aspects
of the AD process. In addition, ‘snowball sampling’ [49] was also applied: some studies
identified through database search cited or were cited by papers relevant to the review
criteria (screening stage, see Figure 3). A final list of 25 records (20 original research articles
and 5 review articles) was compiled to conduct qualitative synthesis. Twenty additional
references from the wider scientific literature were cited to provide background to the
analysis, where appropriate (e.g., [50]).

Table 1. Eligibility criteria and relation to classification parameters.

Eligibility Criteria for Paper Screening (Methodology) Relevant Classification Categories (Analysis)

1 Does the paper consider urban biowaste (and subcategories) as
the primary feedstock for anaerobic digestion?

• Feedstocks
• Geographic scope of analysis
• Embeddedness in the urban environment

2 Does the paper address decentralized approaches, or compare
or combine AD configuration approaches? • Configuration approach

3
Does the paper address aspects of AD planning at the system
level (as a pathway for urban biowaste recovery) beyond the
plant/project level?

• Selection of treatment technologies
• Implementation aspects
• Methodological tools
• Circular (bio)economy

The selected eligibility criteria were based on (necessary) assumptions and could have
been subject to bias, despite all efforts for objectivity. Nevertheless, the research design was
reported fully, and it can be replicated or modified by other researchers for future research
(see Supplementary Material).

2.3. Qualitative Synthesis

The qualitative synthesis was based on literature classification and thematic analy-
sis [51,52]. The literature classification approach was informed by [7,19]. Eight classification
categories were formed based on thematic analysis of the literature and the eligibility crite-
ria. Table 1 shows how the classification categories (analyzed in Section 3.2) related to the
eligibility criteria. The literature classification provided an initial organization of the review
material and set the ground for further thematic analysis. Thematic analysis is a research
method that aims to identify, analyze, and report patterns (themes) within data [53]. It was
used to synthesize the review material.
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3. Current Scientific Knowledge on Decentralized AD for Urban Biowaste Recovery

The literature review findings are presented in two sections aiming to discuss: defi-
nitions of centralized and decentralized systems (Section 3.1) and highlight key planning
aspects of decentralized urban AD (Section 3.2).

3.1. Definitions of Centralized and Decentralized AD Systems

To explore centralized and decentralized AD approaches, the authors first examined
how they are defined in the papers reviewed. Table S6 (see Supplementary Material)
summarizes definitions/descriptions of centralized and decentralized approaches used
in the 25 papers reviewed. The findings showed that definitions of ‘centralized’ and
‘decentralized’ treatment and ‘large-scale’ and ‘small-scale’ facilities could largely vary
depending on the system boundaries and contextual characteristics of each study.

In most cases, the authors did not provide explicit definitions of centralized and de-
centralized AD systems. Several studies described decentralized systems as: (a) consisting
of small-scale plants and (b) located close to the waste source, compared to centralized
approaches. For example, according to [54], decentralized systems consist of small-scale
AD plants that are approximately ‘75 m2 (15 m × 5 m) to accommodate all the equipment and
the required space around’. In contrast, the authors of [37] describe decentralized treatment
systems as: ‘A class of treatments that encompasses relatively small facilities capable to metabolize
less than approx. 10 tonnes biowaste/year’.

In turn, there is discrepancy in definitions of ‘large-scale’ and ‘small-scale’. The papers
reviewed used different parameters to define small-scale AD (see Table S6 in Supplemen-
tary material). Some studies used digester volume to distinguish small- and large-scale
systems (e.g., [55]), while others referred to treatment capacity (e.g., [56]), biogas produc-
tion (e.g., [33]), or installed capacity (e.g., [57]). Even when two studies used the same
parameter to describe scale, the ranges set could largely vary. For example, in a local context
with large feedstock (e.g., biowaste) availability, the threshold for ‘small-scale’ could be set
higher compared to a geographic area with lower feedstock availability. The large variety
of definitions highlighted that planning of AD systems requires integrated approaches
based on contextual characteristics of the geographic area of implementation [58].

For this study, ‘decentralized systems’ consisted of relatively small-scale facilities
usually located at short distance from waste sources and end users. In contrast, ‘centralized
systems’ consisted of (usually fewer) large-scale facilities located at larger distance from the
city. Based on the review material, one example of centralized AD was an urban biowaste
large-scale facility 130 km from the city of Brussels that treats food waste with capacity of
50,000 tonnes/year [17]. One example of decentralized AD was a system of 170 small-scale
AD sites to treat urban biowaste in the Lyon metropolitan area, each located at a maximum
distance of 5 km from waste sources and with capacity of less than 61 tonnes/year [54].

3.2. Key Planning Aspects of Decentralized AD for Urban Biowaste Recovery

To analyze the scientific knowledge on planning of decentralized AD for urban
biowaste recovery, the review material was classified under eight categories. In the Sup-
plementary Material, Table S7 lists the eight categories and their subcategories. Table S8
shows the paper classification. Key findings from this analysis are discussed below, and
were organized according to the eligibility criteria for paper selection (see Table 1).

3.2.1. Urban Biowaste as Primary Feedstock for AD

The authors screened for papers that focused on urban biowaste as exclusive AD
feedstock or together with other feedstocks. This criterion included papers that focused
on urban biowaste subcategories, such as food waste. The papers were classified while
considering the feedstock types they addressed, their geographic scope of analysis, and
whether/how they addressed AD embeddedness in the urban environment.
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Feedstocks

AD can treat a wide range of biomass feedstocks. Even with focus on one bioresource
category (here urban biowaste), AD feedstock characteristics may largely vary from one
study to another, depending on various aspects. Firstly, biowaste must be separated
from other MSW fractions as early as possible in the AD process chain. Early sorting
and collection maximize feedstock quality, which in turn largely determines treatment
efficiency and the quality of the final AD products [41]. The transition to separate biowaste
sorting and collection has been addressed by other studies (e.g., [59,60]) and is beyond
the scope of this paper. At times, biowaste subcategories (food and green waste) were
collected and treated combined or separately. For example, four papers focused on food
waste as key AD feedstock, while [17] found that combined collection of food and green
waste, separated from other waste fractions, was the most efficient collection approach
for their Brussels case study. The suitable feedstock, as well as the suitable mode of
separation and collection, were context-specific for each recovery project, depending
on several characteristics of the city studied. For example, the authors of [61] studied
the biogas performance of urban feedstocks collected through different methods (e.g.,
mixed collection and mechanical separation, separation at source, and hand sorting), and
highlighted that urban characteristics such as morphology (e.g., urban density and size of
the streets) largely influenced waste generation, the sorting and collection methods, and
thus treatment efficiency. Moreover, biowaste can undergo pretreatment (see Figure 2)
to enhance treatment efficiency; e.g., processing through a chopper mill and feeding to
the digester through pumps [62]. Biowaste can be codigested with other substrates such
as sewage sludge: five reviewed papers addressed codigestion. In the review material,
13 papers focused on urban biowaste as main AD feedstock, which is also termed ‘organic
fraction of municipal solid waste (OFMSW)’ or ‘food and green waste’. Three other
papers considered the wider waste management system (including nonorganic MSW)
and addressed biowaste treatment among other waste categories. The classification of
feedstocks showed that the scientific literature has addressed several feedstock options
in the decentralized context. Feedstock characteristics are highly influenced by several
context-specific factors that must be assessed in AD planning (e.g., optimization and
sustainability assessment).

Geographic Scope of Analysis

System boundaries can largely vary in terms of how studies approach the ‘urban’ scale
of analysis: a paper may study urban biowaste recovery at the municipal, metropolitan or
even regional level. For example, the authors of [63] compared aspects of environmental
and economic performance of different treatment systems between municipal districts
in the metropolitan region of Porto, Portugal. The authors of [64] developed a DST for
AD planning at regional/county level, while those of [38] applied a multilevel analysis
considering the deployment of biowaste recovery systems at the national, district, and
organizational level. The study in [56] focused on a small community (land area: 80 km2,
17,000 inhabitants, 550 kg waste per capita per year).

Moreover, it was observed that most papers reviewed mainly analyzed case studies in
developed regions. This tendency reflected the geographic distribution of implemented
decentralized AD projects, which were also found mainly in developed countries. While
decentralized AD projects in developing contexts have also been addressed by the scientific
literature and implemented in practice, these were mainly found in rural areas, and often
focused on other feedstock types such as livestock manure (e.g., [65,66]).

Embeddedness in the Urban Environment

Accounting for potential interactions between AD systems and their geographical
space of implementation is essential to achieve integrated planning. The study in [67]
indicated that the embeddedness process differs between the rural and urban context,
depending on the socioeconomic structures in each context. Moreover, decentralized urban
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AD presents opportunities to locate treatment plants within the urban environment, in
contrast to centralized facilities, usually located in city outskirts. In such cases, AD systems
must be embedded within city boundaries, in harmony with the urban environment [68].
Essential questions to address include: Where will AD facilities be located? How do
they affect pre-existing urban elements (e.g., other types of infrastructure)? The authors
of [18] indicated that, in the shift from centralized to more decentralized, AD systems can
be embedded at various urban levels: an AD plant may target biowaste at the building,
district, or municipal level. It is thus essential to address different embeddedness levels.
Including [18], 18 papers addressed different levels of AD embeddedness in the urban
environment, either implicitly or explicitly. For example, the authors of [55] focused on
embeddedness at the building level, and [45] at the municipal level. Some papers referred
to more than one level of embeddedness. For example, the authors of [62] addressed
embeddedness at the building level (community café) as well as district level. In their
London case study, households close to the plant provided the AD feedstock. The biogas
produced was used for the plant’s energy needs (heat and electricity), but also by a nearby
community café (cooking fuel). Finally, nine papers considered the potential for urban AD
embeddedness through synergies with UA. The reasoning for such an integration was to
use recovery products in UA, thus developing local circularity. This potential integration is
further analyzed in Section 4.

3.2.2. Configuration Approaches for AD Planning

AD systems can be based on centralized, decentralized, or combined approaches
that mix centralized and decentralized configurations. The system’s configuration can
largely influence the quality of AD products [41] and the wider sustainability impact of
the system. In the review material, 11 papers focused only on decentralized approaches
for AD planning. One study focused on centralized approaches. One study addressed
AD planning without referring to a specific configuration approach. Finally, 12 studies
compared different configuration scenarios and combined approaches to enhance the
performance of biowaste recovery systems. These studies emphasized that the effect of
different system configurations of AD and wider urban biowaste recovery systems has
been marginally addressed. Moreover, several studies highlighted potential opportunities
of implementing decentralized urban AD. However, the description of such opportunities
was rarely supported by relevant scientific evidence. The findings showed that quantitative
and qualitative assessments of opportunities, as well as related challenges (as part of
sustainability assessment), are limited. Future research is essential to further analyze and
integrate system configurations into planning of AD and wider urban biowaste recovery
systems. Sections 4 and 5 further address pathways to enhance knowledge of decentralized
urban AD.

3.2.3. Other System Level Aspects for AD Planning

This paper addresses decentralized AD at the system level as opposed to the plant level.
Plant-level studies refer to those that focus on individual AD facilities, mainly addressing
technical/operational and technoeconomic aspects of the AD process itself. In contrast,
the screening aimed for system-level studies that focused on networks of AD facilities
to treat a city’s biowaste or a fraction of it. Papers were classified considering treatment
technologies that can be combined with AD to develop biowaste recovery systems. Other
classification categories were ‘methodological tools’ and ‘implementation aspects’, because
system-level analyses need to address various implementation aspects and can use a wide
range of methods. Moreover, the sustainability context under which AD was addressed
was also classified, with focus on the contexts of circular economy and bioeconomy.

Selection of Treatment Technologies

The treatment technologies addressed in each paper were also classified. While this
review focused on AD, several technologies for biowaste treatment exist (see Figure 1).
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Sixteen papers reviewed focused only on AD as an option for biowaste recovery. Nine
papers compared and combined AD with other treatment technologies to select suitable
technology combinations in different contexts. For example, the authors of [63] assessed
the economic and environmental costs of different technology scenarios (landfilling with
gas recovery, centralized incineration, centralized AD, and centralized and decentralized
composting) using life-cycle assessment (LCA) and spatial analysis. Their results showed
trade-offs occurring in each scenario (e.g., local composting had low economic costs, but
high environmental costs compared to AD), and that system design must be guided by
urban characteristics (e.g., local composting is suitable for remote, less dense neighbour-
hoods). Moreover, the authors of [38] assessed scenarios of partially and completely
decentralized configurations of AD and gasification. Both AD and gasification scenarios
led to sustainability benefits. The gasification scenario had the highest economic (e.g.,
revenues from upgrading biogas to fuel), environmental (e.g., GHG emission savings), and
social (e.g., job creation) benefits. However, gasification options are still less advanced than
AD at the technical and commercial level [38]. The findings above showed the complex-
ity of identifying suitable technologies and configurations as part of planning biowaste
recovery systems. Moreover, planning such aspects must reflect the case study’s specific
local context. Therefore, additional case study research investigating different scenarios
can better inform scientific knowledge and decision making regarding AD and biowaste
recovery systems. Furthermore, the findings of [38] highlighted AD as a low-hanging
fruit: a conventional technology ready to implement while other novel technologies for
high-value bioproducts are further developed.

Implementation Aspects

The need for integrated planning across the three sustainability pillars has been high-
lighted in the wider literature for resource recovery systems [69]. The reviewed studies
addressed various AD implementation aspects. The level of analytical detail, system
boundaries, methodological tools (see next section), and metrics used largely varied across
studies. Some papers did not provide in-depth analyses, but instead merely provided pre-
liminary descriptions of implementation aspects. For example, while 12 papers addressed
environmental aspects of AD implementation in their analysis, only 4 examined environ-
mental performance comprehensively through LCA approaches. Other studies followed
less-comprehensive approaches to assess environmental performance. For example, the
authors of [64] estimated expected CO2 emissions based on distance of biowaste collec-
tion and transportation. The study of environmental performance is further addressed in
Section 4.2.

Twenty papers included technical aspects (e.g., digester sizing) to assess implemen-
tation. Sixteen papers considered economic (e.g., capital and operational costs), twelve
considered environmental (e.g., associated GHG emissions), and nine addressed social (e.g.,
plant acceptance) aspects. Moreover, seven papers addressed institutional aspects for AD
implementation. For example, the authors of [38] assessed (national) policy frameworks to
identify challenges of the current waste management system, for the case of the United
Kingdom. The authors of [70] mentioned that policy interventions such as grant incentives
can impact AD uptake significantly. Spatiotemporal aspects are also crucial to consider for
AD planning [71,72]. Seven papers addressed spatial dimensions, while only two papers
addressed both spatial and temporal aspects. The study in [64] used spatial analysis to
develop an agent-based model (ABM), and included the temporal rate of implementation
(slow, mid, or aggressive) as a parameter to design AD planning scenarios. The authors
of [18] used spatial analysis and considered a range of time periods (over 1, 10, and 15 years)
to estimate AD implementation over space and time. Overall, comprehensive assessment
of all relevant implementation aspects can enhance the level of detail and accuracy of
AD planning.
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Methodological Tools

Integrated AD planning requires support from adequate methodological tools. The
classification shows that the reviewed studies applied a wide range of methodological
approaches, from material flow analysis (MFA) (four papers) to multilevel perspective
(MLP) [45] and visual analytics [64]. Most studies applied mixed research methods, and
as mentioned for ‘Implementation aspects’, analytical depth largely varied. For example,
most papers employed some form of literature review as part of their studies: an overview
of current knowledge and research gaps for research motivation. Five papers employed
literature review as their main methodological tool, but only [57] followed a systematic
process. The other papers applied more ad hoc approaches in using a literature review as a
key research method, although some supported their review findings with interviews with
experts. None of these papers provided a systematic and comprehensive analysis of urban
AD planning through decentralized approaches. Notable methodological approaches
that can support further research towards integrated planning of AD and wider biowaste
recovery systems are discussed further in Section 4.

Circular Economy and Bioeconomy

The role of AD as part of a circular economy and circular bioeconomy is also crucial
to consider as an aspect of integrated planning. In the review material, only three papers
addressed urban AD explicitly in the context of circular bioeconomy. Namely, the authors
of [17] mentioned the study of bio-based materials deriving from AD as a future research
step. The authors of [57] reviewed digestate valorization options, including advanced
technologies, to support the development of biorefinery systems. The authors of [41]
identified institutional factors that enabled or constrained implementation of decentralized
biowaste management systems in the context of the circular bioeconomy. Therefore, po-
tential interlinkages between urban AD and other stages in cascading biomass use were
beyond the scope of these studies and have not been researched explicitly. However, there
are several options to cascade biomass use (e.g., production of chemicals through advanced
biorefineries), beyond energy and nutrient recovery through AD biogas and digestate. It
is thus crucial to integrate AD in the wider context of circular bioeconomy comparing it
to other options. Moreover, 16 papers contextualised their contribution within circular
economy, while 6 papers referred to a wider sustainability context.

4. Emerging Research Themes on Decentralized AD towards Integrated Planning of
Urban Biowaste Recovery

Decentralized AD can enable local circularity or ‘local valorization loops’ by minimizing
distances along stages of the value chain [54]. Contrary to centralized approaches, in
decentralized systems, waste is treated closer to the source and end users, and thus recovery
products can find local end uses, adding value to the urban environment. Figure 4 provides
an example in which decentralized AD contributes to a local valorization loop: biowaste
is collected from sources such as households and UA and treated through decentralized
AD. Biogas produced can be used by the households; e.g., as cooking fuel, and digestate as
fertilizer in UA.

The potential for local circularity must be assessed to plan such localized systems
(feedstock sources, treatment methods, product outlets, and end uses). In this context,
assessing the relation between resource supply and demand is crucial. Here, ‘supply’ refers
to AD products and ‘demand’ to the resource requirements of potential product outlets
locally. The authors of [63,73] used the term ‘urban sinks’ to describe local product outlets
and ‘local sink capacity’ when referring to the potential to use recovery products locally.
They highlighted that scientific knowledge is limited concerning local sink capacity and
the performance of decentralized treatment systems under large-scale deployment.
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Figure 4. Example of a simplified ‘local valorization loop’ (own graph). Icons used were designed by
Freepik (https://www.freepik.com, accessed on 2 July 2021).

Building on Section 3, this section identifies emerging research themes on decentral-
ized AD with focus on integrated planning of urban biowaste recovery systems. The
findings showed that all reviewed papers addressed biowaste recovery through local val-
orization loops either explicitly or implicitly. The emerging research themes identified
were: (a) spatial analysis; (b) life cycle analyses of environmental performance; (c) decision
support tools (DSTs) and frameworks; (d) nexus approaches; and (e) UA as an entry point
for embeddedness in the urban environment. Most papers touched upon more than one
of these themes (see Table S9 in the Supplementary Material). For example, the authors
of [64] developed a DST for AD planning (c), largely based on spatial analysis (a), while
it also adopted a nexus approach (d) for sustainability assessment. Each theme is further
discussed below.

4.1. Spatial Analysis

The integration of spatial dimensions in planning of resource systems has received
significant scientific interest [50]. This interest is reflected in the decentralized AD con-
text. Spatial analysis combines methods of mathematical optimization and geographic
information systems (GIS) to determine the spatial organization of AD systems. It informs
decisions to achieve balance between supply and demand considering quantity, quality,
and availability of biowaste feedstock, treatment facilities, product outlets, and their spatial
distribution. For example, the authors of [54] presented a spatial optimization model to
support the design of decentralized urban AD systems. For the case of Lyon, they found
sufficient digestate potential to complement nutrient demand in periurban agriculture
(PUA). For biogas, they assumed conversion through CHP, but did not provide further
analysis; e.g., comparison to local electricity and heating demands. Moreover, their model
focused on minimization of payload distances, while assessment of other aspects (e.g., en-
vironmental, social) was proposed for future work. Using spatial optimization, the authors
of [73] explored the energy impact of upscaling UA and the potential to cover UA’s energy
and nutrient demand through biowaste recovery via AD, composting, and insect rearing.
For the cases of Lyon and Glasgow, they found that digestate supply far exceeded UA’s
nutrient demand. Additional urban outlets would be required to use digestate surplus
locally. Biogas use through CHP could cover only part of UA’s energy demand (heat and
electricity). On the other hand, they found that waste valorization contributed to reducing
UA’s carbon footprint (−7.9% for Glasgow, −12.6 for Lyon compared to upscaled UA
scenarios without waste valorization in UA). The study in [63] applied spatial analysis
to compare the environmental performance of municipal districts, as well as their sink
capacity and related logistics (see Section 4.2); the authors of [18,64] also applied spatial
analysis to develop DSTs (see Section 4.3).

Findings of spatial analysis supported that decentralized AD could contribute to
local circularity with positive sustainability impact. Spatial methods assessed local sink
capacity and informed decisions to match digestate supply with local fertilizer demand and
plan for surplus management while considering sustainability implications [73]. Biogas
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management presented fewer technical challenges than digestate management. Current
spatial methods also highlight the complexity of AD planning that integrates decentralized
approaches. It is essential to further study UA and other urban outlets for product valoriza-
tion. Local data are essential, but may be difficult to obtain due to lack of access and/or
documentation. Future research can further develop/refine spatial methods to address
different configuration approaches.

4.2. Life Cycle Analyses of Environmental Performance

The environmental performance of decentralized AD systems remains largely un-
clear. As mentioned in Section 3.2, few studies have examined environmental performance
comprehensively through LCA. The authors in [56] conducted LCA for biowaste treat-
ment scenarios for a small Italian community. They considered three impact categories:
global warming potential (GWP); acidification, eutrophication, and ozone depletion; and
photochemical ozone creation. Decentralized AD with digestate composting was the best-
performing scenario for all impact categories. However, they also highlighted that AD
environmental performance was largely dependent on local digestate use. The system’s
emissions may increase significantly if digestate requires transport for treatment and use
elsewhere, largely due to transport-related GHG emissions. The authors of [17] conducted
an LCA of centralized and more localized biowaste recovery systems and found that, under
certain conditions, treatment systems located closer to the city performed better while
considering the endpoint categories: human health, ecosystem damages, and availability of
resources. The local AD scenario had the best environmental performance in their Brussels
case study. The scenario referred to a large-scale plant (capacity: 50,000 tonnes/year) due to
lack of local data for small-scale AD. It was located within the metropolitan area, compared
to other scenarios, with a centralized AD facility located 130 km outside Brussels. Only
their composting scenario included local small-scale facilities, which performed well in
terms of resource use, but had lower overall environmental performance compared to local
AD. The authors addressed the lack of other decentralized scenarios as a study limitation;
they highlighted the need to expand research to assess the variety of decentralized biowaste
treatment scenarios. The authors of [63] assessed economic and environmental metrics
(annualized treatment cost and GWP) of centralized and decentralized treatment scenarios,
while also considering spatial parameters such as urban sink capacity and related logistics
(allocation of compost bins and urban farms as product outlets) across municipal districts
of the Porto metropolitan area, applying LCA and spatial analysis. Local composting
had the lowest economic costs and centralized AD the lowest environmental costs. They
also found that additional urban farms would increase local sink capacity, but marginally
reduce economic treatment costs (range of 0.5–2.5%). Environmental savings largely varied
across the municipalities considered (range of 0.1–39.9%). The authors of [63] highlighted
that their results largely varied due to the influence of context-specific factors such as urban
density (see also Section 3.2.1), the energy sources of the electricity grid, and the potential
for local digestate use. Finally, the authors of [74] conducted LCA while addressing not
only AD configurations, but also various end uses for each configuration assessed. For
the case of Singapore, they found that all AD scenarios performed better than incineration.
Considering 17 impact categories, centralized AD for transport fuel and decentralized AD
for cooking fuel were the scenarios with the highest environmental savings, with the latter
performing best in terms of GWP and fossil fuel depletion.

Similar to studies of spatial analysis, studies with a focus on environmental perfor-
mance highlighted the importance and challenges of assessing local sink capacity and
digestate management. Further research can enhance knowledge on environmental im-
plications of decentralized applying comprehensive methodological approaches, such as
LCA and studying a variety of decentralized scenarios. Current findings highlighted AD’s
context-specific nature, and hence the need to conduct environmental-impact assessments
that integrate local characteristics.
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4.3. Decision-Support Tools and Frameworks (DSTs)

As described above, spatial analysis and LCA of environmental performance are
valuable methodological tools to support AD planning. However, planning decisions such
as the selection of suitable configurations also require more overarching decision support
tools and frameworks (DSTs) [74]. DSTs are often based on multicriteria decision analysis
(MCDA), which aims to address all relevant AD implementation aspects (see Section 3.2)
while considering the three sustainability pillars and context-specific characteristics. DSTs
that apply MCDA can thus support decision making towards integrated AD planning.

Methods such as spatial analysis and LCA can be part of such overarching DSTs. For
example, the authors of [18] used spatial optimization as well as LCA data as part of their
DST to estimate GWP. Their DST used modeling of MSW distribution, optimization of
the management system (with focus on cost optimization), and a multicriteria framework
for sustainability assessment. Their findings showed that, compared to the conventional
MSW scenario (incineration), the combined centralized/decentralized AD system could
double electricity profits through biogas, reduce capacity land fragmentation by 75% (thus
enhancing land use) and GWP by 19%, operational expenses up to 50%, and the required
transport fleet up to 15%. The authors recommended future research on the effect of
different planning priorities (e.g., prioritizing GWP performance over economic costs)
to assess centralized and decentralized approaches. The authors of [38] developed the
Systems Thinking Approach to Resource Recovery (STARR) framework based on the
case of the United Kingdom. It included a review of national waste management policy
and a multilevel system analysis, which applied MFA to measure the potential recovery
at the national, community, and organizational (supermarket) level. At the community
level, the authors developed three scenarios for biogas and digestate production, and
conducted sustainability assessment that included economic, environmental, and social
parameters and indicators (see also Section 3.2). The authors of [64] developed an ABM
to support AD planning and decision making at the regional/county level. The model
considered the effect of policy decisions regarding AD configuration (centralized, uniform,
or decentralized) and temporal rate of adoption (slow, mid, or aggressive). It also addressed
potential implications in the water–energy–food (WEF) nexus through consideration of
environmental, social, economic, and spatial parameters.

The three studies presenting DSTs highlighted the need to further develop indicators to
assess circularity, sustainability, and associated nexus interlinkages. Further application of
DSTs in different geographic contexts can enhance relevant scientific knowledge. Moreover,
current DSTs have not built upon one another. Each adopted a different perspective towards
AD planning and the consideration of configuration approaches. The development of
commonly agreed DSTs could organize and enhance future AD research and planning,
while always accounting for contextual characteristics.

4.4. Nexus Approaches

Nexus approaches address interlinkages between resource systems across sectors and
scales and aim to identify and manage relevant trade-offs and synergies [75]. In recent years,
they have gained increasing scientific interest as tools to support research for sustainable
development (e.g., [76,77]). In the AD context, the authors of [31] characterized nexus
approaches as valuable tools to address AD’s multifunctional character towards integrated
resource management. The multisectoral and multiscalar nature of nexus approaches can
also be useful in the development of MCDA tools (see Section 4.3).

Only two papers we reviewed addressed urban AD through a nexus approach, both
focusing on the WEF nexus. The authors of [73] referred to the WEF nexus in the context
of integrating biowaste valorization with UA. However, they only assessed WEF material
and energy flows, and did not conduct comprehensive nexus assessment to address nexus
interlinkages explicitly (for a description of the concept of ‘nexus assessment’, see [78]). The
study in [64] developed a DST for AD planning, which addressed WEF nexus implications
(e.g., fresh water consumed) as part of a sustainability assessment. Their findings showed
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that each AD strategy could involve several trade-offs, such as between GHG emissions
and social acceptance: decentralized scenarios often require short transport distances
that minimize associated GHG emissions; however, the proximity of treatment plants to
populated areas is associated with low social acceptance. In return, centralized systems can
have a lower ‘visual impact’, since they are located far from populated areas. Nevertheless,
larger transport distances can lead to higher GHG emissions, compared to decentralized
approaches. These findings highlighted the value of nexus approaches in identifying
potential trade-offs and synergies. Nexus approaches can be further applied in the study of
decentralized AD. For example, the authors of [64] encouraged further research on nexus
metrics in the urban AD context to increase analytical detail, and thus address complexity
of measuring nexus interlinkages. Moreover, among the scales addressed through nexus
approaches, the urban scale is essential to consider in the context of AD for urban biowaste
treatment and embedding AD in the urban environment.

4.5. UA as Entry Point for AD Implementation

AD implementation and its embeddedness in the urban environment can be ap-
proached through various entry points (see also Section 3.2.1). Among such entry points,
several studies have focused on synergies between AD and UA. In recent years, urban
agriculture (UA) has been advocated as a potential contributor to urban sustainability.
Scientific literature has explored potential UA benefits ranging across various dimensions
such as food security, ecosystem services, social cohesion, and others (e.g., [79,80]). In the
CE context, UA can contribute to sustainable urban metabolism, with outputs from one
process serving as inputs for another [81,82].

To realize potential benefits, UA must be ‘upscaled’: UA growing practices need to
expand in available land areas (ranging from ground-based land plots to building rooftops).
While upscaling, UA’s resource requirements increase and must be assessed and managed
sustainably. However, the authors of [81] highlighted resource requirements of both current
and upscaled systems as largely unexplored. The authors of [83] found scientific knowledge
insufficient to reach definite conclusions on UA’s expected sustainability impact. They also
provided an overview of waste valorization pathways to enhance UA’s resource efficiency
and explore WEF nexus interlinkages. UA can utilize recovery products from urban
waste streams (biowaste but also wastewater, waste heat, and CO2) to cover its resource
requirements such as water for irrigation, nutrients, and energy in the forms of heating
and electricity (in the case of advanced UA practices such as greenhouses) [73,83]. The
potential for synergies between biowaste management and UA has long been mentioned
(e.g., [81,84–86]) but few studies have actually assessed aspects of this potential. The study
in [80] addressed the potential for nutrient circularity among opportunities and challenges
for UA’s future development. The authors of [62] conducted a technoeconomic assessment
of a pilot AD plant located in a greenhouse in a park in London, UK. The authors reported
challenges to balance supply and demand for digestate: in terms of identifying suitable
outlets, but also in promoting digestate to consumers; digestate management at the small
scale remains highly unregulated, and there is limited scientific evidence on safety to use
in UA (in terms of digestate quality and potential toxic effects). Using the same pilot
project as [62], the authors of [87] studied the feasibility of digestate use in cities. They also
applied actor network theory (ANT) to assess stakeholder views on digestate management.
They identified technical feasibility of onsite treatment and its economic viability as main
challenges for implementation. The study in [54] assessed digestate use in PUA through
short-distance AD systems, and found significant potential for digestate valorization. Case
study findings from Lyon and Glasgow supported that biowaste recovery could reduce
UA’s carbon footprint [73] (as described in Section 4.1). However, even in upscaled UA
scenarios, it is unlikely that UA alone can valorize recovery products fully. To achieve
integrated resource management, it is important to explore UA further, as well as other
urban outlets for biowaste valorization [63].
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In summary, the scientific literature supported that upscaling UA can contribute to
sustainable urban metabolism and other potential benefits significantly. Upscaling also
requires sustainable management of UA’s increasing resource requirements, which can be
potentially met using urban waste streams. However, the review findings highlighted that
few studies have quantified UA’s resource demand and the potential for waste valorization
to supply them. Current findings showed that it can be challenging to match supply and
demand of resources locally. Future research must explore UA along with other urban
outlets that can enable sustainable local valorization loops. Nexus approaches can also
assist in identifying interlinkages between UA and AD in the urban context.

5. Opportunities and Challenges of Decentralized AD Approaches

The study of definitions, key planning aspects (Section 3), and emerging research
themes (Section 4) led to the identification of key opportunities and challenges that can
guide future development of decentralized AD, in terms of scientific research and deci-
sion making. Table S10 (see Supplementary Material) presents these opportunities and
challenges, and also shows the key papers used to identify them.

In summary, all papers addressed the potential of decentralized approaches to develop
local circularity, either implicitly or explicitly. To achieve this potential, it is essential to iden-
tify urban outlets to support the development of local valorization loops. Local resource
supply needs to match the demand and the sustainability impact of local valorization loops
must be assessed. UA and PUA have received attention as potential urban outlets: they
need to be further explored in combination with other potential urban outlets. Preliminary
findings showed that under certain scenarios, decentralized or combined (combinations of
centralized and decentralized) configurations have better environmental performance than
centralized options. However, such results are highly context-specific. A treatment system
that integrates decentralized AD characteristics and is successful for one city may not
work for another, and the results are largely dependent on local characteristics. Moreover,
there are several remaining challenges related to digestate post-treatment and valorization.
Offsite digestate management may increase the system’s environmental impact, largely
due to transport-related GHG emissions.

The context-specific results highlighted the need to ground AD planning in integrated
approaches based on local characteristics. There is need for further case study research in
different urban contexts. Even then, results must be extrapolated with caution. Several
current themes can support further research on decentralized AD. Notably, DSTs that apply
MCDA approaches and consider characteristics of different system configurations can
contribute towards integrated AD planning. The inclusion and development of spatial
methods can enhance planning accuracy. Nevertheless, context-specific assessments require
local data that are often undocumented or unavailable. Further development of indicators
to measure circularity, sustainability impact, and associated nexus interlinkages is also
needed. Such indicators can be used in DSTs and contribute to integrated AD planning.
AD embeddedness in the urban environment has many aspects that remain unexplored,
such as product end uses, relevant stakeholders, market structure, and policy measures in
different contexts.

6. Conclusions

Practitioners, policy makers, and the scientific community have shown increasing
interest in the potential contribution of decentralized approaches in the context of imple-
menting urban biowaste recovery systems. Through a scoping review, this paper provided
a comprehensive overview of current scientific knowledge on decentralized AD approaches
for urban biowaste recovery systems. The findings showed that there is limited scientific
evidence on the impact of decentralized configuration approaches on resource circularity
and sustainability in different urban contexts. However, five emerging research themes
were identified: (a) spatial analysis; (b) LCA of environmental performance; (c) DSTs
and frameworks; (d) nexus approaches; and (e) UA as an entry point for embeddedness
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in the urban environment. Opportunities and challenges for planning of decentralized
AD exist, which mainly concern: (a) digestate management; (b) the potential for local
circularity with product valorization in outlets such as UA; and (c) the development and
application of DSTs to support integrated planning. Through the opportunities, challenges,
and emerging themes addressed, this study can guide future research and decision making
towards integrated planning of AD and biowaste recovery systems in cities. The find-
ings highlighted the comprehensive analysis of configuration approaches as an essential
component towards integrated planning. Local conditions and context should also be con-
sidered in the development of integrated planning to harness the full potential of biowaste
recovery systems.
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ABM Agent-based model
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GWP Global warming potential
IEA International Energy Agency
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MFA Material flow analysis
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PRISMA Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
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PUA Periurban agriculture
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WoS Web of Science
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